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Prologue 

This study presents evidence that the prosody that can be recon
structed from the surviving text of Beowulf is one of the best prosodies 
that any society has ever devised. It may seem remarkable to modern 
readers that those who devised this prosody-speakers of early Ger
manic during the period from about. 2000 B.C. to A.D. 600 -were un
lettered. But what modern readers thiitk of as a disadvantage was 
instead a tremendous advantage: tlte spea~er~.~~!? .. ~.~~~d. t~~ early 

lGennaniC oral tradition shaped it frotn .. resmm:es that they. under
stooa ·oetter-than~·~~S9_qnd:-patterning," and ... rhythm. nW~~ .. ~e-
monk deVIces made it possibl~..1.Qr..!lt~mJ~Lk.eg.p.JIa.l::k.oi..i.nfQ~.!ion 
withounhe aiE. <?L~!1.t.ing. At the same time they were also shaping 

isomethIng-ihat bound them to each other and supported and sus
ltained the whole community. What they did deserves to be ranked as 
one of the greatest achievements of prehistory. 

It has not been possible to value Beowulfian prosody so highly 
until now. Its secrets have been locked up for nearly a thousand years, 
ever since the Old English language began to change into Middle En
glish. For a few brief years the key was in the hands of John Mitchell 
Kemble, who, during the 1830S, used it to unlock the "verses" from 
the prose-seeming manuscript lines. But that key disappeared again 
when prosodists after him mistakenly took these verses as their, 
proper data. What they failed to realize is tha~~, whose vers~1 
form the basis of a well-founded consensus that has lasted for mo 
than 150 years, extracted these verses from the manuscript text b 
attending to prosodic signals. 

For example, Eduard Sievers analyzed this verse into two 
"feet," each of which, he insisted, has to contain a stressed syllable 
(marked!): 
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2 . Prologue 

Yet this verse actually consists of two measures: 

It was from these two segments that Kemble had to reconstruct this 
halfline. Kemble could only extract the whole verse line of which this 
halfline forms the second "verse" by noting that Jear completes the 
sound pattern begun by the GAR of the first verse. Yet Sievers and his 
followers have carried the day, and one prosodist after another looks 
no farther than the verse lines and halflines set out in modem edi
tions of the great poem. 
I It would seem that someone would think of going back to the 
(manuscript. Yet I confess it took me about a dozen years to realize that 

tt\ twas what I had to do. And when, more than a dozen years ago, I 
V \began to try to figure out how to extract metrical units from manu

script lines, I faced formidable obstacles. What every other prosodist 
takes for granted, I had to question. 

In my search for a solid foundation on which to build an accept
able prosody, I was forced to go back to what the scribes had written 
in the manuscript. They had, I hypothesized, recorded the syllables 
spoken by the poet. Once I satisfied myself that the scribes had car
ried out their task very ably, I had to ask what information each of 
these syllables carries. Then I had to devise and justify a new way of 
dealing with stress, with initial sound linkage ("alliteration"), with 
phrase and clause boundaries, and so on. Even after I had recon
structed and tested the method Kemble used to elicit verse lines from 
manuscript lines and halflines from verse lines, I faced an even more 
formidable obstacle: how to divide acceptably into measures certain 
verses that Sievers and others had had no trouble assigning to his 
"Type A." 

The solution to this problem turned out to lie in comparing metri
cal units of the same kind, that is, comparing verse lines with verse 
lines, halflines with halflines, measures with measures. (In the half
line quoted above, on represents the :verbal art of the first measure; 

~-----
JeardaJUm is the second measure.) But that method turned out to be 
far more powerful than I first imagined. In order to compare constit
uents with constituents-verse lines with verse lines, halflines with 
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far more powerful than I first imagined. In order to compare constit
uents with constituents-verse lines with verse lines, halflines with 



Prologue , 3 

halflines, measures with measures-I had to build a grid, With the 
grid I found a way to verify a hypothesis that remains only a tantaliz
ing insight in the work of my most important predecessor, John C. 

, ~o~~, .~, is_~_h~~!~~!~~';<;~~P.~,~!~~.~~J.~Nz ) 
."'~~lt~ctg,~~x(,§~~h~~~" .:Si!t;~,+~.~~~~~~~~S) f~ 
. 't"b . the': n~ "ot .thp,acc an ' , .......... ortt: ,Jilje. 'd ~:: .. :?;:i'~" 
~" ~\ ''>:'''''' ~''~~~\ !:;;:~~.-.,~.,A:ID.~~~~~~,;:. ", .lID . !!.~ 
~ss b.l~~~~>4~~strate ,that eY~Y..!!leasure COn!lSts_~~ _~ "PIDs·" 
In certain environments, one Part-and precisely one Part-may be 
empty of syllables and hence indicate the length of the pause. 

Because Part 1 of most measures contains a stressed syllable, ~ 
could argue that Part 1 of every measure indicates a heavy downbeat. 
Part 2 completes the pulse by indicating the lighter upbeat.! That is ~ 
the rhythm of Beowulf. It is the simplest of rhythms. Yet, because it 
governs Parts that can contain one syllable, or two syllables, or three I 
syllables-or none-it is extraordinarily powerful. It can encode and) 
transmit an almost limitless number of messages. 

But there are limits, and it is these very limits that make the pros-
ody such an astonishing achievement. Since every verse line is built 
around two syllables linked by their initial sound, and since the tra-
dition recognized only nineteen different initial sounds, this sound
patterning sets certain limits on what the prosody can express.lAt the \\I {-'( O« 

same time the syllables that create and control syntactic relationships, . ",' ?;/' f _ .. 

such as prepositions, case- and verb-endings, conjunctions, and so ' . ,." 
") ( ,"'" 

on make it possible to use the same sound-linked stressed syllables in 
different syntactic situations, to build different verse lines around 
themj 

That is the secret of this great traditional prosody. For example, a 
poet who knew that DOOM (dam, the judgment of the tradition as to 
the value of what one DOES) should come before DEATH (deap) knew 
these sound-linked syllable structure. I have else-
where called these pairs 'Ideal Structures" ause they convey the 
ideals of the society.2 Since he built several different verse lines 
around the structure DOOMIDEATH (five in Beowulf), it is clear that 

1 . In the exemplar halfline, Part 1 of the second measure is the stressed syllable 
Jttlr, Part 2 of the first measure is on, and Part 1 of this first measure contains no 
syllable. 

2 . "Beowulf on the Brink: Infonnation Theory as Key to the Origins of the Poem," 
in Comparative Research on Oral Traditions: A Memorial for Milman Parry, edited by John 
Miles Foley (Columbus, Ohio: Slavica Publishers, 1987), 139-60. 
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4 • Prologue 

in some sense the Beowulf-poet understood that it is the structure that 
generates these different verse lines. And, since the etymologist can 
trace far back into the past the roots of the pair of words whose stem 
syllables form the structure, it is likely that speakers created this 
structure and others many generations before the prosody as we 
know it crystallized around them. So it appears that the prosody that 

s~~~.,~~~.!t~~k~.~t.~_~~~.~ver-m~~~.~~y~g~er~~.~, after 
prehistoric s~aker~ ot Ge~~c had foun,d that~.!I.~<!~patterning, 

I beCa use of its memorability, preserves information. 
'Buf what' i~ perhaps most beautiful about this prosody is the way 

in which it mimes the production of speech in the brain.3 The syl
lables of the Ideal Structures-and, indeed, all semantically weighty 
syllables-seem to require for their production an intact Wernicke's 
area, located on the borders of the parietal and temporal lobes of the 
human cortex. The syllables that create syntactic relationships appear 
to be produced by an area in the prefrontal lobe, Broca's area. The 
poets of the Germanic tradition generally disposed Wernicke's syl
lables in Part 1 of the measure and Broca's syllables in Part 2. Did they 
do so because they had inherited a prosodic tradition that had, over 
the course of perhaps hundreds of generations, helped shape or tune 
human verbal memory? 

More than a quarter of a century ago, when I began my study of 
Beowulfian. prosody, I had no idea that this prosody would tum out 
to be something as wonderful as a time machine. In the following 
pages I show how this time machine works. 

3. See my "A Student of Oral Traditions Looks at the Origins of Language," in 
Studies in unguRge Origins, ed. Jan Wind et al. (Amsterdam and Philadelphia: John 
Benjamins, 1989), 43-52. 
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ehilpter 1 

'Fwo Hypotheses 

INTRODUcnON 

This study attempts to reconstruct the prosody of Beowulf. It he

gins when: "!!~_~th!.~J!~~Q~,£~~L~~~. ~-::.~Illablew 
of the poem as they can be reproduced audibly or subvocally from the 
"Signs"Written by the two scribes of ~~_ ~~~.£t.l The study goes 
farther than any other-t~_ the smallest(not previously identified) 

rosodic unit of the m-and iii' anOlderi wa :----~. ----.--.- .- . p_ ._-_._- - -.... -... --.----- .~-. y y: 
Beginning with the manuscript text of Beowulf, I first show that it 

is possible to construct a working definition of the largest prosodic 
unit of the poem, the verse line, and to test that definition by eliciting 
v~_~lines sy~t~matically~oIJ.l: .. ~~_~y~!?les as they are indica tea in 
the text.2 Ne~!~}~h~~ __ ~~_th~ .Y.:~~_~~_~!!~~~}~t~-tw~ halfli.nes (the 
so-called "verses"). Then I show that each halfline consists of what I ...... -' ... ~ .. - .... , .. ~ -. . . . . , ...... ~ ._- . 

1. The text of the poem used throughout this study has been constructed from 
three sources: (1) the photographic plates in Beawulf . .. in Facsimile, transliteration 
and notes by Julius Zupitza; 2d ed., intro. by Norman Davis, Early English Text Society 
(London: Oxford University Press, 1959); (2) photographic plates 1-90 only ("Thorkelin 
A") in The Thorkelin 11anscripts of Beawulf in Facsimile, ed. Kemp Malone, Early English 
Manuscripts in Facsimile (Copenhagen: Rosenkilde and Bagger, 1951); (3) a few read
ings from Humphrey Wanley's transcription of what are now verse lines 1-19 and 53-
73 in Antiquae LiteratuTae Septentrionalis Liber Alter . . . Catalogus Historico-Criticus (Ox
ford, 1705), 218-19; I have used the second and third sources only where material is 
missing from or obscured in the plates of the 1959 edition. Material taken from the 
second and third sources always appears in square brackets. The text I use is thus 
extremely conservative. 

2. Curiously, students of Old English prosody generally avoid attempting to define 
the larger units of that poetry and focus instead on the "feet" or "measures" of the 
verse. Geoffrey R. Russom's Old English Meter and Linguistic Theory (Cambridge: Cam
bridge University Press, 1987), is an exception; but even Russom is content to accept 
the verses as set out in modem editions, verses that he says are indicated in part by 
the punctuation of the scribes. Even if this were true in Cotton Vitellius A. xv, it would 
still be necessary to define the units indicated by the punctuation. 
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6 . Reconstructing the Rhythm of Beowulf 

first refer to as halfline constituents (abbreviated IHCs") but later des
ignate as measures~ · o{whiClithere are ~sucilly twQ~ \It.oc~s10nally 
tmee Ina li:alfiine. Finally, I analyze every measure in~o Fi 1Je Paris. 
The first Part contains a stressed syllable about 80 percent of the time; 
the second Part far more often than not contains an unstressed syl
lable or syllables. 

The disposition of the syllables into Fine Parts can be accounted 
for by a simple hypothesis: the two Fine Parts of the measure indicate 
a rhythm. The first Part usually contains the syllable or syllables that 
mark the heavier downbeat; the second Part contains the syllable or 
syllables that mark the lighter upbeat. The relationship between the 
two Parts of the measure indicates the dynamic of the prosody: syl
lables are clustered together in each Part of the measure to mark the 
two phases of a rhythm. Two, sometimes three, measures repeat this 
rhythm in each halfline. 

The analysis of the measure into its constituents makes this study 
more than merely descriptive and static; it indicates at every level the 
relationships among hierarchically organized constituents. This 
study differs from previous studies of the prosody of Beowulf in an
other way. It is constructed from hypotheses and sets of hypotheses 
presented as such, then tested and either verified or discarded. 
My ~!"'a.!.shmg _ltyp-o~e~is i~ .this: BeC?Wulf is unmistakably a poem, 
nots~p!Y .~~~_ tidi.ed form .of-the spoken language, i.e., prose," in Mar
jt?~!:_Q~U!lt's WO! s!S.3 That is, each level of the text-verse line, half
line, and so forth-is composed of constituents comparable to all 
other constituents of the same level. The entire study tests this hy
pothesis. 

My approach will seem unusual because ~nts QL~owWfian 
P!oso~y are accustomed to dealing in-~'certainties"_. rather than hy
~~lt.eses. _ Siru:e_certainties . have a way of being based on a~mp
tions,- IJ\a.y"~.~.~q ~~ every point to turn mere assumption intoJ estable 
hr.P~~j.s. The assumption that underlies every other study of Beo
wulfian prosody is this: the prosodist performs his or her operations 
upon the so-called verses of the poem as they appear in acceptably 
edited texts. Thus the prosodist can consider each verse in isolation 

3. Marjorie Daunt, "Old English Verse and English Speech Rhythm," Transactions 
of the Philological Society (London) (1946): 56-'72, rpt. in Essential Articles for the Study of 
Old English Poetry, ed. J. B. Bessinger, Jr., and S. J. Kahrl (Hamden, Conn.: Archon 
Books, 1¢8), 289-304. The quotation appears on p. 300 in Essential Articles. 
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from its verse line, that is, apart from the verse with which it is paired 
by alliteration. As I show in the next section, this assumption has 
produced confusion. -_ 

By contrast, ~thesize th~! .t~e .p.~.im,~~J~w.~~ the l 
syllab~e~_ of t~_~!ln~script te2(t and Jook for in9icatiQ.1}~.91..ttt~tion- 1 
ships among these syllables. The .~s~ ~~glt!OI) Qijl Pw~c. rela-~ 
nonshfp is ~~~~Isf§lc~:O:l g~o~£.~~~~ .~y~~I!~..hayip.g..theesameJnitia1 ~ 
sound (allitera~on).. It is_onl¥ on-the b.asis_of.thls.relatiOnship..th@.tth.e l 
prosodist can extra_a .tb~ ,yerse line and.then . .cli.Yide.J t intQ~#
lines, or "v~~~~~~The "verse" thus emerges as one half of the ver~ I 
lirie a "hamme" in my terminology. The verse cannot be extracted or 
defined in isolation from its verse line. That is, the verse is not pro- I 
sodically neutral but is instead the product of the application of pro- . 
sodie analysis to the next higher level, the verse line. Yet prosodists I 
have heretofore tried to scan the verses of the poem without taking 
into account the relationship of the verse to the verse line and the 
derivation of the verse line from the whole text. I 

PREVIOUS AITEMPTS TO SCAN BEOWULF 

There have been many attempts to scan the verses of Beowulf and 
other Old English poems. In 1813, one of the early editors of the 
poem, John J. Conybeare, suggested that many verses consist of two 
feet, usually trochees. 4 As recently as 1987, Geoffrey Russom pub
lished his Old English Meter and Linguistic Theory.s Between these at
tempts there have been many more, but only three have so far gained 
wide acceptance. 

The best-known scansion of Beowulf is that published in three 
parts by Eduard ~if:vers between 1885 and 1905.6 J)ievers found that 
~ost of. ~J:te ~~~~.!~ .P~.Y.:.l-c2~~~"Q. ~tr~~~d 'sYIiiibIes'.-After 
studying the patterns formed by stressed and unstressed syllables in 
the verses, S.i~y'er~ .. ~a§ .. aple to ~~~~ "~~.9.~t. e~e.!y verse into two 
"feet" in such a way that every foot contains a stressed syllable: He . _ .,..or-_. .'. # . .. _ ___ . __ • _____ ____ • -'_0' __ - ___ .. .---. 

4. William D. Conybeare, ed., Illustrations of AngkrSaxon Poetry . .. (London, 
1826). See pp. v-lvi, esp. ix-xi. 

5. See note 2, above. 
6. Eduard Sievers, "Zur Rhythmik d~r germanischen Alliterationsverses," Beitrage 

zur Geschichte tier deutschen Sprache und Lrteratur 10 (1885): 206-314 (I) and 451-545 (II). 
See also (III) Sievers, "Altgermanische Metrik," in Grundriss tier germanischen Philologre, 
ed. Hermann Paul (Strassburg: Karl J. Triibner, 19(5), 2:1-38. 
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found that nearly all the verses of the poem can be grouped into five 
patterns, or "Types" A through E, depending on the relative place
ment of the stressed and unstressed syllables. 

S~~]Jp~s.~' .~~,_s~.,~~. ,~~,t:~~.~ .. d.escrip.!i~~~?~~Old 
~~~~!!~eJ:Ses . His Metrik has attracted probably the largest num6er 
or disciples. The extent to which Sievers's work has been accepted 
is indicated not only by his influence on other prosodists but by 
this 1959 statement by the grammarian A. Campbell: ''The evidence 
for the accentuation of native and foreign words . . . is largely metri
cal. For the determination of accent the metrical system of Sievers is 
sufficient."7 Even the prosodist whose work differs most from 
his, John Pope, insists that Sievers's Metrik is still worthy of serious 
study. 8 

Sievers did indeed describe and categorize important features of 
the verses of Beowulf. Yet, despite his division of each verse into feet, 
his Metrik offers the speaker of the verse no ~dance other than that 
he-oi'-snesFioUId"Stresscertam'-syUaoles; " ;~~~~iUUlt _does notre
qurre"i "'memcaJ: ~~Tem~ltsieVers" o(fei:s"any guidance to the grouping 
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the fiv~~rseJy-p.~!~~_to ~~~l)_att~~~ .. ~f _'~ C~!!!~~~QU~S."10 Unlike 
Sievers, Cable argues that no foot division within the verse is neces-
~l. sucK-diVlSfonwoUi'd; '~iact, ' gei ' ii1 "th~tway";;{th~ "mei~y" of 
each verse, the pitches of which are indicated by the relative place
ment within the verse of "higher pitched" (stressed) and "lower 
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the possibility that every verse can be divided into at least two con
stituents. 

In 1942 John Collins fo~ published in a lengthy study titled The 
Rhythm of Beowulf what is "p';-rhaps the most interesting prosody of the 
poem.11 Unlike Sievers, Pope tries to discover ~ rlii.!!!m~tg!'Q,!Ps 
certain syllabieStogeffierfororm'the··tWo"measUr'es·~f the verse. Pope 
assignsa preC1;e-qUantity·t<t eaCh syllable' Withlii-the-'~~;;';;~ using 
the musical notation of half notes, quarter notes, dotted quarters, 
triplets, and so on. Pope's analysis does indeed indicate a rhythm. His 
work shows that it is possible to move within carefully determined 
temporal patterns from one stressed syllable to the next. Pope's work \ \ 
thus represents the furthest extreme from Sievers's static description 
of stress patterns. 

An important difference between Pope's division of verses into 
two measures and Sievers's division into two feet is that Po~s divi-.- -- --
sions tend to keep the two parts of a compound, or a wo!".4.£.Q..~i~!itlg 
ora stem ana -a-fonnatlve:-iri-tn'e"same prosodic-~t, which he calls 
fhe "/measuret ~~~~~y~~··tite -com~~~~<2~~~§i~-~~pl~'x" does ' not 
occupy the entire verse. In his insistence that every root musfcontam 
a -stressedsyuabfe~"Sievers is often led to distribute the first element j ",,-.I' 

of a compound or the first part of a simplex plus ~ormative in the first ,(\ - " 
foot and the rest of the word or compound in the second whether or 
not the simplex or compound is the only constituent of the verse. 

But Pope's analysis of the rhythm of Beowulf, though it has had 
some success, has not ended the quest for Beowulfian prosody. There 
are two reasons for its failure to achieve a consensus among scholars. 
First; it does-notadequalely- support the case for the measure divi
sions just discussed. Unlike Sievers's "sensible" basis for foot-diyi
sion--every foot contahiSatieas-tone' Stf;;~~iiiab~,P~~,,<iivicies 
many versesin· suChii·wiiytnatontt measure of-a'·pair might contain 
not a-sing estresSeasYll'ilDle. Rfs dIVision raises the question, then, 
of what dennes' a measure:"What is' 'it iri-lne maituSCnpt text of the 
poem -fliiitallows the"prosodist to divide some verses into unequal 
parts? As I shall show, this question can be answered, even though 
Pope fails to do so. Pope then compounds the problem of credibility 
by attempting to complete the lighter measure with a rest worth so 

11. John Collins Pope, The Rhythm of Beowulf . . , (New Haven: Yale University 
Press, 1942). 
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many notes, a rest that, in this case, takes the place of a stressed syl
lable. I.f one is going to argue for rests in Beowulf it will be_necessary 
to accoun't""fur 'themmore persuasively' than by suc~.£!r~la~
mg:' Agaiil~'-f shan' demonstrate that the preCise location ~nd value of 

each rest can be determined only by comparing measure with mea
sure in the context of the halfline and verse line. 

Second, Pope's Rhythm gives the reader the sense of being left 
somewhere in the middle of the analysis. ~Qpe does not attempt to 

: cQ.~a~ __ ~~E~!'t kinds of measures; nor does he categonze them 
I into types. Instead, he is contenffu-'sort the verses into 279 different 

I subtypes. He attempts to generalize only by arranging all the verses 
of the poem according to Sievers's five verse types, even though he 

j
' divides most of his "Type B and e" verses at very different points 

from Sievers. One must conclude that Pope considered his work done 
, when he had merely located (though not demonstrated) a measure 
'j boundary or boundaries inside the verse. But the bewildering array 
\ of possible verse-types in his catalog does not constitute a prosody. 

These are three of the major approaches to the prosody of Beowulf 
that compete with each other today. The existence of these and other 
approaches gives the impression that any reasonable analysis of the 
verses of the poem is as good as any other. 

THE MAKING OF THE CONSENSUS ON VERSES 

In contrast to the diversity of approaches to Beowulfian prosody 
stands the .ronieIlSi.J5x>n the verses themselves. What that consensus 

"----~-"'....,. ... 
T)rmeans is that sch~lar§.j).t~Jp'-~~em~'p'-.t.Q.l!...two points: (1) ~he poem 

can be divided into verses, ~~,~t(& all, o~ _!,!~~\Y, ~.!!J verses aN.-COr
rectlr indkated"inrecenteditions of the poem. This consensus is just 
over-150~years o[a;-smcelrcan' be dated toO-the publication of John 
Mitchell Kemble's two editions of the poem set out in verses in 1833 
and 1835.12 

Few scholars today realize the importance of Kemble's editions. Fr. 
Klaeber is the exception. Of the 1835 edition Klaeber writes that it is 
"scholarly; the first real edition."13 Despite Klaeber's praise, Kemble's 
name has been all but forgotten by prosodists of Beowulf. Yet, ironi-

12.. John M. Kemble, ed., The Anglo-Saxon Poems of Beowulf, The Travellers Song and 
The Battle of Finnsburh (London: Wm. Pickering, 1833; 2.d ed., 1835). 

13. Fr. Klaeber, ed., Beowulf and the Fight at Finnsburg, 3d ed. (Boston: D. C. Heath, 
1950), cxxvii. Klaeber never saw the 1833 edition. 
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cally, the verses of Beowulf that he more than anyone else worked out 
survive almost to a verse in every recent edition of the poem. It is 
these verses that form the basis of every previous approach to the 
prosody of Beowulf. No matter how much each approach differs from 
the others, everY:J>.!!>.soQi.~t <;luriI.tg .th~ la~ 150 year§ ha.s.Jlttem ted to 
scan the verses th~~.K~ID.PI.eJat:g~ly worked o~t. 

-th~ {actt!la~ prosodists s~~~~his c~~~!, $ro~~~.~~~~~d "'ttr 
one to survey that groun carefully. On the one hand, it may tum out 
tncif the verses themselves 'contain the clue to the puzzling fact that 
no prosody has even approached the consensus that Kemble's verse 
lineation has achieved for six generations. On the other hand, it may 
tum out that Kemble's verses are in some way at fault, despite their 
widespread and long-lasting acceptance. The verses may be improper 
units of the text, or they may have been improperly derived. 

Even to suggest such possibilities is to raise troubling questions: is 
it possible to determine the correctness of the verses of Beowulf? By 
what criteria do we judge the acceptability of a verse? These questions 
have not been satisfactorily addressed during the 150 years of the con
sensus. Yet until they are answered the consensus will rest on an 
unexamined foundation. 

Before I compare Kemble's work with that of his two major prede
cessors, however, it is necessary to determine the extent to which the 
scribes indicate the verses that have formed the basis of the consen
sus. The reader of the manuscript soon learns that he or she cann"Ot\ 
depend on scribal conventions to distinguish one "verse" from an- I 
other. Punctuation, such as the raised point, occurs infrequently; the I 
scribes do not set off units smaller than the so-called "£itt" with capi- l 
tals or spacing. If the poet did indeed compose in verses, those verses I 
are not immediately obvious from an examination of the manuscript. ( 

Since many of the now-accepted verses were not obvious to the 
first editor of the poem, the process of extracting acceptable verses 
from the manuscript took several generations. The Icelander Grimur 
J. Thorkelin, who had taken nearly thirty years to edit the manuscript 
he had had copied and had copied himself in the late 17Bos, brought 
out in 1815 the first complete modem edition of the poem, the first 
attempt to set out the entire text in verses. 14 Klaeber understandably 

14. G. J. Thorkelin, De Danorum rebus gestis secul. III & N. poena danicum ang/osax
onica (Copenhagen, 1815). 
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dismisses Thorkelin's work as "of interest chiefly as the 'editio prin
ceps.'''IS 

While Thorkelin was seeing the 'editio princeps' through the 
press, the English scholar John J. Conybeare was preparing his Illus

. trations of Anglo-Saxon Poetry. That at least is what his brother William 
titled the collection of John's posthumous papers when he published 
them in 1826. The "illustration" of Beowulf amounts to one-quarter of 
the poem set out in verses. 16 

Seven years after the publication of the Illustrations, the twenty
six-year-old Kemble published the second complete edition of the 
poem set out in verses. In his preface he had unkind words for both 
Thorkelin and Conybeare, as well as other earlier scholars. Unfortu
nately, Kemble neither commented specifically on the verse lineation 
of the two earlier editions nor explained his own method of determin
ing verses. Many of his verses differ from Thorkelin's and a few differ 
from Conybeare's. Kemble wrote in his preface as though he thought 
of himself as an editor who simply cleaned up the mistakes of his 
predecessors. Anglo-Saxonists since his day have taken him at his 
word. What is far more important, later editors have silently adopted 
almost everyone of his verses in their editions. 

There is something very puzzling about the ease with which Kem
ble's verse lineation was accepted. Both of his important predecessors 
make it clear that it is possible to go astray in attempting to elicit the 
verses of Beowulf from the manuscript text. Yet Kemble treats the job 
as something that requires only common sense or editorial acumen 
and makes no comment on his method. And no one after Kemble has 
asked any questions about his method. The verses of Beowulf that 
Kemble extracted from the text in the face of one inadequate and one 
incomplete attempt to set them out simply appear in all later editions 
of the poem. The question of verse lineation appears to have been 
closed. 

There seems to be little point in trying to reopen it. Everyone who 
reads Beowulf in an edition such as Klaeber's quickly comes to accept 
the division of the text into lines (which are sometimes called "verse 
pairs" and which I call "verse lines"), with each verse line divided 

15. K1aeber, Beowulf, cxxvii. 
16. Conybeare, ed., lllustrations of Anglo-Saxon Poetry, 30-167. John Conybeare's 

text of a total of 1577 "verses" of Beowulf (788112 "verse pairs") appears on pp. 82-136. 
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into two verses. It is the rare reader of the poem who asks why the text 
has been set out in this way. It is difficult to believe that there can be 
any other way of dividing the text. 

Yet it was possible for the early editors to disagree about the de
tails of the division of the manuscript text into verses. Their disagree
ments must have seemed crucial, since the verse divisions of only one 
early editor survive in later editions. Although he gives no reason for 
dismissing Thorkelin's edition of Beowulf, it is likely that Klaeber did 
so partly because he preferred Kemble's verses to Thorkelin's. In any 
case, it is Kemble's verse that appears in Klaeber's edition-and in 
every recent edition of the poem-whenever Thorkelin and Kemble 
differ. It is Kemble's verse that survives on those rare occasions when 
his differs from Conybeare's. 

It will be instructive to examine a particular example of the differ
ence between Thorkelin and Conybeare on the one hand and Kemble 
on the other. I begin by quoting the source of these verses exactly as 
it appears in the manuscript. This is what the scribe has written on 
lines 4 and 5 of folio 137V (135v in Zupitza): 

["Joht ofost is selest to oecy&nne 
[hJpanan eopre cyme syndon· (137V04-5)17 

At the top of p. 22 of his edition Thorkelin sets out the last six words 
of this passage as follows: 

To gecydanne 
Hwanon eowre 
Cyme syndon. 

The same passage appears halfway down p. B9 of Conybeare's Illus
trations of Anglo-Saxon Poetry set out in the same way: 

Tooecy&nne 
Hwanan eowre 
Cyme syndon. 

17. See above, note I, for an explanation of the square brackets. I number manu
script lines according to the following system: the first three digits represent the num
ber of the folio according to the "new official British Museum numbering, introduced 
in 1884" (Zupitza, Beowulf . . . in FlICSimiJe, xvi-xvii); the capital R or V indicates the side 
of the folio (recto or verso); the last two digits, from 01 to 22, indicate the number of 
the manuscript line. The folio number that actually appears on the manuscript page 
and also on Zupitza's facing transliteration appears in parentheses in the text. 
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Kemble departs radically from the verse lineation of his two predeces
sors, dividing the same passage into only two verses. This is how he 
prints the passage in his 1835 edition, where it forms verses 511 and 
512 on p. 19: 

to ge-cy&nne 
hwanan eowre cyme syndon. 

Klaeber, along with every other recent editor, follows Kemble's verse 
division, rather than Conybeare's and Thorkelin's, of what is now 
printed as verse line 257. 

Both in 1833 and in 1835 Kemble found reason to print as verse 512 
the four words in eight syllables that his predecessors had printed as 
two verses. Every editor since Kemble has followed him. So far as I 
have been able to discover, neither Kemble nor any recent editor ex
plains why he or she prefers the eight-syllable verse to the neater 
four-syllable verses of Thorkelin and Conybeare. Kemble's distribu
tion must seem too obvious to call for explanation. 

The difference between Kemble's verse lineation at this point and 
that-oflus 'preaecessofsTs-indeed obvious. In the passage of tfiirleen 
syllables tnif beglrls' 'With-'to, . Kemble finds material for only two 
verses because the passage contains only two alliterating syllables, 
-cy- and cy-. By dividing the passage beginning with hpman into two 
"verses," Thorkelin and Conybeare place a "verse" containing no al
literating syllable--Hwanan eowre-between the two "verses" that 
contain the only alliterating syllables in the passage. 

The analysis of the attempts to divide the passage that begins with 
to and ends with syndon exemplifies Kemble's way of eliciting verses. 
He agreed with his eredecessors that the text invites d~vi§.i9n into 
verses:-Sulhe=ciisagreed wi"th them abOiit' the basis of verse division. 
Keiiioie's analy~19 of the passage in question re~eals that he was (on
sistenfon-rh'e 'basis of his disagreement: f2~~ ~ vers~ I?y.~Lc~n~~ 
a syllable that alliterates with a sYll~!>le .. !n 9ne, o! the flanking vers~s. 
-l'fis-eas'y' to fesl"OOs -formulation of Kemble's methods: one has 

only to look for alliterating syllables in every pair of his verses. What 
is less easy to figure out is why Kemble placed certain alliterating syl
lables where he did in the verse. Is there, for example, any reason for 
placing the first alliterating syllable of the pair -cy-Icy- inside the first 
verse of this set? The morphology of the word suggests one reason. 
The syllable -cy- is not the first syllable of the word oecytJanne. It is 
possible that the poet would have distributed between two verses syl-
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lables belonging to the same word. But such a separation does not 
seem to be required, here or elsewhere in the poem. The syllable (fe
seems to belong in the same verse with -cf!tJanne. 

The syllable to, however, is a separate word. Why should the verse 
linea tor place it in the same verse as the word that contains the allit
erating syllable? This part of the answer is based on the syntax of the 
passage: t~longs with (fecytJanne; together they fQ~hrase. Even 
Thorkelin and Conybea-re knew that much and generally acted upon 
that knowledge. But those two editors forgot or ignored such knowl
edge when it came to the next passage, hpanan eopre cyme SYndon. Th
gether eopre and cyme form a phrase, but only Kemble kept them 
t~i~~~~rjnlf.i~ ~~!?:ji verse. 

If one looks more closely at this passage in its context it is possible 
to develop more precise formulations about Kemble's method of elic
iting verses. Kemble may have accepted Thorkelin's and Conybeare's 
separation of to from selest (the word that precedes to in the manu
script) because to is a preposition and prepositions by definition 
should be preposed to their nouns. ~(i!so ·belongs to the grammatical 
ca~~~IT2i:'.Rr~~~~~~ word, syllable, or'gr oup 'ofsyllabIes ,t!!at is 
syntactically~~~. to,·~~!~_J~at~~~ee·eatlyvedrtors 
probably separated to from selesT6ecause lhey understood. that to is 
proclitic to (fecytJanne and thus syntactically bound to the following 
word. It is at the same time much more loosely linked to what pre
cedes it. A verse of Beowulf can, it appears, begin with a passage that 
is proclitic to a word that contains an alliterating syllable. 

The three editors also agree that a verse may begin with another 
sort of nonalliterating syllable, in this case an adverb serving as a con
junction. All three seem to mark the importance of the clause bound
ary at hpanan by placing that word at the left margin. Then Kemble 
parts company with the other two. Thorkelin and Conybeare com
plete their next verse with the fourth syllable of this passage. Thorke
lin might have justified his verse by observing that many verses in 
Beowulf consist of just four syllables and far fewer consist of eight syl
lables. Conybeare would probably have argued that hpanan eopre con
sists of two trochees. Neither argument could have persuaded 
Kemble. He might have observed that the words hpanan and eopre do 
not form a phrase while eopre and cyme do, but that would not have 
been his main argument for adding the first two words to cyme syndon 
to form a rather long verse. The first two words contain no alliterating 
syllable, Kemble would have pointed out. So Kemble elicits his verse 
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512 as hpanan eopre cyme syndon. When we compare his lineation of 
this passage with that of his predecessors, we can formulate the mat
ter in this way: Kemble synthesized verse 512 from two parts, a pas
sage that contains no alliterating syllable and the immediately 
following passage that does. 

If we set this passage in a slightly wider context by including the 
two preceding manuscript lines, we can then extrapolate Kemble's 
method of eliciting verses from manuscript lines. 

(fu)r)ror feran nu 3e feorbuend mere 
li~nde mine 3ehyratl anfealdne 3e 
[lJ]oht ofost is selest to 3ecy&nne 
[h]panan eopre cyme syndon· (137V02-5) 

Kemble lineates as follows: 

505 furlJur feran . 
Nu ge feor-buend, 
mere-li~nde, 
mine ge-hyratl 
an-fealdne ge-lJoht: 

510 ofost is selest 
to ge-cy&nne 
hwanan eowre cyme syndon. 

Alliteration proved a sure and easy guide to five of the first six verses 
for all three early editors. These six verses have remained the same 
from Thorkelin's edition to the present. 

If all the editor had to do was to place the first alliterating syllable 
at the left margin, !he job would be easy. No editor has, of course, 
done that. Instead, editors have had to ask whether the first alliterat
ing syllable belongs at the beginning of the verse. 

How did Kemble determine that the first alliterating syllable of his 
verses 505 and 5<>7-10 belongs at the head of each successive verse? 
The answer is, by asking whether anything in the immediately pre
ceding passage is closely attached to the word that contains the allit
erating syllable. It was probably easiest for him as for his predecessors 
to place ofost at the head of its verse, since the first syllable of that 
word not only alliterates but also marks a clause boundary. In a sense, 
as I shall argue in Chapter 3, mere- also heads its clause. But it seems 
that an alliterating syllable does not have to head a clause in order to 
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head a verse. Neither [fu]rJrnr nor the first part of the compound ad
jective anfealdne does. Nor does mine necessarily head a clause. Thus 
Kemble determined that an alliterating syllable heads its verse when
ever there is nothing in the immediately preceding passage that is 
closely attached to the word that contains the alliterating syllable. 

We can now summarize Kemble's method of extracting verses 
from the text of the poem in the manuscript. In its general outlines 
and effects, his method turns out to be rather simple. First, he looked 
for each successive alliteration. In the passage near the top of folio 
137V, he found first an F-alliteration ([fu]r-, feor-), then an M-allitera
tion (mere-, mine), then a vocalic alliteration (an-, 0-), and then a C
alliteration (-cy-, cy-). As Kemble's handling of the C-alliteration dem
onstrates, these alliterations are the only basis on which the lineator 
can be sure that a new pair of verses is forming. 

Th~ ~t alliterating syllable of each successive alliteration thus be
came the bt?nchmark from which Kemble-dett~nrifueatlle~gmrung 
~--rseoreaCh pair.-Wh~!l !<!!!nb1e aecided, asll~--.aidinthe 
case of the tasflwo--verses of t1!is_p~~~~ that the first alliterating 
sYl!~bie-I;ri~t not mark the beginning of the ~~netheiiWenfbaCk 
into thepreCediilKii§.~~!Q.JQQk for ~=-gau.~boundary before Ot..a 

p~tic pas~~_JQ th~ _~L~)_~~~_t.!!!g_ ~~!?le. He then began the 
verse with the first syllable of either the new clause or, as in his next
ta-Iast verse, the proclitic. 

Thus Kemble synthesized from two clearly defined segments 
every verse that he did not begin with an alliterating syllable. In such 
verses it is always the second segment, the one that begins with the 
alliterating syllable, that is located first, precisely because it carries 
the alliteration. The first segment is then retrieved from the passage 
that precedes the second (alliterating) segment. 

To separate the second verse of each alliterating pair of verses from 
the first, Kemble worked from the last alliterating syllable. This syl
lable became his second benchmark in each alliteration. From that 
benchmark he repeated the operations he had used to find the begin
ning of the first verse of the pair. But this time he went back into the 
preceding passage only as far as the next syllable after the end of the 
word containing the next-ta-last alliterating syllable. 

It appears that Kemble, unlike his predecessors, developed and 
consistently applied to the syllables of the manuscript text a method 
for extracting verses. Even though this method has not until now 
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been extrapolated from Kemble's lineation and properly tested, it 
nevertheless appears to have played a crucial role in the acceptance of 
the standard verse lineation. I contend that it is Kemble's method that 
underlies the 15o-year consensus. It is time to tum that method into a 
set of testable hypotheses. 

THE FIRST MAJOR HYPOTHESIS: LINEATION 
IMPLIES A METHOD 

In the preceding section I analyzed one instance of the differences 
between Kemble's lineation and that of his predecessors. From that 
analysis I inferred that Kemble, unlike his predecessors, pursued a 
method. The next step is to tum Kemble's method into a hypothesis 
and test it. The importance of working in this way cannot be overes
timated. If it can be demonstrated that Kemble worked methodically, 
that demonstration will help guarantee that the verses of the consen
sus are indeed verses, because it will have been shown that each was 
derived by applying the same method to the text. 

In its strongest form, the first major hypothesis states that Kemble 
worked out all of the verses of the poem acceptably by applying a 
method to the text represented in the manuscript. A longer form of 
the hypothesis states that Kemble's method of eliciting verses re
quires, first, that each contain at least one syllable that alliterates with 
a syllable in one of the flanking verses; and, second, that each verse 
begin in one of three ways: (1) with the first (or only) alliterating syl
lable; or (2) with a clause boundary before or (3) a proclitic to the first 
alliterating syllable. 

This hypothesis is based upon a simple definition of the verse line. 
On the basis of my extrapolation of Kemble's method, I define a verse 
line at this point as a sequence of words that begins either with the 
first alliterating syllable of an alliteration (two or more stressed syl
lables having the same initial sound that are in range of each other) or 
with a clause boundary before or proclitic to that first alliterating syl
lable; the verse line ends just before either the first syllable of the next 
alliteration or a clause boundary before or proclitic to that alliterating 
syllable. 

So far I have applied my extrapolation of Kemble's method to an 
insignificant sample of the text. In the first half of this book, I apply 
the first major hypothesis to a far more substantial sample of Beowulf, 
a sample that represents about 13 percent of the text. The sample con-
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sists of two sections of the manuscript text. The first section begins 
with the first word of the text, HP.lET on folio 132R (129r), and contin
ues through the last word on the first line of folio 139R (1371"). The 
second sample begins with the first word on line 197VOS (193v) and 
continues through the last word on line 199V14 (195V). 

In order to test my tentative definition of the verse line, I accepted 
the offer of a colleague, Dorothy Eckert Grannis, to translate my ex
trapolation of Kemble's general method into a computer program. 
Grannis's program operates on the lines of the text the two scribes 
wrote in the manuscript. 

It is important that the reader understand the part the computer 
. plays in this study. The computer demonstrates that verse lines and 
halflines can be elicited from the manuscript text systematically. It 
does so because Dorothy Grannis translated into computer programs 
my Procedures for Systematically Eliciting Verse Lines and Halflines 
from Manuscript Lines (see Appendix A). What at first appears to be 
a bizarre halfline will tum out to be the result of the rigorous applica
tion of a method. Thus the computer has served to keep the human 
linea tor honest, to help me see what is really to be found in the syl
lables indicated in the manuscript text. 

After determining in Chapter 2 that the two scribes of the manu':
script have provided the modem reader with enough information to 
make possible an acceptable approximation of the text of the poem, I 
try in Chapter 3 to determine exactly what the linea tor or computer 
needs to know in order to extract verses from manuscript lines. First 
of all it is necessary to know which syllables are stressed. I hypothe
size that one does not need to know-and cannot know at this point in 
the analysis-whether the syllable bears a weakened degree of heavy 
stress, that is, intermediate or "half" stress. Hence a binary division 
into stressed (coded as "1") or unstressed (coded as "0") syllables is 
sufficient for lineation. Second, it is necessary to know exactly how 
alliteration operates to indicate verse lines (verse pairs). I hypothesize 
that alliteration operates over a certain range which can be calculated 
in terms of the number of intervening stressed syllables. Third, it is 
necessary to know whether or not the syllable is the first in its clause. 
In order to answer this apparently simple question in regard to the 
syllables of the manuscript (as opposed to the text as it appears in 
modem editions of the poem) it is necessary to construct a grammar 
of the poem from and around those syllables. The grammar occupies 
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a sizable portion of Chapter 3.18 The final section of Chapter 3 dis
cusses proclitics since Kemble's lineation makes clear the necessity of 
locating any proclitic to the first or last alliterating syllable in a series 
of alliterations. 

I have encoded these four kinds of information for each syllable in 
the sample passages, along with information about its length. The 
encoding is in the form of symbols that can be read by the computer. 
I give an example of a manuscript line encoded for the computer: 

l32V04 [,,]eon' him & scyld 3e pat to 3e sczp hpil e 
lUt> 30-" out> 2Kf> OG- lWt> 40'P OG- 2K-+ lHl OV-" Z 

These symbols represent everything the computer is told about the 
text. 19 

Occasionally, scholars since Kemble have suggested that other 
methods might elicit acceptable verses. At the end of the first three 
sections of Chapter 3 I have included a "coda" in which I test whether 
it is possible to elicit correct verses consistently on any basis other 
than Kemble's general method. After Section 1, for example, I try to 
determine verse lines by counting first all stressed syllables and then 
certain kinds of stressed syllables in order to deal with the assump
tion that every verse must contain at least two stressed syllables. 
After Section 3, I first try to lineate by beginning each verse with a 
new clause boundary and then try to lineate by using only certain 
clause boundaries. All these attempts elicit some verses but only with 
very complicated sets of instructions. Only Kemble's general method, 
as Chapter 4 will demonstrate, elicits a high percentage of verse lines 
and halflines elegantly. 

I begin €hapter 4 by setting out the steps for eliciting verse lines 
(verse pairs) from the manuscript text. These steps are Simply rigor
ous formulations of Kemble's procedures. To keep clear the contrast 
between the rigorous procedures for programmed lineation on the 
one hand and Kemble's actual results on the other, I shall refer to com
puter-programmed verse lineation as P- (for "programmed") Linea-

18. The value of this grammar lies, I think, in the fact that it not only questions 
every assumption made by the modem editors of the poem but always provides an
swers, in some cases very interesting answers, to such questions as what constitutes a 
clause in the poem and whether clause boundaries are ever ambiguous. 

19. For a full discussion of how syllables were encoded for computer program
ming, see Appendix C, HEncoding the Syllables of the Manuscript for Computer.H 
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tion and Kemble's lineation as C- (for "conventional") Lineation. It 
will be useful, too, to divide the first major hypothesis into what I call 
a weak and a strong form. In the weak form the hypothesis states that 
it is possible to elicit verse lines and halflines from the manuscript text 
systematically. This form of the hypothesis can be tested by applying 
the procedures discussed in Chapter 4 to the manuscript text. The 
strong form of the hypothesis states that Kemble elicited all of the 
verses (halflines) of the consensus by the application of a method to 
the indications of the syllables in the manuscript text. The strong 
form of the hypothesis cannot be fully tested until Chapter 8. 

After demonstrating that one can elicit verse lines systematically, I 
set out the procedures for detaching the second halfline of each verse 
line (the second verse of each alliterating pair) from the first. Again 
my formulations follow Kemble's practice but turn it into a rigorous 
program. My working definition of the halfline is this: the second half
line of the verse line is a word or sequence of words that begins either 
with the last alliterating syllable of the series or with a clause bound
ary before or proclitic to the last alliterating syllable. The ending of 
the second halfline is the same as the ending of the verse line (see 
above). 

At the end of Chapter 4 I exhibit in a chart the results of the appli
cation of the computer program based on Kemble's general method to 
the syllables of the manuscript lines of the two-part sample. Kemble's 
general method, translated into a rigorous computer program, elicits 
78.4 percent of the verses that Kemble himself elicited from the two 
sample manuscript passages in his second edition. This figure repre
sents a statistically significant percentage, far above the 50 percent 
that might have been produced by chance from any set of procedures. 
Yet this percentage, high as it is, does not tell the whole story, which 
must wait until Chapter 8. Nonetheless, at the end of Chapter 4 the 
results of P-Lineation confirm that it is possible to elicit halflines sys
tematically. Thus the weak form of the hypothesis has been verified. 

THE SECOND MAJOR HYPOTHESIS: LINEATION IS THE KEY 
TO PROSODIC CONSTITUENTS 

P-Lineation elicits nearly four-fifths of the halflines of the poem3S 
accepted by scholars since Kemble's time. Other methods, such as 
stress-counting, are both less successful and less elegant. 

The verification of the weak fonn of the first tiiaJof nypothesis has 
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this consequence: if one accepts the verses of the 15o-year-old consen
sus, one must accept the method of lineation that elicited those 
verses. The method of lineating is based upon the first alliterating 
syllable in each series of alliterations. The method of half-lining is 
based upon the last alliterating syllable in each series. In order first to 
elicit the verse line and then to detach the second halfline, the com
puter program first locates the segment headed by the first alliterating 
syllable and then locates the segment headed by the last alliterating 
syllable. These segments become interior segments in 40 percent of 
the halflines. That is, they do not begin the halfline but instead are 
moved to a point inside the halfline. In these halflines the segment 
headed by the alliterating syllable marks the "stock" onto which the 
linea tor grafts the nonalliterating segment. Thus, in the process of 
lineating methodically, the linea tor joins together two segments each 
of which is necessarily smaller than the halfline. The lineator thus 
synthesizes about 40 percent of the verseslhalflines from two clearly 
defined segments, each of which is de facto a constituent of the half
line. This fact suggests the following hypothesis: systematic lineation 
provides a key to the constituents of all verseslhalflines. Chapter 6 
shows how that key can be used to determine two constituents in 
every halfline of the poem. Chapters 6-8 thus present ways of testing 
the second major hypothesis. 

This hypothesis brings together verse lineation and prosody. Ac
cording to this hypothesis it should indeed be possible for a prosodist 
to scan the verses, but only by taking into account the way in which 
the verseslhalflines have been elicited and in many cases synthesized 
by the linea!or. That is what prosodists have so far missed. 

The major approaches to Beowulfian prosody fail to take into ac
count the synthesizing of 40 percent of the halflines. Cable's holistic 
approach finds no necessary point of division in any verse. Sievers's 
division of verses of his Types Band C places the benchmark alliter
ating syllable from which the linea tor has to work not at the begin
ning of a "foot" but at the end. Even Pope fails to take account of the 
importance of the benchmark alliterating syllable to the linea tor. 

It is not enough to say that other prosodists are on shaky ground. 
One must point out the firm ground and test its firmness. Kemble's 
verses have long stood firm. Both his verses and his method of ex
tracting them bring to prominence the smaller units that form the 
constituents of many of the verses. At the end of Chapter 5 I append 
what I call "Kemble's Legacy: A Matched Corpus of Verse Lines in 
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Beowulf." The Corpus consists of the two halflines (verses) of every 
verse line in the sample that matches Kemble's verse pairs. I leave for 
Chapter 8 consideration of verse lines/verse pairs in which one or 
both of the halflines does not match the verses of the consensus. The 
data that will be analyzed in the next two chapters are listed or pre
sented in the three subcorpora of this Matched Corpus. 

Two constituents of every synthetic halfline have become appar
ent during the process of half-lining. Verse 28a, for example, is made 
up of the two constituents hi hyne lP]a ret- and -breron.2D Verse 28b is 
made up of the two constituents to and brimes farotJe. Verse lo7a con
sists of in and caines cynne, and verse l07b of pone and cpealm oeprrec. 
These are the segments that the verse lineator has extracted from the 
manuscript text separately and joined together to form each verse. 
These segments thus pose a problem for the prosodist: how to de
velop a prosody that takes into account the smaller constituents the 
linea tor has used in the process of eliciting verses. A reformulation of 
the second major hypothesis is in order: a Beowulfian prosody can be 
constructed on the basis of the constituents the linea tor has joined 
together to form the synthetic verses. That is the challenge I take up 
in Chapters 6 and 7. 

The first step in developing such a prosody is to examine the con
stituents of synthetic verses. I begin by trying to determine which 
halfline/verse constituents are single and which segments represent 
more than one constituent of the halfline. It is easy to demonstrate 
that all of the nonalliterating segments are single, even those that con
sist of five or six syllables. Not even these polysyllable constituents 
contain a necessary point of division. Some of the alliterating seg
ments, however, contain two or even three stressed syllables. I call 
these constituents "augmented." Later in Chapter 6 I propose a 
simple criterion for determining the singleness of augmented seg
ments: if a segment smaller than a verse consists of all four of the 
following, that segment is made up of two constituents, not one, the 
second of which begins with segment (3): (1) A long stressed syllable 
(encoded for the computer as "1/"), followed by (2) an unstressed syl
lable (encoded for the computer as "0"), followed by (3) another long 

20. I use "conventional" (or "C") numbers to refer to verse lines and verses. A 
conventional verse will always be followed by "a" for the first verse of a pair or "b" for 
the second. A verse line or halfIine, which is always produced by the computer, will 
be identified as a "P" verse line or halfIine. If a verse pair or verse is not designated 
"P," it represents a conventional verse line or verse. 
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stressed syllable, followed by (4) another unstressed syllable ("1/0 + 
1/0"). By this criterion verse lO'Ja consists of three constituents: (1) in, 
(2) caines, (3) cynne. Almost any other segment smaller than a halfline, 
I hypothesize, represents a single halfline constituent. Verses 28a, 
28b, and lO'Jb consist of only two constituents, those indicated in the 
previous paragraph. 

If such segments as -bceron, cpealm Jeprcec, and brimes faro& repre
sent single halfline constituents (which I designate "HCs"), then it 
will be possible to use such HCs as patterns or templates to determine 
the constituents of verses elicited intact by the linea tor, that is, verses 
that begin with an alliterating syllable. Sievers and everyone after him 
assumed that the constituents---"feet" or "measures"-of verses that 
begin with alliterating syllables are obvious. Since, however, these 
verses are elicited intact by lineation and half-lining, the prosodist 
must locate the constituents of such verses without the help of linea
tion. By the end of Ch~pter 6, I have tentatively isolated the constitu
ents of every verse/halfliRe in the Matched Corpus by using templates 
derived from the alliterating constituents of synthetic halflines. 

The next step is to hypothesize and test the hypothesis that every 
verse line is comparable to every other verse line of the poem. There 
seems to be only one way to perform such a test. If eve; verse line is 
to be compared to every other verse line, and if the test" g is not to be 
arbitrary, it will be necessary to align verse line with, erse line-in 
other words, to build a grid. The first column of the grid will be made 
up of first HCs, the second of second HCs, the third column of the 
first HCs of second halflin~s, and the fourth column of the second 
HCs of those halflines. Units derived by the same procedures are now 
"stacked" in columns for comparison. So far as I have been able to 
discover, no other prosodist has used this simple and obvious way of 
comparing prosodic units assumed to be of the same order. 

Before I begin stacking in Chapter 7 I deal with another problem. 
Some HCs are crowded with syllables, while some are relatively 
empty. "Crowding" occurs more often in the second HC of the half
line, but occurs also in the first He. The first HC of 27a, for example, 
[fe)lahror, consists of three syllables, two of which are stressed. In 
these respects, though not in the length of the first stressed syllable, 
it is like the second HC of lO'Jb, cpealm Jeprcec. But the greatest disparity 
occurs between, for example, [fe]lahror and the first HC of 28b, to. 

The HCs to and [fe]lahror appear to be comparable in only one re
spect: each represents the entire first HC of its halfline. "Crowded" 
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HCs like [fe]lahror and cpealm Jepra!c are more obviously comparable. 
Each begins with the first alliterating syllable of its halfline, the syl
lable that most clearly marks the beginning of an He. Each ends with 
a stressed syllable. This similarity suggests the hypothesis that these 
HCs might themselves consist of two constituents: (1) [fe]la- and (2) 
-hror, and (1) cpealm Je- and (2) -pra!C. 

The apparent two-part structure of these HCs-the first being the 
first HC in its halfline, the second the second HC in its halfline-sug
gests the hypothesis that every HC, whether first or second, consists 
of two constituents. Unlike [fe]lahror and cpealm Jepra!c, however, most 
halfline constituents contain only a single stressed syllable. The sec
ond HC of verse 28a, -b~on, is an example. If -b~on consists of two 
parts, these are -ba!-, which is stressed and long, and -ron, which is 
unstressed and short. The unstressed short syllable occupies the 
same part of this HC as do the long stressed syllables -hror and -pra!C 
in their HCs. If it is possible to analyze every HC into two parts or 
constituents, the parts are going to be very different. Some second 
parts, like -ron, will be light; some, like -hror-, will be heavy. And some 
parts will be empty. If we hypothesize that every first HC is indeed 
comparable to every other first HC, then the difference between 
[fe]lahror in 27a and to in 28b not only suggests that nonsyllabic mate
rial completed the latter HC but also indicates the location and value 
of the nonsyllabic material relative to to. 

In Chapter 7, then, I build the grid that makes possible the com
parison of all prosodic units. I build it from the top down, that is, by 
matching verse lines at their beginnings and at the point at which the 
second halfline begins. Then I match the first HC of the first halfline 
with the first HC of the first halfline of other verse lines. It becomes 
obvious that one can build the grid only by dividing HCs into their 
two constituents according to clearly indicated criteria. The division 
of HCs into their constituents isolates "constituents" that are empty 
of syllables. 

The fact that it is possible to build the grid to compare prosodic 
units does not, however, provide the strongest verification of the hy
pothesis that every HC consists of two constituents or parts. Verifica
tion of this hypothesis must await the arguments of Chapter 9. At that 
point I demonstrate that the two-part structure of the HC indicates 
the regularity that operates to control the disposition of syllables at 
this-the lowest-level. 

There are indications of this regularity at a much higher level, in 
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the fact that every verse line consists of exactly two halflines. The reg
ularity is less evident within the halfline, since the halfline may con
sist-though in Beowulf it rarely does-of more than two HCs. With 
the paired constituents of the HC, however, which I call the two "Fine 
Parts," or, more simply, "Parts," we have reached the bedrock of the 
system. We have also reached the point at which the two constituents 
of the next higher constituent-the two Fine Parts of the HC-are rad
ically different from each other: the first Fine Part cannot switch 
places with the second. In Chapter 9 I discuss the meaning of the 
irreversibility of the two Fine Parts of an He. 

In Chapter 8 I return to the verses-21.6 percent of the sample 
passages-that do not match computer-generated halflines. What is 
important to note is that the kinds of mismatching between verses 
and halflines can be categOrized. Many mismatches are the result of 
an alliteration that consists of more than three syllables. Some mis
matches are the result of my overscrupulousness in marking clause 
boundaries. Exactly twenty-one mismatches, or 2.4 percent, result 
from the fact that the text I analyze is very conservative and includes 
no emendations for missing or illegible passages. Mismatches caused 
either by a pattern of alliteration that continues on a fourth syllable or 
beyond, or by my overscrupulousness in marking clause boundaries, 
account for slightly less than 18 percent of the total. I show that it is 
possible to plot the categorically unmatched halflines so that they too 
fit the grid displayed in Chapter 7. 

Even here Kemble's verse lineation offers guidance. Kemble gen
erally based his lineation on the first and last alliterating syllables of 
each alliteration, but he also took other factors into consideration. If 
he found four or more alliterating syllables within range of each 
other, he usually looked for two pairs of benchmarks (and sometimes 
three pairs). At times he applied the principle that a verse will nor
mally consist of only two constituents to complete a verse with a syl
lable that alliterates with a syllable in a following verse line (verse 
pair). Thus Kemble applied what I call the principle of "the two-HC 
norm." In Chapter 8 I plot on the grid a few examples of verse lines 
that do not match from both samples of the manuscript text. 

If we add the nearly 18 percent of categorically explicable mis
matches to the total percentage of matches, the percentage of matches 
and categorically explainable mismatches equals 96.3 percent. By the 
end of Chapter 8, then, it is possible to say that the strong form of the 
first major hypothesis has been verified: Kemble elicited all of the 
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verseslhalflines of the consensus by the application of a method. The 
second major hypothesis has also been demonstrated: Kemble's 
method of lineating, particularly his synthesizing of about 40 percent 
of his verses from an alliterating and a nonalliterating constituent, 
has provided the key to the constituents of all the verses. It i$. this key 
that was lost-ironically-immediately after Kemble used it to build 
the verses that form the basis of the six-generation consensus. 

RECONSTRUCTING THE RHYTHM OF BEOWULF 

Chapter 9 analyzes the significance of the two-part structure of 
halfline constituents. As I show in Chapter 7, each HC can be divided 
into exactly two Fine Parts. Eighty percent of the first Fine Parts con
tain a stressed syllable. Far more often than not, the second Fine Part 
contains an unstressed syllable. This is one indication of the radical 
difference between the first and second Fine Parts that I mentioned 
above. 

What is the prosodist to make of this radical difference? The best 
hypothesis is that the overwhelming preponderance of heavily 
stressed syllables in the first Fine Part indicates a simple two-part 
rhythm: a relatively heavier downbeat (represented by the first Fine 
Part) begins a pulse completed by a relatively lighter upbeat (repre
sented by the second Fine Part). Each two-part HC seems, then, to 
represent a quasi-musical measure. The onset of the measure is 
marked by a sense of greater emphasis created by a stressed syllable 
or a timed pause. The measure is completed by a passage of which 
the lighter emphaSiS prepares the hearer for the next downbeat (in 
the next HC). This is the rhythm that governs every syllable of the 
poem. Thus, John C. Pope's "theory" about the rhythm of Beowulf 
does indeed rest on something solid. But the structures that create 
this rhythm are both simpler and more complex than Pope indicated. 
They are more complex because each downbeat and each upbeat gov
erns either one, two, or three syllables----or none. They are more com
plex because one syllable, two, or all three of the syllables may be 
short, and one-sometimes even two or three-may be stressed. The 
many possible combinations of these variables create enormous va
riety. Yet the simple rhythm-downbeatlupbeat-indicated by the 
radical difference between the two Fine Parts controls this variety. It is 
this simplicity that Pope failed to demonstrate by failing to compare 
the measures he generally located so precisely. 

Enough information can be extracted from the signs the scribes 
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wrote in Cotton Vitellius A. XV to reconstruct the rhythm of Beowulf. 
One must extract that information by asking the right questions in the 
right order. At the end of the process, each of the various hypotheses 
will have been tested. Thus verses can be extracted methodically from 
the manuscript text; some verses have been synthesized from two 
constituents; these constituents provide a clue to the structure of 
every verse; every halfline (or verse) constituent-which can now be 
called the measures of the ver~n be analyzed into two Fine Parts; 
two Fine Parts indicate a two-part rhythm. The rhythm, so firmly in
dicated by 80 percent of the measures, demands a "rest" whenever an 
empty Fine Part occurs. Thus it is the rhythm that distributes the syl
lables of the poem. 

It is with an attempt to derive the syllables of the poet from the 
signs of the scribes that the detailed part of this study begins. 
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Chapter 2 

From Sign to Syllable 
The Poet's Syllables as the Data of the 
Prosodist 

Since prosody charts temporal relationships between sounds, not 
spatial relationships between signs, the first step in reconstructing 
the prosody of Beowulf is to attempt to reconstruct the sounds of the 
poem. PartIy because visual signs are pervasive in our society, and 
partIy because our only path to Beowulf-or to any poem in an idiom 
no longer spoken-is through visual signs; we must take special care 
not to slide into the assumption that certain visual signs-writings
are themselves the objects of prosodic studies. Visual signs represent 
language. The process of deciphering the signs, and the use of the 
signs to guide the reconstruction of the sounds, produces the lan
guage that the prosodist analyzes. 

The attempt to reconstruct the sounds of an idiom that is no longer 
spoken is daunting. In one sense, it is impossible. The nuances of the 
moment can never be recovered. Precise intonations are lost forever. 
But this is true of all language reconstructed from visual signs; it is 
true even of the language spoken by a familiar voice out of one's hear
ing. The prosodist of a dead language has to settle for something less 
than the richness and subtlety of language spoken by a native speaker 
in his or her community. But he does not settle for silence; to do his 
job he converts the signs-the cues provided by the writing system
into language that, more often than not, he alone may "hear" with his 
mind's ear. 

The prosodist makes the language he analyzes his own. That is a 
very difficult task when nearly a millennium separates him from the 
last speaker of that language. But the task is not impossible. Modern 
English, after all, developed from Old English. And scholars during 
the last century and a half have done much to make it possible to 
translate the cues of Old English writers into an acceptable approxi
mation of the spoken language they represent. 
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The task of the prosodist has been made easier by the two scribes 
of the manuscript. As I shall show in this chapter, the work of the 
scribes indicates that they were the heirs of a writing convention that 
had developed rather sophisticated methods for representing spoken 
language. Partly because our conventions for writing developed from 
those of the scribes, we can decipher what they wrote with some con
fidence. The scribes employed an alphabet largely adapted from 
Latin. The use of an alphabet rather than a syllabary or ideographic 
system made it possible for the scribes to analyze the syllable, the unit 
of spoken language, into smaller "features." The most prominent fea
tures are represented as letters. The scribes learned, as we have, how 
to assemble letters to represent many different syllables. 

Letters are not sounds, although they can be used to indicate 
sounds. Some letters, "d" for example, cannot be produced in isola
tion. Indeed, every time we "speak a letter" we actually speak a syl
lable that names that letter. We must constantly remind ourselves that 
letters belong to one system, writing, while syllables belong to a very 
different system, spoken language. The two systems seem to overlap 
in that letters can be used to represent syllables. But the prosodist 
must never forget that he studies and employs letters only in order to 
try to reconstruct the syllables of the poet. 

The prosodist attempts to reconstruct the syllables produced by 
the poet in order to deal with patterns created by their sounds and to 
determine their temporal relationships. Both from and in visual cues 
the prosodist constructs a formal account of the audible and temporal 
relationships between syllables. The prosodist of Beawulf must settle 
for an approxirft.ation of the sounds of the poem. But he should make 
every effort to work out an acceptable approximation, one that takes 
into account the best and the latest studies of the problem. Despite 
his efforts, he and his readers must accept the fact that the best ap
proximation will be no more than an approximation. 

In this chapter and the next I shall examine the visual cues the 
scribes set down in an effort to extract as much information from them 
as pOSSible. The information is of two kinds, one more, the other less, 
obvious. In this chapter I discuss the more obvious kinds of informa
tion, what can, in effect, be "read off the page." In Chapter 3, I deal 
with a less obvious but very important kind of information that can 
be extracted from what the scribes wrote only if we construct and ap
ply certain hypotheses to the language indicated by their signs. This 
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kind of information has to do with such features as stress and such 
functions as heading a clause. 

The question the prosodist of Beowulf has to keep constantly in 
mind is this: is it possible to reconstruct the syllables of the poet from 
the evidence provided by the scribes? To answer this question, the 
prosodist begins by analyzing the visual system, the notation of the 
scribes, for clues to the sound system it was designed to represent. 

The visual system operates through a series of conventions. An
glo-Saxons borrowed from writers of Latin most of the now-familiar 
signs for letters, along with the convention of placing them horizon
tally to be read from left to right. The scribes also seem to have bor
rowed from writers of Latin some of the conventions for spacing 
letters. These conventions of the writing system have become familiar 
to us partly because of the work of early scribes. 

Notations suggest syllables by using graphs, which occupy space. 
The graphs-the letters of the scribes-represent syllables by group
ing letters along the space of the parchment. I call this dimension ex
tent. By extent as applied to the signs of the manuscript I mean the 
left-to-right dimension of the written characters that represent (or 
single character that represents) a syllable. In reading silently or 
aloud from the manuscript, one translates this spatial dimension into 
a temporal one. 

Every syllable contains a nucleus consisting of either a vowel (A) 
or a diphthong (B). The vowel or diphthong can either function as a 
complete syllable or be (1) preceded by one consonant, (2) preceded 
by two or more consonants, (3) followed by one consonant, (4) fol
lowed by two or more consonants, (5) both preceded and followed by 
a single consonant, (6) preceded by two consonants and followed by 
one, (7) preceded by one consonant and followed by two, or (8) both 
preceded and followed by two or more consonants. In Table 2.1, I give 
examples of all of these possibilities that indicate by signs the extent 
of the syllable. At one extreme, a single letter may represent a syl
lable, as in (A) in the table. At the other extreme, a syllable may re
quire as many as six letters for its representation. 

In each of the eighteen examples listed in Table 2.1, the bounda
ries of the syllable can be determined, even though some, like in (3A) 
at 132R02, may be written in the manuscript with no space separating 
them from the first letter of the next syllable: in6ear. The context 
makes it clear that in and 6ear were intended, not in6 and ear-. 
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ries of the syllable can be determined, even though some, like in (3A) 
at 132R02, may be written in the manuscript with no space separating 
them from the first letter of the next syllable: in6ear. The context 
makes it clear that in and 6ear were intended, not in6 and ear-. 
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Table 2.1. Extent of Syllables 

(A) a 138Ro<) 
(8) reo- 132R09 
(1A) PE 132RD1 
(18) fea- 132R07 
(2A) hpa 133R06 
(28) hleo 141V06 
(3A) in 132Ro2 
(38) eom 139R17 
(4A) Oft 132Ro4 
(48) eorl 132R06 
(5A) "res 132R15 
(58) ~od- 132RD2 
(6A) HPt'ET 132Ro1 
(68) frean 132V05 
(7A) fole 164R2o 
(78) oeono 132R12 
(8A) -hpyle 132R09 
(88) -sceaft 132R07 

The boundaries between word-interior syllables that begin with 
single consonants are not, however, always easy to determine. Yet 
both scribes suggest, by their handling of these syllables when they 
divide the word at the end of a manuscript line, that the consonant 
begins the following syllable: 

pe/dera 
pere/de 

136V17-18 
137RoS-9 

Scribal practice in,.egard to representing such syllables suggests two 
possibilities: (1) a sense that a vowel or diphthong before a single con
sonant is always "open"; (2) a sense that syllabic boundaries at such 
points are somewhat blurred. It will, nevertheless, always be possible 
to locate some sort of boundary between such syllables. I shall have 
more to say on this point a little later. 

Some of the conventions of the scribes of Cotton Vitellius A. xv 
make it difficult at times for the modem reader of the manuscript to 
determine the extent of certain words. For example, both scribes at 
times either squeeze two words together or separate parts of the same 
word. In the passages I have sampled, the first scribe violates in these 
two ways our conventions for the spacing of words about 15 percent 
of the time, the second nearly 20 percent of the time. On the other 
hand, one can tum these percentages around to say that both scribes 
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conform to our conventions for spacing words more than 80 percent 
of the time. 

More important for our purposes is the fact that both scribes, 
whenever they separate parts of words, do so at what we recognize 
as indications of syllable junctures. The following are examples from 
the first scribe:;,e frunon (132Ro3), ;,eo;,~ (133R19), hlifa de (133V12). 
From the second scribe I cite to pehton (197VlO), hretJ les (198V02), and 
ofer matJmum (198V03). A somewhat cursory search of the manuscript 
has failed to tum up a half or whole letter space on the same manu
script line at any point other than between what can be recon
strueted-"read" --as .two syllables. 

There are, however, instances in which the first scribe, as he nears 
the end of the manuscript line, fails to break a word at a recognizable 
indication of syllable juncture. Table 2.2 lists all the instances I have 
noted in the manuscript. The eleven instances of unusual word divi
sion in more than five hundred instances of words broken at line ends 
comes to about 2 percent of the total. About 98 percent of the time, 
then, the scribes break words at line ends between syllables. 

Table 2.2. Unusual Word Division 

be/am ("child") 
scyldil~a 
ore/ndel 
beo/rhte 
fer/h»e 
hpea/rf 
ear/m 
hoc/yhtum 
dry/hten 
oehpe/arf 
peo/[rp]re 

143R15-16 
143R16- 17 
148R13-14 
152V01-2 
158V10-11 
159R12- 13 
162V19-20 
164V12-13 
165V14-15 
169V21-22 
174V09-10 

Both scribes generally follow certain conventions in dividing 
words that cannot be completed on the manuscript line. These con
ventions are as follows: first, if the word contains two interior conso
nants, the scribe will break the word between the consonants. I give 
one example from the first scribe and one from the second: bear/me 
(132V15-16), fol/dan (198R09-10). Second, if a word contains only a 
single interior consonant near the point of division, the scribe breaks 
the word so that the consonant begins the new line. In discussing 
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above the boundaries between the syllables in the interior of words I 
cited two examples of this convention. I list further examples of this 
usage in the next paragraph. Both scribes divide compounds between 
the first and second element: JUtJlcfjnin6 (136R17-18), jJeodlcfjnin6 
(19BV15-16). Both scribes similarly divide a word made up of stem + 
formative between these: 6erumllicor (135Ro4-5), ealdorlleasne 
(198V11-12). The latter practice must have been made easier by the 
fact that both scribes generally separate the two elements of a com
pound or the stem and formative even when these are written on the 
same manuscript line. 

Table 2.3 lists all instances of word division near a single interior 
consonant on folios 132R-138V and then on folios 197V-199V14. (I do 
not list here instances such as scedellandum, 132R17-18, since the di
vision is between the elements of a compound.) The examples in 
Table 2.3 suggest that scribal convention had, by circa 975, achieved a 
high degree of morphophonemic sophistication. Behind that sophis
tication, as I suggest in more detail elsewhere, lay a long tradition of 
care in the keeping of the syllables of Memorable Speech. 1 

One other matter should be taken up at this point. The manuscript 
contains a number of large and small capitals and some pointing and 
punctuation. In addition, there are forty Roman numerals, often 
flanked by single points, marking off large sections of the text. The 
capitals, Roman numerals, and punctuation heavier than a single 
point always occur at a boundary between clauses. The Single points 
frequently occur in that position. These devices sometimes provide 
independent verification of verse boundaries. But the determination 

. of verse boandaries does not, indeed cannot, depend on these de
vices, since few verses are marked by even one of them. 

The most important indications of the phonetic qualities of the 
poet's syllables are the letters the scribes wrote. To approximate the 
sounds represented by the letters, the prosodist must make an impor
tant assumption, that is, that the same letter or the same combination 
of letters is intended to represent the same sound. 

This assumption probably rests on rather firm ground with con
sonants and combinations of consonants, but it is on less firm ground 
with vowels and diphthongs. Such variations in the representation of 

1 . "Beowulf on the Brink: Information Theory as Key to the Origins of the Poem," 
in Comparative Research on Oral Traditions: A Memorial for Milman Parry, ed. John Miles 
Foley (Columbus, Ohio: Slavica Publishers, 1987), 139-60. 
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Table 2.+ Word Division Near a Single Interior Consonant 

GARDElna 
6e/[p)eon 
6estreo/num 
pe/[s)ende 
6efr[ re )/6e 
ste/[de) 
ni/l5e 
b[e)IbU6~ 
6e/feah 
6i/[6antas) 
scea/pedon 
spe[ oto )/lan 
h[y)/ne 
6eJpoIode 
sin;;a/le 
meto/de 
6ehe/ton 
6[e)/pendan 
sin;;a/la 
hi;;ela/ces 
sCU/fon 
fa/mi 
pe/dera 
pere/de 
6e/medu 
6e/[p)oht 
6rede/lin6u 
bry/de 
pre/cen 
hi;;e/laces 
6ecea/ . ... 
pulsend 
be/punden 

132Rol- 2 
132Vo3-4 
132V18-19 
132V20-133Rol 
133R09-10 
133V06-7 
133V14-I 5 
134Ro2-3 
134R16-17 
134R2o-134V01 
134V18- 19 
135R06-7 
135Ro7-8 
135Rl1- 12 
135R16- 17 
135V09-10 
135V14-15 
136Ro4-5 
136R09-10 
136R13-14 
136VI0-11 
136V12-13 
136V17-18 
137RoS-9 
137R15-16 
137V03-4 
197VlO- 11 
197V15-16 
197V20-21 
19BRll-12 
19BV19-20 
199V07-8 
199V09-10 

sy~abic nuclei as that between hi (132V05), hie (132R14), and hi! 
(138V10) may represent the original scribe's attempt to take account of 
varying pronunciations of what both he and we identify as "the same 
word." 

Every syllable represented in the manuscript was spoken in ac
cordance with a notion of length. By the length of a syllable I refer to 
the phonemic contrast between, for example, the first and fourth syl
lables of this passage at 193R07: spelan 7 spella[n). This contrast may 
on occasion have been blurred in speech but could always have been 
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sorted out by speaker and hearer. Whatever the actual length of time 
it may have taken to speak these two syllables on a given occasion, a 
native speaker would have understood the fourth syllable as "longer" 
than the first. 

Again, Old English scholars have sorted out syllables that are long 
because they contain a long vowel or diphthong from identically 
spelled words that are short because they contain a short vowel or 
diphthong. Further, scholars have argued that a cluster of two or 
more consonants at the end of a syllable, when both consonants are 
in the same word, lengthens the preceding syllable. Accordingly, it is 
possible to mark every syllable either long or short with a reasonable 
degree of confidence. 

One comment about scribal treatment of so-called "long" conso
nants is in order. I take prym, for example, in 132R03 to represent a 
long syllable even though the vowel is short. With what seems to be a 
high degree of consistency, both scribes follow the practice of writing 
a single letter for the long consonant when it is word-final. When the 
same syllable is followed by another in the same word, scribal practice 
is to represent the long consonant by doubling the letter, as, for ex
ample, frrYmmum (137R06). 

Scribal practice, then, shows to an overwhelming degree an at
tempt to indicate the syllable. Indeed, judging by the higher percent
age of attention to syllable boundaries (98 percent) than to word 
boundaries (82 percent), the scribes show an awareness that the "syl
lable" rather than the word is the important unit of information. 

The reader of the manuscript can nearly always determine with 
confidence the boundaries between words. In order to do so, the 
reader has to apply semantic criteria to the writer's cues. The proso
dist, who works with syllables, has to be concerned with the position 
of the syllable in its word. There are three possible positions that a 
syllable can occupy in a word: (1) word-initial, (2) word-interior, and 
(3) word-final. The adverb a, like any monosyllable, simultaneously 
occupies positions (1) and (3). Somewhat similarly, disyllabic sim
plexes (see below) occupy positions (1) and (3), though with different 
syllables; for example, elle[n) (132R03) is made up of (1) el- and (3) 
-le[n). Trisyllabic Simplexes like Jefrunon (132Ro3) occupy all three p0-

sitions with different syllables: (1) Je-, (2) -fru-, (3) -non. Polysyllabic 
simplexes contain at least two (2)S: ifpelinJas (132R03) contains (1) if-, 
(2) -pel-, (2) -inJ-, (3) -as. 
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Most words are simplexes, b\lt a number are compounds. By com
pounds I mean words made up of two elements both of which can, at 
least potentially, function as independent words, as, for example, 
GAR + DEna in 132Rol-2. I use the term simplex for all other words, 
such as, at one extreme, the adverb a (138RQ9) and, near the other, 
feasceaft (132R07)· The latter is composed of the adjectival fea (which 
can and does often function independently) to which the formative 
-sceaft has been jOined. A formative cannot function as an indepen
dent word. 

I treat each. element of a compound as a simplex: GAR- = (1) + 
(3); -DEna = (1) DE- + (3) -na. I identify in the compound fa!dera!pelum 
(152VI4) two sets of syllables: (1) fa!- (3) -der and (1) a!- (2) -pe- (3) 
-lum.2 

The prosodist must locate every word in relation to the phrase and 
clause in which it participates. This is, as I show in the next chapter, 
a somewhat harder task for the reader of the manuscript than locating 
word boundaries. The scribes rarely marked phrase boundaries and 
used punctuation and capitalization far more sparingly than modern 
editors do. 

The preceding account of the habits and conventions of the scribes 
of Cotton Vitellius A. xv in their handling of the signs that can be 
translated into syllables suggests a high degree of consistency and 
therefore reliability. While we cannot be sure that, for example, each 
of the three instances of the similarly written phrase 1> p<£S Jod cyninJ 
(132Rll, 151V13, 186R07) sounded exactly the same to the ears of the 
scribes, we can be sure that the two scribes in each case represented 
what they would in all likelihood have identified as the same se
quence of sounds. Such consistency in notating, while it by no means 
makes it possible for the reader to be sure that every subtlety of sound 
can be reconstructed, does make it possible for the prosodist to recon
struct in a consistent wayan audible approximation of the data. 

In the following chapter I discuss the ways in which one can deter
mine certain phrase boundaries and all clause boundaries in the 
poem. The problem turns out to be far more complex and far more 
interesting than modern editorial conventions suggest. For the mo
ment, the important point to be made is that almost any syllable that 

2 . See Appendix C for the method I used to encode the distinction between com
pounds and simplexes. 
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occupies position (1) in a word can also mark the beginning of a 
clause. Clause-heading, which is more important to the prosodist 
than the exact location of a word inside its phrase, can be dealt with 
as a characteristic of syllables. 

The two scribes of the Beowulf manuscript seem to have employed 
sophisticated and highly developed procedures for translating spo
ken syllables into signs. We can undertake to reconstruct the rhythm 
of Beowulf with some confidence because the scribes did their work so 
well. The letters, spaces, and occasional punctuation by which the 
scribes notated the language of the poet have already yielded much 
information. They are capable of yielding even more when we begin 
applying to them more complex hypotheses. 
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Chapter 3 

Recoverable Features and Functions of 
Syllables 

INTRODUcnON 

As I tried to show in the last chapter, the hypothesis that we 
can approximate the syllables of the poet from the signs of the 
scribes finds support in the care taken by the two scribes who wrote 
out the text of the poem. In this chapter I present and test hypothe
ses that have to do with certain "less obvious features and functions 
of the syllables that we can, I believe, reconstruct with some confi
dence. 

As speakers of the language that has developed from the poet's 
language, we assume that his language gave greater force to certain 
syllables in any utterance. That assumption cannot, of course, be 
tested directly. What can be tested is the hypothesis that the poet in 
his poetry made use of the contrast between syllables that seem to 
require emphasis and others that do not. It is possible to demonstrate 
that the poetic convention the Beowulf-poet employed built its pros
ody on the basis of that contrast. 

The poet also employed a particular kind of sound-patterning in a 
particular way. He built each verse around at least one stressed syl
lable that shares what was perceived to be the same initial sound with 
at least one stressed syllable in a flanking verse. But the poet did not 
always begin his verse with the "alliterating" syllable. Sometimes he 
began with a clause boundary that falls on a syllable that does not 
alliterate. Sometimes he began a verse with a single nonalliterating 
syllable or a short group of syllables functioning as a proclitic to the 
first alliterating syllable. 

Each of these statements is a hypothesis that must be tested. For 
most of these hypotheses, the testing will come when the hypotheses 
have been applied in the proper order to the syllables represented in 
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the manuscript and have-or have not-made it possible to extract 
the verses of the poem. 

STRESS 
A Simple Binary Sorting 

Prosodists who attempt to analyze the verses of the poem usually 
begin by marking certain syllables for heaviest stress, some for "half
stress" or even other degrees of intennediate stress, and the remain
der for least stress. Because no prosodist has so far attempted to work 
directly on the syllables, words, and phrases of the manuscript text, 
no one has asked whether it is necessary or even possible to make 
such discriminations on these syllables. I do not think it is. If one is 
attempting to elicit the verses from the manuscript text, even a three
part discrimination of stress may be unnecessary. If, then, one can 
elicit verses using only a binary discrimination of stress/unstress, ele
gance demands that one do so. Finally, the application of a binary 
discrimination at this point has the added advantage of leaving the 
way open to determining intennediate levels of stress as a function of 
the position of certain heavily stressed syllables within the constitu
ents of the verse lines as these emerge. 

The proposal to begin prosodic analysis by sorting syllables ac
cording to a binary stress scale---heavyllight-is radical; it takes us at 
once to the roots of the problem of determining the minimal proce
dures necessary to elicit verse lines from manuscript lines. The 
knowledge that a syllable is capable of bearing heavy stress tells us 
whether it is likely to participate in what was accepted as alliteration 
(more propet ly, syllabic-initial sound-patterning) by the speakers and 
hearers of Old English poetry. Alliteration turns out to be crucial to 
eliciting verse lines. 

It is very important at the outset to understand that stress is one 
thing and alliteration another. Stress is more basic than alliteration. 
Alliteration will on occasion, however, signal that a syllable that is 
usually lightly stressed has acquired heavy stress in a particular con
text. But the important point to remember is that the stress system of 
a language, on which the poetic tradition builds, is quite separate 
from the use of alliteration in the poetry. Since, then, stress is more 
basic than alliteration, it is necessary to begin a study of prosody by 
attempting to locate and mark all syllables that are capable of bearing 
stress heavier than that of, for example, case endings, and to do this 
independently of and prior to any consideration of alliteration. 
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An Inventory of Stressed Syllables 
Which syllables did the poet stress? Earlier scholars, working 

partly from stress in Modem English and partly from alliteration in 
Old English verse, made up a three-part inventory to match their 
three-part scale. Nouns and adjectives had heaviest stress, verbs 
"half-stress," and "function words" least stress. I propose a simpler 
and more radical method: I mark for stress the stem syllables of every 
member of particular classes of words such as nouns or adjectives, or, 
when necessary, I make distinctions by definable subclasses. 

I have tried the experiment, then, of Simply marking for stress the 
stem syllable of every occurrence of the following eight classes of 
words: (1) nouns, (2) adjectives, (3) adverbs, (4) verbs (other than fi
nite forms of the copula and peortfan), (5) infinitives, (6) present parti
ciples, (7) past participles, and (8) numbers. To this group I have 
added (9) pronouns other than personal, interrogative, possessive, 
and demonstrative. I have also marked for stress the stem syllables of 
the second elements of all compounds, except the compound sippan. 
Finally, I have marked for stress the first or only syllable of every 
formative except, of course, those whose surviving trace is nonsylla
bic and those based on adjectival case endings. I discuss the problems 
of such formatives after taking up problems with pronouns. I have 
marked for light stress all other syllables, namely, the prefix oe- and all 
verbal prefixes; case and personal endings; the second (and rarer 
third) syllable(s) of di- and trisyllabic words that are neither com
pounds nor constructed with a formative; thematic vowels of verbs; 
conjunctions; personal, interrogative, possessive, and demonstrative 
pronouns; prepositions; and finite forms of the copula and peortfan. 

If we take formatives as the tenth class of stressed items, all 
stressed items share the quality of semantic weight or richness. Most 
of the unstressed items are semantically light but functionally-syn
tactically-important. If, then, this discrimination provides a solid 
first step toward lineation, as I think it will be shown to do, it is an 
indication of the systematic way in which the Old English poet dealt 
with stress. 

Stressed and Unstressed Pronouns 

Indefinite pronouns and pronouns with a prefix (even oe-) con
taining or consisting of formatives all seem to be semantically richer 
than personal, interrogative, possessive, and demonstrative pro
nouns. It is possible, then, to do as I did in 1966, following D. Slay 
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and his predecessors, and single out certain pronouns as exceptions 
to the rule that pronouns are unstressed. l On the other hand, one 
might cull out the four light subclasses and then assign all other pro
nouns to the stressed inventory. In the present study I have done the 
latter. 

There is an advantage to the course I have followed here. Self( ), a 
difficult word to fit into a subclass but definitely a word bearing some 
semantic weight, now falls into the general class of stressed pronoun 
along with sum (indefinite), Jehpa (indefinite with a prefix), and amiJ 
(an + formative -iJ). On the other hand, if the prosodist follows A. 
Campbell, for example, who turns out to be following Sievers's Me
trik, and thus fails to mark these pronouns for stress, he will face 
problems in lineating any passage containing one of them. 2 

Compounds 

Most compounds present no problem. Both elements are usually 
transparent: for example, in hYJelac, hYJe- appears to be the noun 
'thought' and -lac the noun 'play'. Since both parts of the compound 
belong to the same class, and this class is in the stressed inventory, I 
have marked the first and third syllables of this example for stress. 

But what about such a "worn" compound as hlaford? If -ord, the 
worn trace of the noun peard, is to be marked for stress, it will have to 
be marked for the same stress as the transparent first element hlaf-. 
One can put the matter another way. With a binary stress system -ord 
will be marked in the same way as a formative such as -end. Scholars 
have usually been willing to assign "half-stress" to such a worn syl
lable, but only when the syllable occurs in certain metrical environ
ments. But this kind of determination is not available to the prosodic 
linea tor, who must decide to mark stress on the second element of 
hlaford at this point or never. 

The necessity of such an absolute decision is a matter of the order 
with which we must proceed. If we are to try to recover the stress 

1 . D. Slay, "Some Aspects of the Technique of Composition of Old English Verse," 
Transactions of the Philological Society (London) (1952): 1-14. 

2 . A. Campbell's discussion of stress has no independent value. In Chapter 1, I 
quote his remark that "for the determination of accent, the metrical system of Sievers 
is sufficient." The sentence that precedes this one in Campbell ends: "the evidence for 
the accentuation of native and foreign words . .. is largely metrical" (Old English Gram
mar [Oxford, 1959), 356). My attempt to assign stress to certain classes of words prior 
to locating them in verse lines and verses represents an effort to break out of this 
circularity. 
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system of the language as it was adopted and modified by the poets, 
we must begin our analysis by marking heavy stress on all the appro
priate syllables. Some of these syllables will, because of their position 
in the verse line and verse, as that position becomes apparent, lose a 
degree, or possibly more than one degree, of stress. No syllable, ex
cept those usually lightly stressed syllables that are occasionally given 
rhetorical emphasis, can later be raised in stress. To raise any syllable 
to heavy or "half-stress" after taking the procedural step of marking 
stress on the syllables of the manuscript text is to be arbitrary and 
unsystematic. The assigning of either heavy or light stress must be 
completed before we continue. 

Formatives 

I have marked stress on all formatives partly on the basis of the 
evidence provided by -lic- in, for example, earf~lice (133V15-16) and 
cymlicor (132V14). This formative and most others, like -sceaft and 
-sum, present no problems. Not so ·-i~-. Since it is a formative not de
rived from a case ending, I have, with some misgivings, marked it for 
stress whenever it is a syllable. 

At 143R2o there is no difficulty in thus marking for stress the two 
syllables of ami~: 

I I I I I I 
upe p reni3 o&r man refre 

At 142 V 09, however, all that is left of the -i~- is the consonant ~: 

I I I 
on sefan rninum 3umena renoum hpret 

To insist on marking stress on -i~- in the first occurrence seems, in the 
light of the second, to be inconsistent. Yet what is different about the 
formative in the two examples is that in the first the formative is a full 
syllable, while in the second it is a mere trace. I have, then, followed 
this rule: a formative that equals a syllable is to be marked for stress, 
unless of course the formative is derived from a case ending. A form
ative that survives only as a trace is not and cannot be marked for 
stress. 

Problem Syllables 
I have already indicated above some doubt about marking the syl

labic -i~- for stress. I also have doubts about marking the superlative 
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indicator -estl-ost for stress while not marking the comparative -orl-er. 
In my-admittedly weak-defense I argue that the superlative 
marker, unlike the comparative, was rarely reduced to a mere trace. 
Perhaps, then, I should have been more consistent and discriminated 
between syllabic -or and trace :r-, as I have done for -iJl-o-above. The 
decision is not quite as easy in the former case as in the latter, since 
-i;i- belongs to the class of formatives and both -or and -estl-ost are 
simply "markers."3 

I have not marked for stress the syllable -an, either as an adverbial 
suffix-here a kind of formative meaning "from"-()r as an infinitive 
marker. Again, I think I may have been guided-()r misguided-by 
the ability of the marker to leave only a trace in such infinitives as 
seon. 

Certain questions remain. At first I simply marked weak stress on 
every occurrence of pa, jJenden, peer, and hu. Then I tried marking oc
currences of these words for stress whenever Klaeber lists one of the 
first three as an adverb. This procedure works well enough for jJenden, 
but not so well for the ubiquitous jJa and the puzzling peer. Klaeber 
calls the latter a "demonstrative adverb," a designation that blurs a 
distinction I have so far relied on. I finally decided that peer is a true 
adverb (and therefore stressed) whenever it seems to be pointing to a 
particular place, and something weaker whenever it correlates with 
or implies some form of the copula or peortJan. I decided arbitrarily 
that pa is a "particle" and thus is in every instance to be marked light. 
Despite Klaeber's confusing "adv., ... conj.," hu is, I think, always a 
light syllable.4 

Decisions-about these "problem syllables" represent the "fine tun
ing" of the stress system of the poem. Such decisions are not likely to 
matter much if the gross sorting has been done correctly. 

First Coda: Attempts to Lineate (Stress) 
Lineation Based on Four Stressed Syllables per Line 

Since the line of Old English verse is sometimes defined as con
taining four stressed syllables, I make the first attempt to lineate by 

. 3. The hypothesis that -estl-ost was stressed in the poetry seems to be falsified by 
the evidence discussed in Chapter 7. 

4. Fr. Klaeber, ed., Beowulf lind the Fight lit Finnsburg, 3d ed. (Boston: D. C. Heath, 
1950), 409-10. At his entry for hu (p. 361), Klaeber makes no attempt to separate ad
verbial from conjunctive uses of this particle. 
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counting stresses on syllables. If one simply counts four syllabic 
stresses and breaks the line after the syllable containing the fourth 
stress, the opening lines of the poem look like this: 

Example A 

I I I I 
HPfET PE GARDEna· in 3ear 1 

I I I I 
da3um· f'eodcyniIl6 2 

I I I I 
a prym 3efrunon hu &1 ref'eliIl6 3 

I I I I 
as elle[n] fremedon· Oft scyld ... 4 

I now attempt to lineate by counting four stressed syllables, as above, 
but this time ending the line with the last syllable of the word or com
pound containing the last stress: 

Example 8 

I I I I I 
HPfET PE GARDEna· in 3earda3um· 1 

I I I I 
f'eodcyniIl6a prym 2 

I I I I 
3efrunon hu &1 ref'eliIl6as elle[n] 3 

I I I 1/ 
fremedon· Oft scyld scefiIl6 ... 4 

I now propose to ignore the stress assigned to the expletive HPI£T 
and the adverb Oft, as well as the stress assigned to the formatives. 
Lines in the passage now look like this: 

ExampieC 

I I I I 
HPfET PE GARDEna· in 3earda3um· 1 

I I I I 
f'eodCYniIl6a prym 3efrunon 2 

I I I I 
hu &1 ref'eliIl6as elle[n] fremedon· Oft scyld ... 3 

Next, I try a variation on the last lineation. In this variation a forma
tive counts as a stressed syllable only if it follows a disyllabic or poly
syllabic stem: 
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ExampleD 

I I I I 
HP)ET PE GARDEna· in oeardaoum· 

I I I I 
l'eodCYninoa J>rym oefrunon 

I I I I 
hu tm ai'elinoas elle[n] fremedon· 

I I I I 
Oft scyld scefino sceal'e(na) J>reatum 

I I I I 
moneoll mreoJ>um meodosetla 

I I I I 
ofteah eosode eorl syMan i5'est. . . 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

We can "adjust" line "5" by ignoring the stress on -setla, the second 
element of the compound meodosetla. But if we do so, we imperil the 
lineation of lines 1 and 2: 

Example E 

I I I I 
HP)ET PE GARDEna· in oeardaoum·l'eod<i'ninoa J>rym . . . 1 

From these attempts I conclude that acceptable verse lineation 
cannot be based solely on counting the number of syllabic stresses. 

Lineation Based on a Count of Long Stressed Syllables 

It is possible that lineation may be based on some distribution of 
long stressed syllables. In the opening lines of the poem the stressed 
syllables GAR-, Jear-, peod-, -inJ-, frrYm, -fru-, and ell- are long. If we 
distribute two"Of these long syllables to a verse line and then complete 
the line with the whole word or compound containing the second, 
then the fourth, then the sixth long stressed syllable, the lineation 
looks like this: 

Example F 

1 2 
I I I I I 

HP)ET PE GARDEna· in oeardaoum· 1 

3 4 
I I I 

l'eodCYninoa ... 2 

We can try defining the verse line as a sequence of at least four 
stressed syllables a minimum of two of which must be long. Now the 
lineation looks like this: 
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ExampieG 

1 2 
/ / / / / 

HPJET PE GARDEna- in ;;earda;;um-
=5 

1 

3 4 5 
/ / / / =4 

~odcyruIl6a ~rym - - _ 2 

The next example of lineation adds to the conditions controlling Ex
ample G the conditions that long formatives do not count either as 
one of the long syllables or as one of the minimum of four syllables: 

ExampieH 

1 2 
/ / / / / 

HPJET PE GARDEna- in ;;earda;;um-
= 5 

1 

345 
/ / (! ) / / 

~odcyniIl6a ~rym ;;efrUnon 
= 4 + (1) 

2 

6 7-
/ (! ) / / / = 4 + (1) 

hu &. re~liIl6as elle[n] fremedon- Oft __ _ 3 

I quickly add to the conditions for Example H that a long formative 
may count if it follows a disyllabic or polysyllabic-but not monosyl
labic-stem: 

Example I 

6 7 
/ / / / =4 

hu &. re~liIl6as elle[n] fremedon- 3 
8 9 10 
/ / /(/) / 
Oft scyld scefiIl6 scea~[na] __ _ 

= 4 + (1) 
4 

Since it is apparent that Oft makes the unwanted fourth stress in "line 
4," and since HPI£T is supernumerary in "line 1," I try the expedient 
of ignoring clause-heading adverbs: 

ExampleJ 

9 10 11 
(/ ) / /(/) / / 

Oft scyld scefiIl6 scea~[na] ~reatum 
= 4 + (2) 

4 
12 13 

/ / / / =4 
mone;;ll mre;;~um meodosetla __ _ 5 
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Example E makes it clear that we cannot add ofteah to "line 5" by ig
noring the long stress on the second element of the compound mea
dosetla. But the same example also seems to hold open the possibility 
that verse lineation may count stresses on the second element of com
pounds but ignore the length of such stresses. I revise "line 5" accord
ingly and continue: 

Example K 

12 13 
/ / / [ /) / =5 

mone;;u mreoJrom meodosetla ofteah 5 
14 15 16 17 
/ / /(/ ) / (/ ) 
e;;sode eorl syMan rerest pear[~] feasceaft ... 

= 4 + (2) 
6 

We can try the expedient of allowing tensed forms of pesan and peor
tiln to bear stress whenever they occur immediately before the begin
ning of a new alliteration. 1 revise "line 6" accordingly and then 
continue: 

Example L 

14 15 16 17 
/ / / (/ ) / 

e;;sode eorl syMan rerest pear[~] 
= 4 + (1) 

6 
18 19 20 21 
/ (/ ) / / / 

feasceaft funden he pres frofre ;;eba[d] 
= 4 + (1) 

7 
22 23 24 
i / / [/ ) =4 

peox under polcnum peortlmyndum ... 8 

What seemed promising if complicated breaks down in the "eighth 
line." 

To sum up: if we (1) assign at least two long stressed syllables to 
each verse line (F), and (2) insist that each verse line also contain at 
least four stressed syllables (G), and (3) do not count long formatives 
either as one of the two long stressed syllables or as one of the four 
stressed syllables (H), (4) unless the long formative follows a disyl
labic or polysyllabic stem (I), and (5) ignore clause-heading adverbs 
0), but (6) count the stress but not the length of the second elements 
of compounds (K), and (7) assign stress to a tensed form of pesan and 
peortiln whenever one of these forms falls just before a new allitera
tion (L), we can lineate the first seven lines of Beowulf in the conven
tional way. But the procedure breaks down with the "eighth line." 
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The procedure for lineating by counting stresses and/or long 
stresses not only breaks down early, it is ridiculously complicated. 
Logic suggests that we try lineating with the aid of alliteration. 

A NEW THEORY OF ALLITERATION 

1 turn now from stress, which is fundamental to the language 
whether used in ordinary speech or in poetry, to syllabic-initial 
sound-patterning, alliteration for short, a feature of the language that 
has been seized upon by poets and turned into a poetic device. No 
student of Beowulf doubts that the poet employed alliteration in spe
cial ways. Yet no one has, 1 think, adequately analyzed the precise 
ways in which the poet and his fellows exploited this device. 

1 present my thinking and researches on alliteration in a series of 
hypotheses. But first 1 make one general comment, at the risk of em
phasizing the obvious. The systematic use of alliteration by the Beo
wulf-poet and other Anglo-Saxon poets reminds us of something very 
basic in the character of the Old English language and its Germanic 
parent: alliteration is likely to be most effectively used in poetry com
posed in a language that employs stress as a significant means for 
indicating the importance of certain syllables. 

Three Hypotheses Concerning Alliteration 
The three hypotheses that follow are ordered. That is, the first hy

pothesis is the result of looking at every scribal indication of identity 
in the initial sound of syllables. The second hypothesis discriminates 
between alliteration on two different kinds of significant syllable. The 
third hypothesis determines the range within which dominant allit
erations are effective. 

Significant/Incidental Alliteration 

First hypothesis: alliteration can be considered either significant or 
incidental. 

Alliteration is a subtly pervasive feature of natural languages. In 
order to develop and exploit alliteration as a device, then, poets must 
devise ways to distinguish significant from nonsignificant allitera
tion. 

In 132R06 the following alliterations occur (I mark alliteration with 
italics): 
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I I I /I 
ofteah eosode eorI syMan rerest pear[~] 

The alliteration that begins this manuscript line, that of the verbal 
prefix of-, occurs on an unstressed syllable. I argue that the poets did 
not attend to alliteration on unstressed syllables. The alliteration is 
there, and it may add a pleasing note, but it does not belong to the 
poetic system of alliteration. The alliteration of eJ-, eorl, rer-, and -est, 
on the other hand, sounds louder in our ears because these syllables 
are stressed. We are, I think, meant to attend to the alliteration of 
these stressed syllables. 

The first discrimination to be made, then, is between stressed and 
unstressed syllables having the "same" initial sound (as "sameness" 
appears to have been defined by that tradition). I hypothesize that 
only stressed syllables participate in the poetic systematization of al
literation. Alliteration that occurs on stressed syllables is significant 
alliteration. Alliteration that occurs on unstressed syllables is inciden
tal alliteration. 

DominantlSubdominant Alliteration 

Second hypothesis: not all alliterating stressed syllables partici
pate in "dominant" alliteration, the most important kind of significant 
alliteration. 

The alliteration of -est in 132R06 is the fourth alliteration of the 
series that begins with eJsode. This fact is less important than the fact 
that to'" attend to the alliteration of formatives will complicate the sys
tematic use of the device. I hypothesize, then, that poets did not 
regard the alliteration of formatives as participants in the most sig
nificant kind of alliteration, for which I shall use the musical term 
dominant. The alliteration of -est is undeniably there and contributes 
to the effect of the passage-more importantly, I think, than the al
literation of such an unstressed syllable as of--but alliteration on 
formatives does not seem to playa part in the establishing of a verse 
line. 

Manuscript lines 132Rol-2 present a different problem. Both GAR
DEna and JeardaJUm contain two alliterations, that of G and that of D. 
The G pattern begins before the D pattern begins and ends before the 
D pattern ends. Not only because of the priority, as it were, of the G 
pattern but also because of the complexity of the "crossing" of the two 
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patterns, I argue that the alliteration of the second elements of com
pounds is not dominant; that is, it does not playa role in establishing 
the verse line. Alliteration on the second element of compounds can 
be termed subdominant. Subdominant alliteration very often forms an 
important part of the sound-patterning within the line established by 
the dominants, but subdominants do not participate in setting the 
major "key" of the line, as it were. 5 

Dominant alliteration, then, can be said to involve only the stressed 
syllables of simplex words and first elements of compounds. Hence
forth I shall refer to these syllables, when they alliterate, as dominants. 

Range 
Third hypothesis: dominant alliteration operates over a certain 

range. 
Manuscript lines 132R03-4 contain two stressed, potentially dom

inant syllables with the initial sound F: 

I I I I I 
prym oefrunon hu & .rpelinoas elle[n] 

I I I 1/ I 
fremedon· Oft scyld scefino sceape[na] 

Between the F in oefrunon and that in fremedon, however, lie the dom
inants c£- and el- that together establish vocalic alliteration. I argue 
that the interposing of an alliteration-that is, at least two stressed 
syllables that begin with the same sound-between two potentially 
alliterating syllables places the latter "out of range" of each other. 
Hence I have not marked as dominant the alliterating syllables -frun
andfrem-. 

On the other hand, alliteration may be established by two domi
nants over the interposition of several potential dominants. The 
range over which dominant alliteration can be effected seems to have 
been carefully calculated: if more than two stressed syllables occur 
between the dominants, no more than two of a maximum of three 
interposed stressed syllables may be potential dominants, that is, 
Simplexes or first elements of compounds. The following passage il
lustrates what I argue is the maximum effective range of dominant 
alliteration in Beowulf: 

5. I gratefully borrow the term key from my colleague and friend Jess B. Bessinger. 
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I I I I I 
[m]id Yldum·]) hit pea~ ealoearo healrer 

I I I I 
na mCEst SCOp him heort narnan se t>e his 

I I I I I 
pordes oepeald pide hCEfde· He beot ne (133VoS-10) 

In the rather long passage between the last instance of the vocalic 
dominant, ealJearo, and the first W dominant, pordes, H-alliteration 
seems to emerge as the dominant. Yet the H-alliteration is carried only 
by heal- and heort. Between these two stressed syllables three stresses 
occur, on -rern-, mrest, and scop. Since, however, -rern- is the stressed 
syllable of the second element of a compound, only the potentially 
dominant simplexes mrest and scop count fully in the calculation of 
range. 

In summary, then, dominant, or lineating, alliteration attends 
only to stressed simplexes and the first element of compounds. It at
tends to these syllables in order to establish the verse line, that is, to 
delineate. If such syllables are to delineate, they must be in range of 
each other. Range is calculated in terms only of stressed syllables, 
never unstressed. Maximum effective range between dominants ap
pears to consist of no more than two potential dominants plus one 
subdominant. Any additional interposed stressed syllable places the 
two potentially alliterating syllables out of dominant range of each 
other. 

The hypotheses discussed in this section cannot be completely 
tested until all the features and functions of syllables discussed in this 
chapter have been used in an attempt to elicit verses. 

~cond Coda: Attempts to Lineate (Alliteration) 

An attempt to base verse lineation entirely on alliteration as de
fined above yields several possibilities. One we may call "early allit
eration," the other, "late." By "early alliteration" I indicate that the 
verse line begins with the word or compound containing the first allit
erating syllable of the series. By "late alliteration" I indicate that the 
line ends with the word or compound containing the last alliterating 
syllable of the series. I begin with a simple form of "late alliteration." 

ExampieM 

HJ)ATI PE GARDEna· in Jeardaoum· 
peodcyninoa prym 
oefrunon hu & ort>elinoas eUe[n] fremedon· Oft 
scyld scefino sceat>e[na] ... 

1 
2 

3 
4 
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Andreas Heusler's approach to the meter of the poem suggests a 
way of dealing with such syllables as HPJET PE and oefrunon hu &.6 
"Heuslerian lineation" treats such syllables as "interlinear" rather 
than as part of the verse line. From the point of view of meter, these 
syllables are treated as "anacrusis." 

ExampieN 

"Anacrusis" 
HPAITPE 

3efrunon hu & 

)n'eatum 
ofteah 

"Verse line" 
GARDEna· in Jeardaoum· 
peodcfnin6a prym 
a!}Jelinoas elle[ n] fremedon· Oft 
scyld scefin3 scea}Je[na] 
mone3u ma!3Jrom meodosetla 
e;;sode eorl syMan a!reSt 

1 

2 

3 
4 
5 
6 

Heuslerian lineation has the virtue of consistency and simplicity. It 
has the defect of consigning to "anacrusis" not only such lengthy pas
sages as oefrunon hu & but such stressed words as oefrunon, preatum, 
and ofteah. Even if one argues, as I do not, that the stress on verbs is 
less or less important thim that on nouns, consigning the noun prea
tum to anacrusis stretches anacrusis to the breaking point. Heusler's 
Metrik implies lineation like that in Example N. 

"Early alliteration" provides a Simpler way to build lines. 

Example 0 

HPAITPE GARDEna· in Jearda;;um· 1 

peodcfnin6a prym 3eirunon hu & 2 

a!}Jelinoas elle[n] fremedon· Oft 3 
scyld scefin3 scea}Je[na] )n'eatum 4 
mone3u ma!3Jrom meodosetla ofteah 5 
e;;sode eorl syMan a!rest pear[~] 6 
[easceaft funden he J>res frofre 3eba[d] 7 
peox under polcnum peorOmyndum J>ah ~ P him . . . 8 

Like Heuslerian lineation, this method is simple and consistent. But 
both methods obscure clause boundaries. The clause boundary in 
"line 2" falls just before the two final unstressed monosyllables, that 
in "line 3" just before the final Oft, that in "line 8" before the final 
three monosyllables. But I am getting ahead of myself. The possible 
role of clause boundaries in lineating is the subject of the next subsec
tion. 

6. Andreas Heusler, Deutsche Versgeschichte, Pauls Grundriss der Germanischen 
Philologie 8 (Berlin and Leipzig: W. de Gruyter, 1925-1929). 
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For the sake of completeness, I try lineating by combining the 
counting of stressed syllables, as in Example L, above, with allitera
tion. In this attempt all the words or compounds containing a syllable 
with the same alliteration will be placed on the same line. At the same 
time, every line will continue to the end of the word or compound 
containing the fourth stressed syllable, as stressed syllables are 
counted in Example L. 

Example P 

/ / / / =4 
HPJET PE GARDEna· in Jeardaoum· 1 

/ / / / =4 
peodcyninoa frrYm oefrunon 2 

/ / / / =4 
hu &I orl'elinoas eUe[n] fremedon· 3 

/ / / / =4 
Oft scyid scefino sceal'e[na) J>reatum 4 

/ / / / =4 
moneoll mreoJ>um meodosetla . . . 5 

In this example I have not considered Oft as alliterating since it is not 
counted as a stressed syllable. Even so, the lineation breaks down in 
the following line. 

Alliteration considered by itself, as in Examples M, N, and 0, has 
the great virtue of providing us with a far simpler basis for lineating 
than the various ways of counting stressed and/or long stressed syl
lables tried in the first coda. 

CLAUSES AND CLAUSE BOUNDARIES IN BEOWULF 
Introduction 

The purpose of this section is to determine the part clause bound
aries play in verse lineation. In order to locate clause boundaries it is 
of course first necessary to determine clauses. I have tried to do so 
with a listener rather than a reader in mind. What follows, then, is an 
attempt to formulate a grammar that takes into account the special 
problems likely to be faced by a listener. To take one example, a lis
tener will, I think, hear the following passage in manuscript lines 
1}2R17-18, scyldes eafera scedelandum in-a passage that is isolated 
from both the clause that precedes it and the one that follows it-not 
"in apposition to" beopulf pi1!S breme in the preceding verse line but as 
a clause from which pi1!S has been deleted. It is true that the two noun 
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phrases, beopulf in 132R16 and scyldes . . . in, are in apposition, but 
this fact tells us little about the dynamic of the listener. 

It is because I am attempting to keep the listener in mind that I 
find particularly useful Berkley Peabody's distinction between 
"clause" and "sentence": "By 'clause' is intended a 'syntactically 
closed period,' a quantum of structure. By 'sentence' is intended 'a 
semantically closed period,' a quantum of sense."7 Peabody's distinc
tion can be used to discriminate a syntactic core, the minimal quan
tum of structure, from additions made to the core for semantic 
reasons. It is these syntactic cores that a careful listener must catch. 

The syntactic core is, simply, a certain kind of relationship. In cer
tain Indo-European languages the minimal relationship seems to be 
that of "subject" to "predicate," for example, he . .. beed in manuscript 
line 132V07. The form of he-nominative, singular, masculine, third 
person-sets up the expectation that a verb in a certain form-third
person singular-will follow. To put it another way, he demands a verb 
in the third-person smgular, whether that verb follows or precedes it. 
When a verb in the appropriate form occurs in the vicinity of he, the 
relationship is completed. 

The Core Relationship 
Noam Chomsky expresses this relationship with a tree diagram. 8 

s 
/~ 

NP VP 

I I 
Pron V 

I I 
he bred 

I borrow Chomsky'S tree diagram but, following Peabody, substitute 
"C" (for "clause") for Chomsky'S "5" (for "sentence") at the top of the 

7. Berkley Peabody, The Winged Word: A Study in the Technique of Ancient Greek Oral 
Composition as Seen Principally through Hesiod's Works and Days (Albany: State University 
of New York Press, 1975), 118. 

8. I first encountered Noam Chomsky's "tree diagrams" in his Aspects of the Theory 
of Syntax (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1965f.). I have found Adrian Akmajian and Frank 
Heny, An Introduction to the Principles of Transformational Syntax (Cambridge: MIT Press, 
1975), useful in drawing my own trees. I hasten to add that neither Chomsky nor 
Akmajian and Heny should be blamed for strange growths in my nursery. 
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tree. What Chomsky's tree makes graphic is that the relationship be
tween the noun phrase (NP) and the verb phrase (VP) is not linear but 
hierarchical. The relationship between the two is "dominated" by the 
concept "clause." 

C 

~~ 
NP VP 

I 1 
Pron V 

I I 
he bred 

Certain kinds of words can be closely attached to this central and 
minimal quantum of structure. One kind of word is the adverbial par
ticle spa. This close but less significant relationship can be diagramed 
in this way: 

C 

~I~ 
A NP VP 

I I I 
Pt Pron V 

1 1 1 
[Sp]a he bred 

Particles like spa are not always expressed before the central relation
ship, as [Sp]a is in 132V<>7. Conjunctions, on the other hand, always 
indicate the beginning of a new syntactic relationship; for example: o/J 
1> . .. ~JhpYlc . . . scolde (132R09-1O). The conjunction o/JI> will also be 
represented at the extreme left of the tree diagram: 

C ----1-----Conj NP VP 

1 p!on t 
I I 

scolde 
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Like conjunctions, demonstratives, often in oblique cases, can in
troduce clauses in Beowulf, for example, pone 60d sende .. . (132.R12-
13). Unlike conjunctions, such demonstratives will usually not occur 
at the extreme left of the tree diagram: 

c 

~" NP VP 

I / " N V NP 

I 
Demon 

ood sende tx>ne 

The accusative singular masculine pone expresses a relationship that 
is close to the central configuration, not peripheral as are conjunc
tions. But pone, because its function within the clause is clearly indi
cated by its form, can be moved to the beginning of its clause. A 
demonstrative in an oblique case can, then, mark the beginning of a 
clause. 

Not every clause in Beowulf is introduced by either a conjunction 
or a demonstrative. In other words, the beginning of every clause is 
not so clearly signaled as are the beginnings of these clauses. What, 
then, does signal the beginning of each successive clause? To begin to 
answer this question, in Table 3.1 I list and then discuss ten of the 
simplest types of clauses in the order in which they occur in the early 
lines of the poem. 

Table 3.1. A Short Inventory of Simple, Fully Expressed 
Clauses 

1. hu & reJ>ellnoas elle[n] fremedon· 
2 . he i'res frofre oeba[d] 
3. i'one ood sende folee to frofre 
4. beopulf pres breme 
5. blred pide spran;; 
6. l' hine on ylde eft oepunioen [pilo]esii'as 
7. i'onne pio cume 
8. leode oelresten 
9. hi hyne [i']a retbreron to brimes faroJ>e 

10. [Sp]a he selfa bred 

132.R03-4 
132.R07 
132.R12-13 
132.R16 
132.R17 
132VOl-2 
132V02 
132V02 
132V05-6 
132V07 
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The clause numbered 8 expresses only the core relationship.9 

C 

/"~ 
NP VP 

I I 
N V 

I I 
leode oel~sten 

Number 7 expresses the core relationship after a conjunctive particle: 

C ____ 1 ____ 

Conj NP VP 

I J t 
I I 

ponne pio cume 

Number 5 expresses this core relationship along with a locative ad
verb: 

C 

~I------
Adv NP VP 

I I 
N V 

I I 
pide bl~d sprano 

Number 4 replaces with an adjective the NP to the right of the V and 
under its domination: 

C 

----- " NP VP 

I ~ 
N V Adj 

I I I 
beopulf p~s breme 

9. By "core" relationship I refer to the hierarchical "subject-predicate" relationship 
just discussed. 
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Number 10 has been partially diagramed above. A fuller diagram 
must take into account the stressed pronoun, sella, an intensified rep
etition of the unstressed personal pronoun he: 

c ____ 1-----
Part NP VP 

I p/'StP t 
I I I 

[Sp]a he selfa bred 

Number 1 expresses both the core relationship and the subordinate 
but still important" direct object" relationship after a conjunctive par
ticle: 

Pt NP VP 

~ ~ 
D N V NP 

I I I I 
hu & rel'elin6as fremedon elle[n] 

Number 6, despite its length, expresses only the core subject-verb re
lationship and the subordinate but important direct object relation
ship. It is introduced by p, the abbreviation for peet. Originally a form 
of the demonstrative, p asserts itself as a conjunction partly by taking 
a position at the beginning of the clause. The two adverbial compo
nents, on ylde and eft, can be taken as a single unit from the point of 
view of structure: 

~c~ 
Cj Adv NP 

~y 
VP 

/'-... 
V Pron 

I I 
1> on ylde eft [t»l6]esipas 3epUIti6en hine 
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Number 2 expresses, along with the core relationship, both the direct 
object relationship and another that must be translated into Modern 
English by a prepositional phrase: 

/c" 
N VP 

/ " V NP I" Pron Demon N 

I I 
&!s frofre 

I 
he 3ebad 

Number 3 has been partially diagramed above. A fuller diagram con
tains an indirect object and a prepositional phrase closely related to 
the latter: 

/c"'-
NP VP 

I / "-
N V NP 

/"-N PP 

I /" Pron Pp NP 

/" N N 

I I 
sende pone to folee frofre 

Number 9 contains the central relationship, a direct object, and a lo
cative prepositional phrase. The particle rPJa has been moved from 
the position of the conjunction to that of an adverb: 
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C 

~ 
Pt NP VP 

I ~/~ 
Pron V NP PP 

I / "'-Pron Pp NP 

/ "-N N 

I I 
[~]a hi retbreron hyne to brimes faro& 

As the tree diagrams show, each of the ten clauses of this "short 
inventory" expresses fully the core relationship. The subject, the NP 
directly dominated by C, appears at the left or somewhat nearer left 
than center, and the predicate,. the VP, appears farther to the right. 
For reasons that will become clear as I proceed, I refer to such clauses 
as "fully expressed," or "F-clauses." 

Since the particular problem the lineator faces is locating the be
ginning of each successive clause, I tabulate the way in which each 
clause in the short inventory begins: 

Two clauses (1 and 10) begin with a particle, hu and [Sp]a 
Two clauses (2 and 9) begin with a personal pronoun, he and hi 
One clause (J) begins with the demonstrative in an oblique case, pone 
Two clauses (6 and 7) begin with a conjunction, 1> and ponne 
Three clauses (4, 5, and 8) begin with a noun, beopulf, bl<ed, and leode 

Which of these five different kinds of word unequivocally signals 
the beginning of a clause? Despite numbers 4, 5, and 8, we can rule 
out nouns on the basis of numbers 1, 3, 6, and 7, in which a noun in 
the nominative case occurs after the beginning of the clause. Despite 
numbers 2 and 9, we can rule out the personal pronoun in the nomi
native case on the basis of number 10. Despite number 3, we can rule 
out a demonstrative in an oblique case on the basis of number 2. In 
each of these instances the short inventory makes it clear that a word 
of each class can, indeed does, introduce a clause. But it is equally 
clear that a noun or personal or demonstrative pronoun does not nec
essarily signal the beginning of a clause. 

What about "particles," such as hu and spa in the inventory? The 
first, hu, unequivocally introduces a new clause at each of its fourteen 
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occurrences in Beowulf. On the other hand, spa equivocates, as 157R06 
shows: in pa him spa JejJearfod [p.rs], spa functions as an adverb. Of the 
two particles that occur in the inventory, then, only one reliably sig
nals the beginning of a clause. 

One class remains, conjunctions, represented by p and ponne. Like 
spa, ponne can on occasion function as an adverb, as 165V13-14 shows: 
m.rJ ponne on p.rm Jolde onJitan. p, too, equivocates, showing at times 
its origin as the neuter singular form of the demonstrative pronoun: p 
p.rs Jod cyninJ (132R11). 

There are, indeed, unequivocal conjunctions, like 06 p, which oc
curs first at 132R09. If we study all the clauses, fully expressed or not, 
that occur between the beginning of the poem and our number 10, we 
find that only one clause is introduced by a pair of words that is al
ways unequivocally a conjunction. We also find that only one more 
clause is introduced by the clause-heading particle hu. Clearly, the 
linea tor cannot locate clause beginnings simply by looking for con
junctions and conjunctive particles. 

What, then, can he rely on? The answer, I think, has to be a sense 
that a new core relationship is being set up. 

Why cannot the linea tor simply do what we have been doing so 
far? Why can't he work backward from the VP to the left-hand Np, 
from predicate to subject, and then simply mark the point at which 
the completed relationship begins? He can, of course, and often does 
exactly this. But what does he do when he comes to this phrase in 
132R06: eJsode eorl? 

In this phrase, if we are not to take eorl as the subject, no subject 
occurs: ~ 

C? 

~ 
VP /" V NP 

I 
N 

I 
e;;sode eorl 
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Only the VP of this truncated "clause" is expressed. Of course, we 
sense that the subject is a word that has already occurred: it is scfIld in 

132Ro4· 

C? 

/// " 
(NP) VP 

: / \ 
(N) 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

(scyld) 

v 

eosode 

NP 

I 
N 

I 
eorl 

But scfIld has already completed one relationship: scfIld . . . ofteah 
(132Ro4-6). In fact, the crucial second member of the earlier relation
ship, the verb ofteah, occurs just before eosode. Immediately following 
the direct object of eosode, eorl, occurs the conjunction sytR'fan, an in
dication that yet another clause is beginning. eosode eorl is not a fully 
expressed clause, but it is isolated from the clauses that flank it. 

The Isolation of "Clauses" 

The phrase eosode eorl, if eorl is the direct object, does not make a 
complete clause. But in line 132R06 the phrase can be said to be iso
lated by ofteah, the verb that completes the core relationship with an 
earlier noun, and by the conjunction sytR'fan that follows the phrase. 
eosode eorl, then, must either be treated as a sort of coda or adjunct to 
the scfIld . . . ofteah clause, or in some way a clause by itself. 

I prefer the latter possibility. Following Peabody's formulation, I 
take eosode eorl to belong to the same sentence as scfIld . . . ofteah but 
to a different clause. I argue for this analysis on the grounds that eo-
sode eorl is isolated from the clauses that flank it. 

The notion of isolation is, I think, of great importance to the study 
of the clauses of Beowulf. But before I go further, I sum up.the ways in 
which a passage can be isolated: 

(1) Any passage is isolated at its end by the beginning of the next 
clause. For example, the PE . .. oefrunon clause is clearly isolated by 
the conjunctive particle hu that belongs to and begins the following 
clause. 
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(2) A passage that occurs between the beginning of a following 
clause and the end of a fully expressed preceding clause is isolated. 
For example, s~se oesijJas (132V06) is isolated by the [Sp]a of the fol
lowing clause and by the fact that the preceding clause contains the 
same constituent serving the same function as oesijJas, namely, the 
nominative plural personal pronoun hi. 

(3) A slightly different criterion seems to apply to scyldes eafera sce
delandum in (132R17-18). The passage is clearly isolated at its end by 
the Spa of the following clause. On the other hand, eafera in this pas
sage refers to beopulf in 132R16. But the clause in which beopulf occurs 
is separated from the eafera passage by the F-clause blil!d pide sprano' a 
clause to which nothing in the isolated passage is related. I conclude, 
then, that scyldes . . . in is isolated at its beginning by the interposition 
of an F-clause to which it has no syntactic relationship. 

I argue that any passage that is isolated in the above ways func
tions as a clause in its context. It does so by seeming to borrow one or 
the other or even both of the constituents of the central relationship, 
that is, of the relationship of subject to predicate. The "clause" eosode 
eorl borrows its subject from the preceding clause, while s~se oesipas 
borrows its verb from the preceding clause. From another point of 
view it is possible to argue that the poet has deleted the subject of 
eosode from the eosode clause and the predicate of oesipas from that 
clause. This kind of deletion operates according to strict rules and can 
be tested, as I shall show later. But first I shall take up F-clauses that 
are somewhat more complex than those so far analyzed. 

Fully Expres~ed Clauses 

The importance of beginning with fully expressed clauses should 
by now be clear. The F-clauses form a skeleton, or at least a backbone, 
on which the poet can hang the clauses he does not fully express. But 
not all F-clauses are as simple as those in the short inventory. I begin 
with an example: 

Oft scyld scefino sceal'e[na] 
tn'eatum moneou. ma:!o~um meodosetla 
ofteah. . . (132Ro4-6) 

Both subject and verb are expressed: scyld and ofteah. The problem lies 
in the doubling of the indirect objects of ofteah, sceape[na] frreatum and 
monto" mil!o/1Um. The two indirect objects cannot be "nested" since 
the second phrase seems to be a variation of the first. More important, 
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the expression of the two indirect objects takes place before the occur
rence of the second major constituent of the clause, the verb ofteah. 

In a sense, then, we cannot speak of a single clause but of at least 
two clauses telescoped together: 

(1) scyld ofteah meodosetla sceal'e(na) )n-eatum 
(2) scyld ofteah meodosetla moneoii ma!o)nun 

I propose to call the Oft . . . ofteah passage a splice. I define a splice as 
a clause in which one of the constituents is repeated, usually with a 
variation in the expression, before the verb occurs or is completed. If 
the verb occurs or is completed before the variation takes place, then 
the passage is not a splice and may, indeed, be more than one clause. 
The late-occurring verb is, I believe, the hallmark of the splice. 

In this passage the variation begins with moneJil. Thus, whatever 
device we choose to mark a splice must be used at moneJil. Since this 
is a question of punctuation, I leave the matter for later. 

The second passage that seems to contain a splice occurs at 
132R15-16: 

him I'res liffrea puldres pealdend 
poroldare foroeaf 

The verb foroeaf occurs only after the left NP, liffrea, has been repeated 
and varied by puldres pealdend. The clause is therefore a splice with 
puldres marking the beginning of the variation. 

Is the passage that begins the poem, HPJET . . . fremedon, a splice? 
The answer might seem to be yes, since this clause at first seems to 
fulfill the two conditions for a splice, that is, the passage contains two 
constituents of the same type and the verb occurs late. The two simi
lar constituents are GARDEna and peodcflninoa. Both are compound 
nouns inflected in the genitive plural. The difference between these 
two constituents and the two repeated constituents of the Oft . . . of
teah and him . .. foroeaf clauses lies in the fact that GARDEna and peod
cyninoa do not necessarily have to replace each other. The first phrase 
can be taken as depending on the second: "prym of great kings of 
spear-Danes." By contrast, there is no question about the repeated 
constituents in the two splices discussed earlier. moneJil m;eopum re
places, that is varies, sceape[na] preatum. Even more clearly, the left NP 
puldres pealdend varies liffrea in the second splice discussed. The often
mentioned device of variation in Old English poetry has its basis in 
such syntactic phenomena as the splice. The first passage in the 
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poem, then, despite its length and apparent complexity, can simply 
be taken as a single clause. If it is taken as a splice, on the other hand, 
the two genitive plural constructions must be taken as independent 
of each other. 

The analysis of splices would be incomplete without some account 
of more complex structures than those studied so far. The first such 
structure occurs at lines 132V12-13: 

!>rer pres madma fela 
of feorpe6um frretpa 6elreded· 

There can be little doubt that peer signals the beginning of a clause. 
The hearer or reader might at first take fela to complete a clause that 
indicates, somewhat vaguely, the wealth of Scyld's heirs. He or she 
can still fit of feorpe;,um into this clause: peer pees madma fela of feorpe;,um . 
But the passage continues with freetpa Jeleeded. The last two words 
make it necessary to recall or return to pees and fela, pees in order to 
complete what now seems to be a preterit passive, pees . .. Jeleeded, 
and fela because of the case of freetpa. One's sense of the syntax of the 
passage has been altered by the late occurrence of Jeleeded: the open
ing words no longer convey the vague sense that there was great 
wealth; instead, the opening words must now be taken as the begin
ning of a clause that states that great wealth was brought. The case of 
freetpa complicates matters further: the genitive plural makes it depen
dent upon fela, as is madma. Thus freetpa can be said to vary madma. 

The more one studies this passage the more complicated it seems. 
It is possible to t:tke the eight words as participating in six overlap
ping but different clauses: 

(1) !>rer pres madma fela 
(2) pres madma fela of feorpe6um 
(3) !>rer pres frretpa fela 
(4) frretpa fela pres of feorpe6um 
(5) !>rer pres 6elreded madma fela 
(6) !>rer pres 6elreded frretpa fela 

For the purpose of lineating I regard the passage as a true splice in 
which the verb is completed late though begun early. 

Many clauses in Beowulf give a somewhat similar impression of 
conflation and condensation. Just before this passage the following 
passage ~curs: 

. ~ 
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aledon l'a leofne 
~oden beCl6a bryttan on bearm scipes 
mreme be mreste (132V10-U) 

There is no subject of aledon specified beyond the plural inflection of 
the verb. The first clause in the passage is, then, (X) aledon peoden. The 
inflection of brfIttan seems to require that one recall (X) aledon. But the 
prepositional phrase following brfIttan seems to me to recall an earlier 
instance of a clause consisting of two linked nouns followed by a 
prepositional phrase: scyldes eafera scedelandum in (132R17-18). I ar
gue, then, that the aledon passage is not a splice. First and most im
portant, the passage does not contain the hallmark of the splice, a 
late-occurring or late-completed verb. Second, it is possible to take 
bea3a brfIttan on bearm scipes as a separate clause parallel in every way 
but the inflection of brfIttan to scyldes eIlfera scedelandum in. 

To sum up: a true splice is marked by a late-occurring or late-com
pleted verb before which at least one constituent other than the verb 
phrase is repeated. 

Infinitive Phrases 

I begin with a lengthy fully expressed clause near the opening of 
the poem: 

~ l' him reohpylc l'ara ymbsittendra 
ofer hronrade hyran scolde (132RQ9-1O) 

Despite the length of the left NP-rr3hPi/lc through either ymbsittendra 
or possibly hronrade-this clause is rather simple. But it neatly raises 
the question of the treatment of infinitives. 

I treat every infinitive as a separate clause that is at times nested 
in the clause containing the main verb. The 061> passage provides a 
good example of such nesting. A simplified analysis of the passage 
locates the following clauses: 

(1) reohpylc hyran 
(2) reohpylc scolde 

The apparently single clause can be split into two clauses each of 
which is based on a verb form. This splitting is the very opposite of 
the phenomenon I have described as splicing. Put Simply, I take it to 
be the property of every verb form to generate its own clause. 
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Enough remains of the damaged clause beginning in 132R18 to 
make it possible to observe such splitting even here: 

Spa sceal . .. . .. .... ma 30de 
3epyrcean 

(1) (X) sceal 
(2) (X) 3epyrcean 

There is a difference between these two examples, however. The first 
is nested; the second is not. What is left of the subject-if that is what 
rna represents-falls between the main verb, seeal, and the infinitive. 
Spa seeal (X) can therefore be taken as a separate clause from (X) 60de 
6ePiJrcean, even though each clause shares the interposed subject. The 
same is true for the following passage: 

it: 

[l]ofdcedu sceal in mceopa oehpcere man oe 
[pJeon· 

(1) man sceal [l]ofdcedu in mce3pa 3ehpcere 
(2) man 3e[p]eon [l]ofdcedu in mce3pa 3ehpcere 

The passage following this one presents an interesting variation of 

him & scyld 3epat to 3eSCa!phpile 
[fe]lahror feran on frean pcere (132V04-5) 

(1) scyld 3epat 
(2) [fe]lahror feran 

In this passage both alliteration and the apparent functioning of 
[fe)lahror as a surrogate subject make it easy to detach the infinitive 
clause from the oepat clause. But [fe]lahror raises its own problems, 
which I take up in a section on adjectives. 

Adjectives in Beowulf 
Adjectives in Beowulf sometimes behave as they do in Modem En

glish. For example: 

" pces 30d cynino 
beopulf pa!s breme 
3epyrcean fromum feohoi£tum 

(132Rll) 
(132R16) 
(132R19) 

On the other hand, an adjective can appear in a clause containing 
neither a noun nor a pronoun: 

syMan cerest pear[~] 
feasceaft funden (132R06-7) 
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How is the adjective functioning in such a clause? It is possible that 
the Anglo-Saxon poet and his audience understood the adjective as 
standing for an entire nested clause-"after (he who was) feasa!llft first 
became found" -or that they sensed two separate clauses---" after 
(he) first became feasceaft, (he) became found." In the first interpreta
tion the hearer has to supply three words; in the second, he has to 
supply the pronoun at two points. 

A · third possibility takes the adjective as a replacement for the 
missing subject: "after first feasceaft became found." I think there is 
good evidence that an adjective sometimes replaces a subject noun in 
Beuwulf. For example: 

~m eafera pres 
eefter cenned 3eono in 3eardum (1}2R1l-12) 

The last three words compose, I think, a separate truncated clause. 
The poet is not likely to have wanted JeonJ to modify eafera in what I 
take to be the first clause. Such an interpretation would yield the fol
lowing nonsense: "to him a young heir was afterward born in the en
closed-places." At birth an heir-or any other baby-is very young 
indeed. It makes more sense, then, to take JeonJ as heading its own 
clause: 

(1) eafera pees eefter cenned ~m 
(2) (pres) 3eono in oeardum 

In another passage a compound adjective seems to me to head an 
infinitive clause. I quote the passage in its context: 

him & scyld oepat to oescrephpile 
[fe]Iahror feran on frean prere hi hyne 
[I']a eetbeeron (1}2V04-6) 

As I have argued in the section on infinitives, an infinitive functions 
in the same way as does a finite verb to complete the central relation
ship of a clause. Hence the passage seems to me to contain three 
clauses: 

(1) him & scyld oepat to oescrephpile 
(2) [fe]lahror feran on frean peere 
(}) hi hyne [I']a retbreron 

If we yield to the urge to tum the passage into prose, we can, of 
course, read something like this: "then [fe]lahror Scyld departed at 
shaped-time to fare into lord's keeping." Prose order here yields good 
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sense. But it does so at the cost of wrenching [fe)lahror from its posi
tion as the initiator of an alliteration. In contrast, to take the passage 
as a series of clauses leaves each segment just as the poet composed 
it. 

I argue that even an adjective marked with an oblique case inflec
tion that links it with an earlier noun functions as the subject of a 
clause when the adjective is not adjacent to its noun: 

aledon ~a leofne 
~oden beaoa bryttan on bearm scipes 
mreme be mreste (132V10-11) 

A prose-order translation might run like this: "(they) laid then be
loved prince, well-known rings' distributor, in bosom of ship by 
mast." But again prose order wrenches ma!rne from its position at the 
head of an alliterating series. Further, there appears to be a splice in 
the repetition of the direct object of aledon. It turns out to be a false 
splice, however, since the verb occurs early in the passage. An alter
native analysis leaves everything where it is: 

(1) aledon ~a leofne ~oden 
(2) (aledon) beaoa bryttan on bearm scipes 
(3) (aledon) mreme (bryttan) be mreste 

Underlying the surface placement of the words in the passage is at 
least one other pOSSibility: 

(1) aledon ~a leofne ~oden 
(2) beaoa brytta ... (pres) on bearm scipes 
(3) mrere (pres) be mreste 

This analysis takes the inflections on brfIttan and ma!rne to be ges
tures-backward nods, as it were-used by the poet for a sort of syn
tactic account-keeping as he moves further away from the early
placed verb. 

Not every adjective placed in a different alliterating series from its 
noun functions as do JeonJ and ma!rne. The following passage makes 
this point: 

~a oft hie him asetton se3en [3e.] 
denne heah ofer heafod (133Ro1-2) 

I<laeber takes heah to be an adjective modifying 5eJen. He does so by 
treating 5eJen as masculine in regard to lJe. ]denne and neuter in regard 
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to heah. 10 If, for the moment, we follow Klaeber here and take heah as 
an adjective, it becomes clear that it does not head a separate clause 
because it produces an ungrammatical phrase: 

heah (pCES) ofer heafod 

There is an important distinction between mamte be ma?ste and heah 
ofer heafod. In the latter phrase heah and ofer heafod both have a spatial 
reference, but in the former orily be mreste does. The brfttta is m;ere no 
matter where he is. 

But I think Klaeber is wrong in interpreting heah ofer heafod as he 
does: heah does not modify seJen; it is part of a three-word adverbial 
phrase that indicates the placement of the sign in relation to the hero's 
body. But the passage can serve as a warning to beware of taking 
every adjective followed by a prepositional phrase as a separate 
clause. 

The evidence suggests, then, that adjectives placed at some dis
tance from the nouns they would probably modify in prose order, 
particularly adjectives that also alliterate differently from the noun, 
have a high degree of independence in Beowulf. The verse dialect of 
the poem frequently augments a short, "independent" adjective with 
a prepositional phrase the noun of which alliterates with the adjec
tive. The whole phrase then often creates the sense of a clause in 
which the adjective functions as a subject from which the verb is de
leted. 

In accordance with the foregoing analysis, I have followed this 
procedure: I have taken an adjective that occurs after the core rela
tionship (that is, subject and predicate) has been fully stated, or com
pleted by implication, to be part of a different clause from the one 
containing the noun it modifies. 

Clauses Showing Deletion 
Introduction 

There appear to be two different kinds of clause in the poem. The 
first kind contains both the left Np, the subject, and the VP, the pred
icate. In other words, both constituents of the core relationship are 
expressed. The other kind of clause is one that, isolated by flanking 

10. Fr. Klaeber, ed., Beowulf and the Fight at Finnsburg (Boston, 19m.), glossary 
entry heah, p. 352 (in 3d ed., 1936£.); fuller discussion in notes, p. 127. 
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clauses, does not express one or the other or both of the central con
stituents. I call these truncated clauses "deletion clauses." 

Three types of deletion seem to provide a sufficient discrimination 
of these clauses: subject deletion, verb deletion, and deletion of both 
subject and verb, which I refer to as "double deletion." I take up each 
of these types in order. 

Subject Deletion 
If one accepts the argument that every verb implies a new clause, 

one is likely to take the words eJsode eorl, sandwiched in line 132R06 
between the verb ofteah and the conjunction sytJtJan, as a clause. The 
usual understanding of this clause, diagramed earlier, requires the 
borrowing of a subject from an earlier clause, that based on ofteah. 
From another point of view eJsode eorl is a clause from which the sub
ject, scyld or he, has been deleted. 

The next word after eorl is sytJtJan, here a conjunction and thus a 
signal that a new clause is beginning: 

syMan cerest pear[~] 
feasceaft funden he ):Ices frofre ;;eba[d] 

The end of the sytJtJan passage is marked by the he that introduces the 
next clause and serves as subject to the next verb, Jeba[d]. The five 
words between eorl and he, then, are isolated as though they formed 
a complete clause. 

The earlier analysis of adjectives suggests that it is moot whether 
this clause should be included among those from which the subject 
has been deleted. The adjective feasceaft can be understood as a sur
rogate subject: 

C 

~:~ 
Conj Adv NP? VP 

I /' ""-I 
AdO V PaPt 
I J 

I I 
syMan CErest feasceaft pear[ts] funden 

No matter how one takes feasceaft, sytJtJan signals a new clause. 
The entire manuscript line following Jeba[d] consists of five words: 
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peox under polcnum peo~myndum lJah 

The two verbs, peox and pah, imply two clauses. The passage is prop
erly isolated: peox is cut off from the previous clause by "eba[d], pah 
from the following clause by the conjunctive phrase 06 p that begins 
the next manuscript line. Neither peox nor pah has an expressed sub
ject, unless the inflection of each, first/third-person singular, preterit 
indicative, is subject enough. In any case, the ambigl!i.ties of the in
flection-which person? which gender?-force the hearet or reader 
to recall or examine the context in order to associate the appropriate 
subject or subjects with the two verbs. For this reason I take the e.,sode 
clause and the peox and pah clauses as showing deletion of their sub
ject. From each clause the same subject has been deleted, scfIld, which 
occurred in line 132R04. 

Immediately following the long clause that begins with 06 P in 
manuscript line 9 and ends with scolde in line 10 occurs a two-word 
passage, "omban .,yldan. The isolating of the passage is completed by p 
in P pa!s "od cynin". Since the subject of -ofIldan is <£"hpYlc .. . , in the 
preceding clause, the two-word passage displays subject deletion. It 
is possible to take "omban .,yldan, then, as something "tacked onto" 
the previous fully expressed clause. But the very fact that a new infi
nitive has been tacked onto the complete 06 p clause tends to bear out 
the view expressed earlier that every infinitive as well as every verb 
generates its own clause. 

The effect of subject deletion is obvious as soon as one makes the 
experiment of putting the deleted subject back into the clause: 

·scyld e6sode eorl 
·SCYld peox under polcnum 
·scyld peo~myndum l'ah 

And so on. The compression of these clauses is gone. More impor
tant, perhaps, scfIld would monotonously control the alliteration. On 
the other hand, scfIld need not always usurp the initial position: 

·e6sode scyld eorl 
·peox scyld under polcnum 
·peo~myndum scyld l'ah 

The clauses still sound awkward, though all are possible realizations 
in which the problem of alliteration is handled somewhat better. We 
cannot, of course, speak yet of the way in which the verse line is af-
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fected by subject deletion. But clearly the sense of compression the 
poem often gives, of "loading every rift with ore," depends in part On 
subject deletion. 

Verb Deletion 

Earlier I proposed to apply the principle that every verb generates 
a new clause. The application of that principle seems to work well 
enough. Now we must deal with the opposite situation, that in which 
an isolated passage contains nO verb. I begin with an example. 

Between the clause blred pide spranJ and the capitalized Spa that 
heads the damaged clause toward the bottom of 132R these words 
occur: 

scyldes eafera scede 
landum in (132R17-18) 

The four words are isolated by the flanking clauses. Yet there is no 
verb in the isolated passage. The words must, then, be attached in 
some way to a preceding clause. 

The problem is that blred, in the immediately preceding clause, is 
not an appropriate replacement for eafera in this. beopulf, however, in 
the clause just before the blred clause, is indeed scfIldes eafera. The blred 
clause might, then, be taken to be an interruption of or intrusion into 
a clause that begins with beopulf in manuscript line 16: 

beopulf pres breme 
-blred pide spra1l6-
scyldes eafera (pres breme) scedelandum in· 

This is the way Klaeber's punctuation interprets the passage. 
A simpler way of dealing with the four words of the scyldes pas

sage is to assume the deletion of the single word pres. The virtue of 
this reading is that the blred clause no longer sounds like an intrusion: 

beopulf pres breme 
blred pide spra1l6 
scyldes eafera (pres) scedelandum in· 

From the point of view of the linea tor, it really matters little what we 
take to have been deleted from the scfIldes passage. That passage is 
isolated and should therefore be treated as a clause. 

In the following passage the words sprese JesijJas have been iso
lated: 
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hi hyne 
[l']a a:!tba:!ron to brimes faro&! Spa:!se 3esil'as 
[Sp]a he selfa biEd (132V05-7) 

The phrase sp;rse oesiJxzs is isolated by the fact that the preceding 
clause contains the plural subject hi while the following verb, b;rd, is 
singular. Although it might seem obvious that ;rtbcrron has been de
leted from the two-word passage-sp;rse oesiJxzs ;rtbcrron-it is also 
possible to assume the deletion of the copula instead-sp;rse (p;rron) 
oesiJxzs. The importance of this assumption will become clear later. 

Is there any evidence for the deletion of a verb other than the cop
ula (or possibly peortfan)? The simplest way of dealing with verb dele
tion would be, it might at first seem, to regard the verb of the 
preceding clause as what has been deleted. For example: 

fa:!der ellor hpearf aldor of earde (133RlO) 

The phrase aldor of earde is isolated: hpearf completes the clause begin
ning with f;rder; the next mam,lscript line begins with the conjunctive 
phrase op p. It seems strained to suggest that p;rs, or perhaps peartJ, 
rather than the obvious-and contiguous-hpearf, has been deleted 
from the aldor clause. In one sense the contiguous verb is indeed the 
one that has been deleted; in another sense the deleted verb is always 
the copula: aldor (p;rs) of earde. I argue that "verb deletion" always cre
ates a situation in which the appropriate form of the copula can be 
supplied with little if any loss of meaning. Verb deletion is deletion of 
the unstressed, finite forms of pesan/peortfan. For that reason it is pos
sible to refer to verb deletion as "W-deletion." 

Subject and Verb Deletion 

If both the subject, the left Np, and also the verb do not occur in 
an isolated phrase, it would seem to make little sense to call so trun
cated a phrase a clause. I argue, however, that it makes good sense 
under certain conditions. Those conditions seem to me to operate on 
a phrase in the following passage: 

Fand l'a~r 
[i]nne a:!l'elinoa 3edriht spefan a:!fter 
[sy]mble soroe ne cu&n ponsceaft pera 
[p]iht unha:!lo 3rim 7 3ra:!Wo 3earo sona 
Pa:!s (134V06-10) 

Since the subject of Fand is many lines back, the passage begins with 
a clause showing subject deletion. In the next clause, oedriht is clearly 
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the subject of the infinitive spefan. In the next clause, which consists 
of the three words sor6e ne cu&n, there appears to be subject deletion 
again. Toward the end of the passage, piht is the subject of pa!s, which 
words mark the boundaries of a fully expressed clause. This analysis 
leaves ponsceaft pera in line 8 unaccounted for. 

Oearly, ponsceaft pera varies sor6e in the preceding clause: the 
phrase is "in apposition with" sor6e. The editor puts a comma after 
cu&n and indicates that ponsceaft, like sor6e, is in the accusative case. 
This is surely a sensible way of dealing with ponsceaft pera. 

It is not the only way. The phrase is isolated between cu&n and 
piht, each of which belongs to a different clause. The passage would 
make sense without this two-word phrase. The words ponsceaft pera 
fulfill the criteria for isolating a passage and thus have a certain inde
pendence in the larger passage. They are, I argue, a clause from 
which both the subject NP and the verb have been deleted: 

C? 
/ 

'" / 
/ 

/ 

(NP) VP 
I 

/ ............... / 

I / 

I (V) NP 
I I / "-I I 

(Pron) I N N 
I I I I I I 

(hie) (cu&n) pera ponsceaft 

If the phrase were indeed omitted, there would be no alliteration for 
piht in the next clause. The chief function of the phrase is, I think, to 
provide that alliteration. There are many such "alliteration-bridge 
clauses" in Beowulf. 

It is possible to devise a test to determine whether we are dealing 
with a "double deletion" clause. First, the words to be tested must be 
isolated, as I have shown ponsceaft pera to be. Second, they must fit 
into this test-frame: 

se 
seo 
»ret 

»a 

} islpres _-'-X=------_, 

syndonlpreron _....:X-=--_ 
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A word in the accusative case, as ponsceaft is taken to be, cannot fit 
into this test-frame. But we do not need to take ponsceaft as accusative; 
the form is ambiguous. It is possible to understand the passage some
what like this: sor6e ne cutkm, pret is ponsceaft pera. 

There are isolated phrases or even single words that are not am
biguously marked as is ponsceaft. Such a word is peod6estreonum in the 
following passage: 

Nalres 
hi hine lressan lacum teodan ~odoestreo 
num )x>n [i'a dyd]on (132V17-19) 

The clause that begins with Nalres is complete with teodan. In line 19 
/Jon introduces another clause. Thus peod6estreonum, which varies 
lacum in the Nalres clause, is isolated. I have been arguing that every 
isolated passage can be interpreted as a clause. If the argument is 
sound, it will have to deal with a compound noun inflected in the 
dative plural that seems to be the sole constituent of a "clause." 

The dative plural ending of jJeod6estreonum seems to argue that the 
compound is simply in apposition with the noun lacum. On the other 
hand, peod6estreonum serves as a bridge between the Nalres clause and 
the /Jon clause. Its dative ending can be interpreted as a backward nod 
to the previous clause, as I have argued in the section on adjectives, 
above. Thus I take peod6estreonum to be a clause in which the ending 
deftly evokes the rest of the Nalres clause: Nalres hi hine lressan peod6e
streonum teodan. 

Very neatly, peod6estreonum illustrates the phenomenon of the 
copying of a constituent to serve as an alliteration-bridge to what the 
poet wishes to say next. The copying of the ending serves two func
tions here: the first is to link the word to the appropriate referent and 
also to provide an unstressed syllable. We can, from one point of 
view, regard the compound as "in apposition with" lacum in the F
clause. From another point of view--closer, I think, to the poet's---we 
can regard the compound as an "aside" - *lac J¥!Ton peod6estreon. 

Treating peod6estreonum as an "aside" suggests that the way to fit it 
into the test-frame is to disregard the dative ending. That is, in effect, 
what I have done with what is usually taken to be the "zero accusa
tive" ending of ponsceaft. Without the ending, peod6estreonum offers 
the poet the possibility of this clause: *pa p<£Ton peod6estreon. 

A somewhat different kind of double-deletion clause occurs in the 
following passage: 
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]) hit pea~ ealoearo healiEr 
na miEst scop him heort naman (133VoS-9) 

In the two-word passage beginning with healamuz, mrest varies eal~earo 
in the preceding clause. Since the copied constituent here is in the 
nominative, there is no problem with a case-ending that has to be 
disregarded. Indeed, the larger passage presents us with a close ap
proximation of the test-frame: 

ealoearo 
hit pearl! 

miEst 

Test-Frames tor Deletion 

In the last section I proposed a test-frame for isolated passages 
from which both subject and verb seem to have been deleted. I pro
pose now a test-frame into which any isolated passage without a verb 
must be inserted before being tested in the "double-deletion" test
frame. Because of this priority, I number this frame "I" and the 
double-deletion test-frame "2." This first frame might be derived from 
a clause in 132R16, beopulf pres breme: 

(1) X piEs/piEron Y 

(2) 

se } seo piES X 
~iEt 

~a piEron X 

Any p.flssage to be tested must be tried in (1) before being tried in 
(2). A passage that fits the first frame shows verb deletion. A passage 
that fits the second frame shows deletion of both subject and verb, 
"double deletion." The keyword of the passage to be tested must be 
stripped of an oblique case-ending, if it has one, and equipped with a 
nominative ending, unless the nominative ending is "zero." 

I have devised the two frames in order to distinguish with some 
rigor between these two kinds of deletion where either kind might at 
first seem possible. The need for rigor becomes apparent when we 
examine such a clause as sprese ~esipas, here quoted again in its con
text: 

hihyne 
[~]a iEtbiEron to brimes farolle SpiEse oesi~s 
[Sp]a he . . . (132V05-7) 
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We have already noted that sp;ese oesipas is isolated. At first it is tempt
ing to take the sp;ese clause as showing double deletion: ·hi hyne pa 
<£tba?Ton to brimes farolJe hi p;eron sp;ese oesijJas. On the elegant grounds 
that any isolated clause that can fit the first test frame must not be 
fitted to the second, however, I insert the passage into (1): 

(1) sp;Ese preron "esijJas 

There is a reasonable degree of fit; hence, the passage shows verb 
deletion rather than double deletion. 

The first clause discussed in the section on verb deletion fits the 
first test-frame even more closely: 

(1) aldor pres/peart! of earde 

What makes it pOSSible to fit the scfIldes clause beginning in 132R17 
into the verb-deletion test-frame is not the first noun, but the third 
noun plus its post-posed' preposition. If the passage isolated only the 
first two words, scfIldes eafera, the isolated clause would not fit the first 
frame: ·scflldes (p<£s) eafera. A single noun, or a single adjective, then, 
or two nouns, if one is in the genitive case, probably should not be 
forced into the verb-deletion test-frame. A compound noun and a 
compound adjective, each of which is isolated by its environment, 
will make the point more clearly. Since the compounds are not far 
apart, I quote the entire context: 

Nalres 
hi hine lressan lacurn teodan ~~estreo 
nurn Jx>n [J>a dyd]on ~ hine ret frurnsceafte 
forti onsendon renne ofer ytle urnborpe 
[s]ende J>a oyt hie him asetton (132V17-133Ro1) 

Both peodoestreonum and umborpesende are isolated; peodoestreonum var
ies lacum; umborpesende varies <£nne. Neither can be fitted into the first 
frame: 

(1) ·peod preron "estreon 
(1) ·umbor pres pesende 

Each fits only the double-deletion test-frame: 

(2) J>a preron /Jeod"estreon 
(2) se pres umborpesende 
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How Many Kinds of Deletion Are Necessary? 
The variation of any constituent is evident, and the lack of the sub

ject constituent or the verb can be detected. But the supposed lack of 
the direct object of a usually transitive verb can only be sunnised. The 
poet may be bending normal usage in the clause leof landfruma lanJe 
ahte (132VOS-9). On the other hand, he may have known of an intran
sitive use of agan; we can only sunnise. What we cannot do is insist 
that the poet has deleted a direct object. I argue, therefore, that no 
deletion other than the three just discussed can be considered. The 
three are left NP or subject deletion; verb deletion; and double dele
tion, that is, the deletion of both left NP and V. 

Difficult or Ambiguous Clause Boundaries 
Discontinuous Clauses 
The following passage well illustrates the sense of compression 

Beowulf often gives: 

freder ellor hpearf aldor of earde 
oJ> " him eft onpoc heah healfdene heold 
J>enden lifde 3amol 7 3ullreouP o}rede scyl 
dinoas (133RlO- 13) 

Five, possibly six, clauses make up the three-line passage: 

(1) freder ellor hpearf 
(2) aldor (pres) of earde (Verb Deletion) 
(J) oJ>" him eft onpoc heah healfdene 
(4) (he) heold ... o}rede scyldinoas 
(5A) 1'enden (he?) lifde (Subject Deletion?) 
(58) (he pearll?) 3amol7 3ullreoup (Subject and Verb Deletion?) 

The fourth clause seems to show subject deletion. What I shall first 
focus on, however, is the fact that the direct object of heold is sepa
rated from that verb by the clause or clauses marked 5A and 5B, 
which also shows or show deletion. Number 5A is clearly marked by 
jJenden, functioning here as a conjunction. For the moment, I leave 
aside the possible relationship of 5A and 5B. 

From the inflections it is possible to take Jlcede scyldinJas as nomi
native-Jlcede (pceron) scyldinJa&-but to do so would be to deny heold 
its usual transitive character. The transitive bond seems strong 
enough to operate across an entire clause (or two clauses) consisting 
of five words. The parts of clause 4 may, then, be discontinuous. 

~ 
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~ 
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"Sharing" Clauses 

Clauses consisting of discontinuous constituents seem to be rela
tively rare in Beowulf. Somewhat less rare is the relationship between 
the last word in 3, above, and the first word in 4: heal/dent and heold. 
The name is clearly needed to complete clause 3; yet it is this very 
word that has been "deleted" from the clause built around the next 
word, heold. A kind of sharing seems to be going on between clause 3 
and clause 4: heal/dene, the subject of each clause, is neatly placed at 
the point of juncture. 

The question for the linea tor is simple: where to place the clause 
boundary marker. I have placed it between heal/dene and heold, though 
with some misgivings. The marker interrupts the flow from heal/dene 
onpoc to heal/dene heold. But, since heold takes us from Halfdene's birth 
to his reign and clearly belongs to a different clause from onpoc, I think 
the placement of the marker has some justification. Nevertheless, the 
boundary between clauses 3 and 4 is ambiguous. 

In the section on adjectives 'above I argue that an adjective seems 
at times to replace a noun in a previous clause. That may be what is 
going on in 5A and 5B-penden Jamol 7 JU&eoup li/de-although it is 
probably unusual for a pair of epithets to fulfill this function. In any 
case, I have not marked a clause boundary between Ii/de and Jamol. 

I have not used any mark between JU&eoup and Jla?de, even 
though there is no doubt that each word belongs to a different clause. 
To do so would be to suggest that Jla?de introduces a new clause, since 
the only clause boundary marker I use marks the beginning bound
ary. In most cases the use of a single marker causes no problems. 

Blends 

The most complicated interplay between clauses occurs when a 
clause based on an infinitive is blended into a clause based on a finite 
verb. As I have argued in the section on infinitives, every infinitive 
generates its own clause. In many cases the boundary between the 
finite verb clause and the infinitive clause is clear: 

[Ge]pat tiel neosian syl'&n niht becom 

(1) [Ge]pat tiel (Subject Deletion) 
(2) neosian (" " ) 
(J) syi'tlan niht becom 

In this passage there is no blending of infinitive clause into finite verb 
clause. 
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Such is not the case with the following passage: 

otI P him re3hpyk !>ara ymbsittendra 
ofer hronrade hyran scolde 30mban (132R09-10) 

(1) otI P re3hpyk !>ara ymbsittendra (ofer hronrade?) scolde 
(2) him re3hpyk !>ara ymbsittendra ofer hronrade hyran 

The overlap between these two clauses consists of three to five words. 
Further, an important word in the infinitive clause, him, falls just after 
the conjunction that introduces the finite verb clause. The blending of 
the two clauses is complex. Since as a linea tor I am concerned with 
clause beginnings, I have marked a clause boundary at the obvious 
point, before 06,/), and also at the not-so-obvious point where another 
clause seems to begin inside the first, that is, before him. 

Although I have always tried to place the clause boundary marker 
before the first syllable that seems to me to belong to the second 
clause but not the first, it will at times be possible for others to quarrel 
with my judgment in this matter. 

"Intruders" and "Semantic Isolation" 
The phenomenon of clause blending might seem to confront the 

linea tor with his or her most difficult problem. That honor, I think, 
belongs instead to certain "intruders" into discontinuous clauses. We 
confront that situation in the opening lines of the poem: 

HpJET PE GARDE 
na' in 3earda;;um· l>eodcynin;;a 
!>rym 3efrunon hu tm . . . (132Ro1-3) 

It is possibl@ to understand the PE ... Jefrunon passage in two ways, 
first, as a single clause (which I abbreviate here to simplify): 

~c\ ______ 
Adv NP VP 

I I /"'-
PP Pron v N 

/, 
P N 
I I 

in 3earda3um PE 3efrunon pryrn 
' f 
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On the other hand, the phrase in 6eardaoum need not refer only to our 
having heard in the past; it seems at the same time to indicate that the 
frrYm was performed in the past: 

C? 

/' ,--
" ----" Adv (NP) (VP) 

I I I 
I 1 

PP (Pron) (V) 

/ " I I 
I I 

P N I I 

I I I I 
I 1 

in 3eardCi3um (peet) (pees) 

As a listener to the poem I delight in this ambiguity; as a linea tor, on 
the other hand, I have had to make a choice. It seems to me that the 
second reading-"that was in the past" -deserves to be highlighted. 
Accordingly, I have marked a clause boundary before in. 

If the phrase in 6eardaoum is a clause, it is severely truncated. Yet it 
fits the "double-deletion" test-frame. It should not, however, have 
been inserted into that frame until it passed the prior test of isolation. 
But in 6eardaoum is not isolated in any of the three ways discussed in 
the earlier section on isolation. It lies squarely between the subject NP 
and the V, between PE and 6efrunon. If the phrase is to be regarded as 
isolated, it must be isolated in a way different from the ways dis
cussed so far. 

The three kinds of isolation discussed earlier are all, in a sense, 
"mechanical." The poet completes one clause, moves on to the next
the truncated clause-and then on to the next. Each boundary is 
clear. There is, however, no clear boundary between in 6eardaoum and 
either GARDEna or peodcynin6a. Yet it is hard not to hear the preposi
tional phrase as referring, at least ambiguously, to the "pastness" of 
frrYm. In a sense, then, the phrase is "semantically isolated." 

If "semantic isolation" exists at all, it does not seem to occur very 
often. Indeed, I think we should invoke the notion of semantic rather 
than mechanical isolation as a late, if not last, resort. If the passage to 
be tested stubbornly refuses to yield important meanings after it has 
been tried in all possible Chomskyan trees, then it is semantically iso
lated. 
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Third Coda: Attempts to Lineate (Oause Boundaries) 

If we try to lineate by placing on the same verse line every syllable 
belonging to the same clause, we are immediately faced with the 
problem of what to do about the clause in oeardaoum. I have argued 
above that this phrase functions as a clause in its context. The prob
lem, however, lies not with this phrase but with the fact that the 
phrase, functioning as a clause, interrupts another clause, PE .. . oe
frunon. If we decide to include an interrupting clause on the same 
verse line with the interrupted clause, the first verse line of the poem 
looks like this: 

ExampleQ 

(1a) HP)E1' PE GARDEna· (2) in oeardaoum· (1b) ~cyninoa Jntm 
oefrunon 

The line is unusually long. Further, it contains two different allitera
tions, the first on G, the second on TH. It seems sensible, then, to 
break the verse line whenever a new alliteration begins within the 
clause. If we try this expedient, the first fourteen "lines" of the poem 
look like this: 

Example R 

(1a) HP)E1' PE GARDEna· (2) in Jeardaoum 
(1b) peodcyninoa J1rYm oefrunon 
(J) hu & zl'elinoas elle[n] fremedon· 
(4<1) Oft scyld scefino sceal'e(na) J1reatum 
(4b) moneou ma?oJ1um meodosetla ofteah 
(5) eosode eorl 
(6) syMan .nest pear[tJ] 

[easceaft funden 
(7) he)rcl!s frofre oeba[d] 
(8) peox under polcnum 
(9) peo~myndum J1ah 
(10) ali" ... zohpyk . . . scolde 
(11) him zohpylc J1ara ymbsittendra ofer 

hronrade hyran scolde ... 

1 

2 

3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 

13 
14 

Since alliteration keeps clause (2) on the same line with the begin
ning of clause (1), we should follow this logic and place the first part 
of clause (6) on the same line with the clause containing the stressed 
syllables with which its stressed syllable, vest, alliterates, that is 
clause (5). The same logic indicates that clause (7) be moved onto the 
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same line with the second part of clause (6). Alliteration also aligns 
clauses (8) and (9). 

Working in this way with clauses and alliteration, we can set up 
the first verse "lines" of the poem like this: 

Example S 

(la) HpJET PE GARDEna· (2) in oeardaoum· 1 
(lb) peodcyninoa prym 3efrunon 2 

(}) hu &1 cr~lin3as elle[n] fremedon· 3 
(~) Oft scyld scefin3 scea~[na] }n'eatum 4 
(4b) mone3u mre3)mm meodosetIa ofteah 5 
(5) t3sode eorl (6) syMan .nest pear[tJ] 6 

{easceaft funden (7) he I'res {rofre 3eba[d] 7 
(8) peox under polcnum (9) peodlmyndum l'ah 8 
(10) otJ" .. . ~pylc . .. scolde 9? 
(11) him ~pylc l'ara ymbsittendra ofer 1O? 

hronrade hyran . . . 11? 

Verse lines 1-8 now match conventional editorial lineation, but 
"lines" 9-11 still present problems. I have argued above that clauses 
like (10) and (11) are blends whenever the shared constituent, in this 
case ieJhpfllc, is not adjacent to both verb forms. Blends can almost 
always be separated at the point at which the first syllable of the first 
word belonging to the second but not the first blended clause occurs. 
That syllable--and word-in this case is him. Accordingly I have 
marked a clause boundary before him. Two clause boundaries, then, 
fall between the syllable that ends the last clause, jJah, and the first 
alliterating syllable of clause (10), ieJhpfllc. It seems sensible to choose 
the first clause boundary as the point at which to begin the line. Oth
erwise the first clause boundary will be obscured at the end of the 
previous line. Whether this expedient can be generalized with acCept
able results remains to be tested. 

The second problem posed by the blended clauses (10) and (11) 
has to do with the interrupting of the ieJhpfllc . . . scolde clause by the 
ieJhpfllc . . . hflran clause. My solution to a similar problem involving 
clauses (1) and (2) was to be guided by alliteration. If we try that so
lution here, along with the solution suggested in the previous para
graph, lines "9" and "10" now look like this: 

ExampieT 

(loa) otJ" (11) him ~p:ylc l'ara ymbsittendra ofer 9 
hronrade hyran (lob) scolde . . . 10 
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The beginning of "line 9" now matches conventional lineation, as 
does everything up to the last word in that line. 

The last word, the preposition ofer, is out of place. It does not be
long with the compound noun in the genitive case that precedes it. It 
does belong with the compound noun in the accusative case that fol
lows it. Since the preposition is thus preposed, it cannot participate 
in the vocalic alliteration of "line 9." It is part of the phrase ofer hron
rade; yet hronrade, since it begins a new alliteration, belongs in "line 
10." The preposition ofer is left stranded in "line 9." 

I try the expedient of beginning a new line with ofer on the ground 
that a preposition preposed to a noun belongs on the same line with 
its noun. "Line 10" now looks like this: 

ofer hronrade hyran scolde 10 

If we generalize this expedient so that we begin a new line with any 
new preposition preposed to its noun, we must backtrack to "line 8" 
and the preposition under. I revise lines "8" and "9" in accordance 
with this expedient: 

peox 
under polcnum peortlmyndum I'ah 

8 
9 

"Line 8" now looks very strange indeed. It appears that we cannot 
arrive at acceptable verse lineation every time Simply by the expedi
ent of beginning a new line with every new preposed preposition. Yet 
this expedient worked with ofer hronrade hyran scolde. The conditions 
under which this expedient works are the subject of the next section. 

PROCLmcs AND VERSE LINES 

As we saw in the previous section, the preposition ofer (132Iho) 
seems to play a role in verse lineation while the preposition under 
(132RoS) does not. The difference between these two prepositions lies 
solely in their placement in relation to alliteration. In 132R10 ofer pre
cedes both instances of the H-alliteration begun by the noun hronrade. 
On the other hand, under in 132RoS occurs between the first and sec
ond (but not last) instances of W-alliteration, that is, between peox and 
polcnum peor&%Yndum. 

Prepositions are one kind of constituent that, joining closely with 
a word or words that follow, create a tightly linked phrase. There are 
other such constituents. Nonclausal and is one. Possessive and de-
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PROCLmcs AND VERSE LINES 

As we saw in the previous section, the preposition ofer (132Iho) 
seems to play a role in verse lineation while the preposition under 
(132RoS) does not. The difference between these two prepositions lies 
solely in their placement in relation to alliteration. In 132R10 ofer pre
cedes both instances of the H-alliteration begun by the noun hronrade. 
On the other hand, under in 132RoS occurs between the first and sec
ond (but not last) instances of W-alliteration, that is, between peox and 
polcnum peor&%Yndum. 

Prepositions are one kind of constituent that, joining closely with 
a word or words that follow, create a tightly linked phrase. There are 
other such constituents. Nonclausal and is one. Possessive and de-
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monstrative pronouns are two others. Is there, then, a class of "pro
clitics" that behaves as a group in relation to lineation? 

Neither the word nor the concept of the proclitic is new to Old 
English studies. A. Campbell designates "demonstratives, posses
sives, prepositions" as "proclitic words," and "adjectives of indefinite 
quantity" as "proclitics." Campbell also notes, "Proclitic words re
ceive a full stress if they are removed from the natural position im
mediately before the governed word."lt Campbell is right when he 
designates the three subclasses as "proclitic words"; he is right, too, 
on the effect of shifting these kinds of words in the verse. But he is, I 
think, on very shaky ground when he extends, as he seems to be 
doing, the notion of the proclitic to prose as well as poetry and when 
he includes adjectives of indefinite quantity as proclitics. 

I propose to designate as proclitics only the classes and subclasses 
of constituents listed later in this paragraph and to deal with the func
tioning of proclitics only in verse. I define a proclitic as an unstressed 
syllable or closely linked group of syllables, whether bound or free, 
that normally indicates its graIllIl1atical association by its placement 
before a stressed syllable. Types of proclitics are (1) unstressed pre
fixes, (2) prepositions (both terms indicating the normal position of 
the syllables so designated), (3) nonclausal and/ond/7, Je, (4) demon
strative pronouns, and (5) possessive pronouns. 

Any member of these groups or classes, when that member is pre
posed to a word containing the first alliterating syllable of a series, 
functions as a verse line proclitic. By this I mean that the proclitic rather 
than the word containing the alliterating syllable will begin the verse 
line. The linea tor needs to be concerned not with every proclitic but 
only with those that precede the first alliterating syllable. My pro
posed treatment of proclitics differs, thus, from my treatment of 
stress, alliteration, and clause boundaries, above. I have marked 
every stressed syllable, every alliteration within a certain range, and 
every clause boundary. There is, however, some common ground be
tween proclitics and clause boundaries in that only certain instances 
of each playa role in verse lineation. 

One point suggested by the second part of Campbell's remarks 
about proclitics, their ability to gain stress by shifting, needs to be 
considered. This phenomenon is directly related to lineation, as we 
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shall see, because any stressed syllable can participate in alliteration 
and thus play a significant role in determining the verse line. Not 
every kind of proclitic can, however, be shifted. Prefixes cannot, and, 
although nonclausal and is free, it does not seem to be shifted in Beo
wulf. I take up the three kinds of proclitics that can be and are shifted 
in the poem. 

Prepositions 

lCEo madma mCEni60 }>a him mid seol 
don on flodes CEht feor oepitan· NalCEs (132V16-17) 

The preposition mid can have no direct syntactic link with the stressed 
syllable that immediately follows it, scol- of the verb scoldon. Nor can 
mid have any syntactic link with the word that follows scoldon, the 
preposition on. The word with which mid is associated must, then, be 
the personal pronoun that precedes it, him. If we assume that mid has 
acquired stress by being postposed to its pronoun, stressed mid will 
then be in range of the alliterating syllables of madma and mamiJo. 

The stress of a shifted preposition like mid seems to have been de
Signed to signal that the hearer should expect an unusual placement 
of phrase constituents in relation to each other. Stress may also signal 
that the preposition is functioning adverbially, that is, in a way similar 
to a member of one of the classes in the stressed inventory. But I 
would argue against referring to shifted prepositions as quasi-ad
verbs or adverbial prepositions on the grounds that there is no neces
sity to invent such a subcategory. The constituent class "preposition" 
and the operation "shifting" are sufficient to deal with the matter. 

Demonstrative Pronouns 

spa lIeh oomela scilfino ac foroeald hra[lIe] 
pYt'san prixle pCElhelm }>one syMan &old] 
cynino }>yder oncirde· Ne meahte se snella 

The demonstrative pone cannot modify the conjunction sytJtJan or any 
word that follows sytJtJan since this conjunction introduces a new 
clause. Thus, pone must modify the masculine noun that precedes it, 
pa!lhelm. I assume that pone has acquired stress and mark it accord
ingly. 

Since stressed pone comes in range of &od-, it poses an interesting 
. question: can a demonstrative pronoun that has acquired stress by its , 

placement after the noun it modifies then participate in dominant al-
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literation with a following noun? I argue that it cannot, on the 
grounds that the demonstrative has acquired stress through its rela
tionship to the preceding noun. Its stress is dependent upon its posi
tion within the phrase prelhelm pone. To argue that pone and tJeod- can 
set up a dominant (as opposed to a subdominant) pattern is perhaps 
to undermine the integrity of the phrase. I have therefore marked 
pone for stress but not for alliteration, thus treating demonstratives 
differently from prepositions (see above) and possessive pronouns 
(see below). 

Possessive Pronouns 

[fu]rlror feran nu oe feorbuend mere 
lit~ende mine oehyrat! anfealdne oe 
[l']oht ofost is selest to oecytlanne (137V02-4) 

The possessive pronoun mine is either postposed to the noun mereli
tJende, with which it agrees in form, or preposed to but separated by 
the verb Jehyrah from the noun anfealdne, with which it makes some
what better sense. Accordingly, Kemble's emendation of the manu
script mine to min[n)e has been adopted by most editors since 1835. 
Whether one takes mine with merelitJende or with anfealdne, there is 
clear evidence of displacement. 

If mine has acquired stress by such displacement, as I assume it 
has, then it is within range of merelitJende. It thus establishes a new 
alliteration between the F-alliteration of 137V02 and the vocalic allit
eration of anfealdne and ofost in 137V03-4. 

SUMMARY: FEATURES AND FUNCTIONS OF SYLLABLES AND 
VERSE LINEATION 

I restate my first major hypotheSis: it will be possible to elicit ac
ceptable verse lines systematically from the syllables of the text of Beo
wulf as these are represented in the manuscript by attending only to 
the features and functions of syllables discussed in this chapter. The 
next chapter will discuss the testing of this form of the first major 
hypothesis by the application of simple procedures to the encoded 
syllables of a significant sample of the manuscript text. 
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Chapter 4 

Systematic Lineation and Half-Lining 
Testing the First Major Hypothesis 

THE EMERGENCE OF THE VERSE LINE 

In this chapter I shall test the hypothesis that the verses of the 
consensus can be elicited from the manuscript text by the application 
of what I call Kemble's general method. As I indicated in Chapter I, 

the verses of the consensus can only be defined in terms of the rela
tionship of one verse of a pair to the other verse of that pair. This 
means that the lineator or computer must begin by extracting pairs of 
verses, that is, the verse line. Only after extracting the whole verse 
line can the linea tor then divide the verse line into its two constitu
ents, the halflines---the so-called "verses." The verse line is a se
quence of words that begins either with the first alliterating syllable 
of an alliteration or with a clause boundary before or proclitic to that 
first alliterating syllable. An alliteration consists of at least two 
stressed syllables having the same initial sound that are in range of 
each otlwr, as defined in Chapter 3. The beginning of the first halfline 
(verse) of the verse line is the same as the beginning of the verse line. 
The end of the second halfline (verse) of the verse line is the same as 
the end of the verse line. The beginning of the second halfline of the 
verse line must be defined in terms of the last alliterating syllable of 
the alliteration: the second halfline of a verse line is a word or se
quence of words that begins either with the last alliterating syllable of 
the alliteration or with a clause boundary before or proclitic to the last 
alliterating syllable. 

Since I apply Kemble's general method more rigorously than Kem
ble did-so rigorously that it can be turned into a computer pro
gram-it will be useful, as I have explained in Chapter I, to split the 
hypothesis into a weak and a strong form. The weak form states that 
it is possible to elicit verse lines and halflines from the manuscript text 
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systematically. The strong form states that Kemble elicited all of the 
verses (halflines) of the consensus by the application of a method. 
The weak form of the first major hypothesis can be verified or falsified 
by the application of the tests discussed in this chapter. The testing of 
the strong form cannot be complete until Chapter 8. 

The computer program operates on the syllables of the poem as 
they are represented in the manuscript text. For computer analysis, I 
divided the text of the poem into segments exactly as the scribes did, 
that is, into manuscript lines each of which is identified as such. The 
designation of each segment begins with the folio number and an in
dication that the folio is either right page (R for recto) or left (V for 
verso), followed by the line number on the page. I do not indicate the 
syllable that I think heads any verse. That is for the computer to de
termine. 

The computer program that Dorothy Eckert Grannis devised on 
the basis of my extrapolation of Kemble's general method is easy to 
characterize. The computer is programmed to search for each cluster 
of alliterating syllables. When the computer discovers the second of 
two syllables that alliterate, it moves back to the first alliterating syl
lable. From there it continues to move back to search for the first 
clause boundary that occurs after the end of the word that contains 
the last alliterating syllable of the previous series. If a clause bound
ary occurs in the area between alliterations, the computer places the 
syllable that heads the clause at the left margin. If no clause boundary 
occurs in this area, the computer then searches for the first syllable of 
a proclitic to the first alliterating syllable of the new series. If the com
puter finds such a proclitic, it places that proclitic at the left margin. If 
it finds neither proclitic nor clause boundary between the two alliter
ations, it places the first alliterating syllable of the new alliteration at 
the left margin. In this way the computer indicates the beginning of 
successive verse lines. 

The computer programmed to operate according to these proce
dures is responsible for placing at the left margin every syllable that 
occurs in that position in the chart that ends this chapter. This set of 
procedures is thus responsible for eliciting the verse lines (pairs of 
alliterating verses) of the poem. In order to determine verse lines, 
then, it is necessary to apply procedures based on the analyses of the 
features and functions of syllables discussed in the previous chapter. 
These procedures are as follows. 

First, I have determined whether a syllable is either a formative or 
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the stem of a word that belongs to one of the nine other classes that 
take stress. I have then marked the syllable for stress by placing a "1" 
before it. 

Second, I have determined which stressed syllables beginning 
with the same sound lie within range of each other. I have then 
marked these syllables by changing the "1" to a "2." 

Third, I have determined and marked with a "3" the first syllable 
of every clause. 

Fourth, I have located and marked with a "4" the first or only syl
lable belonging to the first or only proclitic to the first alliteration of 
each series unless the first proclitic falls between a clause boundary, as 
determined in step three, and the first alliteration. 

The text on which the computer program operates is the extremely 
conservative text discussed in the first note in Chapter 1. I give an 
example of one manuscript page from each sample of the text I have 
encoded for computer analysis. The first sample begins with HPIET 
at the top of folio 132R (129r) and ends with the raised point after 
healdan at the end of the first manuscript line in folio 139R (137I'). Folio 
132V (129v) illustrates this sample. The second sample begins with 
Pa!s, the first word on line 8 of folio 197V (193v) and ends with the 
"colon" and "dash" after t1uhte, the last word in manuscript line 14 on 
folio 199V (195v). I have chosen folio 199R (195r) to illustrate this 
sample of the text. 

The computer operates not on the written or printed syllables, but 
on syllables I have encoded in accordance with the simple code dis
cussed in Appendix C. The program determines the first syllable of 
each vers~ line in the following way: the first syllable of the verse line 
is the first alliterating syllable unless (1) that syllable is preceded by 
one or more clause boundaries that fall after the end of the word con
taining the last alliterating syllable of the old alliteration and before 
the first alliterating syllable of the new, or (2) that syllable is preceded 
by one or more proclitics. H (1) occurs, the first syllable of the verse 
line will be the one that marks the first clause boundary between allit
erations. H (2) occurs, the first syllable of the verse line will be the first 
syllable of the first proclitic. 

THE EMERGENCE OF THE HALFLINE 

The computer has also been programmed to divide the verse line 
into two halflines, the two "verses" of the alliterating "verse pair." 
The set of procedures that locate the beginning of the second halfline 
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operates upon the already determined verse line. The computer now 
searches the area between the last and the next-to-last alliterating syl
lables of the verse line for clause boundaries or proclitics in much the 
same way as it searched the area between successive sets of allitera
tions for syllables having these syntactic functions. If it locates a 
clause boundary between the next-to-last and last alliterating syl
lables, it places the syllable that marks that clause boundary at the 
head of the second halfline. If it finds no clause boundary in this area, 
it searches for an already identified proclitic to the last alliterating syl
lable. If it finds such a proclitic, it places it at the head of the second 
halfline. If it finds neither clause boundary nor proclitic, the com
puter places the last alliterating syllable of the series at the head of the 
second halfline. 

IIi. the chart that follows this chapter, the beginning of the second 
halfline of each verse line is indicated by a break equal to three letter 
spaces. As the chart shows, the computer must be programmed first 
to extract verse lines from manuscript lines and then to divide the 
verse line into two halflines: The computer demonstrates, then, that 
the verse line and its constituent halflines can be elicited systemati
cally. The beginnings of most of the systematically determined verse 
lines match the beginnings of the first verses of the verse pairs in edi
tions published during the last 150 years. The beginnings of most of 
the systematically determined second halflines match the beginnings 
of the second verses of verse pairs in these editions. Everyone of 
these editions is based directly or indirectly on Kemble's editions of 
1833 and 1835. 

Kemble accepted or worked out a total of 636 verses in the first five 
sections of the poem comprising the unnumbered first section and 
the sections numbered II .1." through II .1111." From the syllables in 
these same sections of the manuscript, computer-programmed linea
tion-henceforth liP-lineation" -elicits 305 verse lines and then di
vides them into a total of 610 halflines. P halflines match 509 C (for 
"conventional") verses; most of the matches are exact. The match 
thus amounts to 80 percent. 

Kemble accepted or worked out 224 verses in the section num
bered ".xli." From the syllables in this section of the manuscript, P
Lineation elicits 109 verse lines that divide into a total of 218 halflines. 
P halflines match 165 C verses. This match amounts to 73.7 percent. 

Combining the two passages gives a total of 860 C verses and a 
total of 828 P halflines. The total of matched verseslhalflines is 674, 
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giving a combined percentage of 78.4 percent. If we take into account 
the fact that the 21.6 percent total of mismatches includes twenty-one 
(about 2.4 percent) caused by missing or illegible passages in the man
uscript, the mismatches decrease to 19 percent. Ten more mis
matches, or slightly more than 1 percent, are caused by Kemble's 
selection of certain normally unstressed syllables for unusual empha
sis, that is, rhetorical stress. The remaining mismatches are caused by 
alliterations that continue beyond three insla:nces or by unusually 
placed clause boundaries. Mismatches of these kinds amount to 
slightly less than 18 percent. 

P-Lineation "tracks" Kemble's verse lineation about four-fifths of 
the time. The only other method of eliciting verses from the manu
script text that can be elegantly described, lineating by placing the 
first alliterating syllable at the head of the verse, tracks Kemble's 
method only three-fifths of the time. P-Lineation can thus be said to 
reproduce Kemble's general method of lineating. The procedures of 
P-Lineation were, in general, Kemble's guiding principles. The fact 
that these principles underlie Kemble's lineation led to the acceptance 
of Kemble's verse lineation and thus to the 15o-year-old consensus on 
Beowulfian prosody. 

Kemble did not, then, need to leave a record of his procedures for 
lineating. P-Lineation both reconstructs his general method and in
dicates when that method fails to achieve acceptable results. P-Linea
tion thus provides a precise way of reckoning Kemble's adherence to 
his general method. The hypothesis that Kemble extracted verses 
from the manuscript by following a method is partially demonstrated. 

MAJOR AND MINOR HYPOTHESES REGARDING LINEATION 

The weak form of the first of the two major hypotheses, namely 
that it is possible to lineate systematically, has been demonstrated. So 
have several subordinate hypotheses. First, the application of the two 
hypotheses about stress has proved sufficient to extract a significant 
percentage of acceptable verse lines and halflines. One of these hy
potheses states that only two degrees of stress, 0 or unstress and 1 or 
stress, are needed to lineate. The second hypothesis regarding stress 
states that the stem syllables of certain classes of words receive stress. 
The hypothesis that alliteration is the basis of the verse line has also 
been demonstrated. The computer works back from the first alliterat
~g syllable in each new alliteration to determine whether a segment , 
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must be added before the segment that begins with the first alliterat
ing syllable. The computer locates the midpoint of the verse line by 
working back in a similar way from the last alliterating syllable. The 
hypothesis that dominant, or lineating, alliteration operates over a 
certain range has been partially demonstrated. In Chapter 8 I shall 
discuss apparent exceptions to this hypothesis. Finally, systematic 
lineation has demonstrated that a clause boundary before, or a procli
tic to, the first (or last) alliterating syllable marks an acceptable begin
ning of both the verse line and its second halfline. 

The working definitions of the verse line and the halfline pre
sented in the first paragraph of this chapter have demonstrated their 
value. The halfline is a symmetrical constituent of the verse line as the 
verse line is an asymmetrical constituent of the poetic text as a whole. 

Kemble created the 15o-year-old consensus on Beowulfian pros
ody because he worked methodically. What Kemble discovered in the 
manuscript text may be called the prosodic basis of verse lineation. 
Kemble thus laid a firm foundation for Beowulfian prosody, even 
though he did not carry his researches further than the extraction of 
verses. The negative form of the second major hypothesis, which 
states that prosodists since Kemble have not paid proper attention to 
the process of lineating, must now be put into positive form and 
tested. That will be the work of the following chapters. 

VERSE LINES AND HALFLINES DETERMINED BY 
PROGRAMMED LINEATION 

The results of computer lineation appear in the chart that follows. 
Every verse line and halfline in the chart is the work of the computer. 
To make the charts I simply replaced the groups of coded symbols 
that stand for the syllables in the printout with the letters of the words 
of the text as these appear in the manuscript or, when they do not 
appear or are now illegible, in the first Thorkelin transcript, Thorkelin 
A. 

For convenience I have done what the computer does not do, that 
is, I have provided running verse line numbers for the computer-elic
ited verse lines. For comparison with standard texts, I have placed in 
parentheses in the right margin line numbers from modem editions 
such as that of Klaeber. 

The first halfline of each verse line begins at the left margin; the 
second halfline usually follows on the same printed line. The second 
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halfline is always separated from the end of the f!rst halfline by three 
letter spaces. If a verse line continues beyond one line of type and the 
continuation begins two letter spaces from the margin, there is no 
break in the halfline begun on the preceding printed line. 

illegible areas of the manuscript are, where they can be measured, 
indicated by a row of points. Each point represents roughly one letter 
space in the manuscript. 

HP JET PE GARDEna· in oeardaoum· 
peodCYninoa PrYm oefrunon 
hu & repelinoas elle[n] fremedon· Oft 
scyld scefino sceape[na] preatum 

5 moneoii mreopum meodosetla ofteah (5) 

eosode eorl syMan rerest pear[~] 
feasceaft funden he pres frofre oeba[d] 
peox under polenum peor~myndum pah 
~ f> him reohpyle para ymbsittendra 

10 ofer hronrade hyran scolde ho) 
oomban oyldan f> pres ood CYnino· 
~rem eafera pres refter cenned 
oeono in oeardum pone ood sende 
folee to frofre iyren&arfe onoeat 

15 f> hie rer druoon aldor .. ase. (5) 

lanoe hpile him pres liffrea 
puldres pealdend poroldare foroeaf· 
beopulf pres breme blred pide sprano 
scyldes eafera scedelandum in· Spa sceal ... ... .... ma 

20 oode o~yrcean fromum feohoiftum on freder .... [r]me (21) 

f> hine on ylde eft 
oepunioen [pilo)esipas panne pi;; cume· 
leode oelresten [I]ofdredii 
sceal in mreopa oehprere man oe[pe]on· 

25 him & scyld oepat to oescrephpile (26) 

[fe]lahror feran on frean prere 
hi hyne [p]a retbreron to brimes farO& 
sprese oesipas [Sp]a he selfa bred 
penden pordum peold [p]ine scyldinoa 

30 leof landfruma lanoe ahte (31) 

prer ret hy& stod hrinoedstefna 
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isi6 7 \itfus a!pelinoes fa!r· 
aledon J>a leofne peoden 
bea;;a bryttan on bearm scipes 

35 ma!me be ma!ste J7a!r Pa!s madma (36) 
fela of feorpe;;um fra!tpa ;;ela!ded· 
Ne hyrde ic cymIicor ceol ;;e;;yrpan 
hildepa!pnum 7 hea&pa!dum 
billum 7 byrnum him on bearme la!;; 

40 madma ma!ni6o J>a him mid scoldon (41) 

on flodes a!ht feor ;;epitan· 
Nala!s hi hine la!ssan laeum teodan 
peod;;estreonum J70n [J7a dyd]on pe hine a!t 

frumsceafte for~ onse[nd]on 
a!nne ofer y& umborpe[s]ende 

45 J7a ;;yt hie him asetton se;;en [;;e.]denne (47) 
heah ofer heafod leton holm ber[ an] 
;;eafon on ;;arsec;; him Pa!S ;;eomor sefa 
mumende mod men ne eunnon· 
sec;;an t[ 0] so&! selera!denne 

50 ha!l~ under heofen[ii] hpa J7a!m hla!ste onfen;;· (52) 
·t · 

DA Pa!s on bur;;um beopulf scyldin;;a 
leo[f] leodcyrun;; lon;;e J7ra;;e 
foleum ;;efr[ a! ];;e fa!der 
ellor hpearf aldor of earde 01'1' him eft onpoc 

55 heah healfdene heold (57) 
penden lifde ;;amol 7 ;;u~reoup ;;la!de scyldin;;as 
~a!m feoper beam fo~;;erimed 

in porold pocun peoroda ra!spa 
heoro;;ar 7 hr~;;ar 7 hal;;a til hyrde ic l' elan cpen· 

hea&scilfin;;as heals;;ebedda J7a Pa!s hr~;;are heresped 
;;yfen 

60 pi6es peo~mynd l' him his pinema;;as (65) 
;;eome hyrdon oM l' seo ;;eo;;~ ;;epeox 
ma;;odriht micel hi on mod beam 
l' healreced hatan polde· 
[medoa!]m micel men ;;epyrcean 

65 J70ne y[ldo bea]m a!fre ;;efrunon· 7 J7a!r on innan eall 
[;;e]da!lan ;;eon;;um 7 ealdum (72) 
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spylc him c;od [se]alde buton folcscare 7 feorum 
c;umena· [~]a ic pide c;efrCE(;n peorc c;ebannan 

manWe [m ]CEC;pe c;eond Pisne middan;;eard 
folcste[de] frCEtpan him on fYrste c;elomp 
CEdre [m]id Yldum· t> hit pear6 eaI;;earo 

70 healCEma mCEst scop him heort naman (78) 

se pe his pordes c;epeald pide hCEfde· 
He beot ne aleh bea;;as dCElde 
sine CEt syrnIe sele 
hlifade· heah 7 horn;;eap hea&pylma bad 

75 la&n li;;es ne pCES hit len;;e pa c;en (83) 
t> se seqhete apum sperian 
CEfter PCElni& pCEcnan scolde· 
& se ellen;;CEst earfol5lice 
pra;;e c;epolode se pe in pystrO bad 

80 t> he doc;ora c;ehpam dream (88) 
c;eh}'rde· hludne in healle pCEr pCES hearpan 
speC; sputol san;; scopes SCEc;de 
se pe cupe frumsceaft fira feorran reecan . . , 
[cp~] t> se CElmihti;;a eor&n 

85 [porh .. ) plitebeorhtne pan;; spa pCEter b[e]buc;~ (93) 
c;esette si(;ehrePi;; sunn[ an] 7 monan 
leoman to leohte landb[uen]dum 
7 c;efrCEtpade foldan sceata[s] 
leomum 7 leafum lif eac c;esceop 

90 cy[n]na c;ehpylcum para & cpice hpYrf[ap.] (98) 

Spa ~a drih16uman dreamum lif[don] 
eadi;;lice .. ol5 ~t an on;;an 
£}'rene fr[ e ] man feond on helle 
pCES se ;;rimma C;CE[st] ;;rendel haten 

95 mCEre mearcstapa se pe moras heold (03) 

fen 7 fCEsten fifelcynnes eard 
ponSCEli per peardode hpile 
sip&n him scyppend forscrifen hCEfde 
in caines cynne pone cpealm c;eprCEc 

100 ece drihten PCES pe he abel sloC;· (08) 

Ne c;efeah he pCEre fCEh& ac he hine feor forprCEC 
metod for py mane mancynne fram 
panon untydras ealle onpocon eotenas 7 ylfe 7 orcneas 

f 
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f 
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spylce oi[oantas] pa [pi]~ oode punnon 
105 lano[e praoe he] him &?s lean foroeald. 

'11' 

[Ge]pat & neosian sy~ niht becom 
[h]ean huses hu hit hrinodene 
refter [be]orpeoe oebun hrefdon. 
Fand pa &?r [i]nne repelinoa oedriht 

110 spefan refter [sy]mble soroe ne cu&n 
ponsceaft pera [p ]iht unhrelo 
orim 7 orredio oearo sona pres 
reoc 7 repe 7 on rreste oenam 
Pritio [p]eona panon eft oepat 

115 hu& hre~ to ham faran 
mid prere prelfYlle pica neosan' 
& pres on uhtan mid rerdreoe 
orendles ou&rreft oumum undyroe 
pa pres refter piste p6p up ahafen 

120 micel moroenspeo mrete peaden 
repelino rerood unbli& sret 
polode ~ry&py~ peonsoroe dreah 
sy~an hie pres la~ last sceapedon 
peroan oastes pres" oepin to strano 

125 la~ 7lonosum nres hit lenora [fYrs]t 
ac ym[b] ane niht e[ft oefremede] 
mo~beala mare 7 no mearn 
for[ e] freh& 7 tyrene pres to frest on pam 
p[ a] pres ea~fYnde pe him elles hprer 

130 oeru[m]licor rreste 
bed refter burum & hi[m] oebeacnod pres 
oesreod dlice spe[ oto]lan tacne 
heal&ones hete heold [hy]ne sy~an 
tyr 7 frestor se prem feo[ nde] retpand· 

135 Spa rixode 7 pi~ rihte pan 
ana pi~ eallum ~ " idel stod 
husa seles[t] pres seo hpil micel 
. xii . pintra tid tom oepolode 
pine scyldenda peana oehpelcne 

140 sidra soroa 
fo~ pe~ ylda bearnum undyroe cu~ 
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oyddii oeomore i'rette orendel pan 
hpile pi~ hroi'oar heteni&s preo 
fYrene 7 freMe fela missera 

145 sinoale srece sibbe ne polde (154) 
pi~ manna hpone mreoenes denioa 
feorhbealo feorran fea i'inoian 
ne i'rer nrenio pitena penan )7orfte 
beorhtre bote to banii folmii. 

150 [ .. reolreca eht]ende pres (159) 
[de]orc [deai'scua dU]oui'[e 7] oeooo)7e 
seomade 7 syrede [sin]nihte heold 
mistioe moras men ne [cu]nnon 
hpyder helrunan hpyrftum [sc]rii'a~ 

155 spa fela fYrena feond mancyn[ne]s (164) 
atol anoenoea oft oefremede· 
[h]eardra h}rn~a heorot eardode 
sinc[fa]oe sel speartum 
nihtum no he 

160 )7one [o]ifstol oretan (168) 
moste ma~um for meto[d]e ne his m}rne 
pisse 1> pres prrec micel [p ]ine scyldinoa 
modes brec& monio oft oesret 
rice to rune rred eahtedon 

165 hpret spi~ferh~um selest prere (173) 
pi~ freror:Yrii to oefremmanne· 
Hpilum hie oeheton ret hrrerotrafum 
piopeori'unoa [p]ordum bredon 
1> him oastoona oeoce oefremede· 

170 pi~ )7eodi'reaum spyk pres )7eap hyra. (178) 
hre)7enra hyht helle 
oemundon in modsefan metod hie ne cu)70n 
dreda demend ne piston hie drihten ood· 
[ne hie h]uru [h]eof[ena h]elm herian [ne] cu&n 

175 puldres paldend pa bi~ i'rem (183) 
& sceal i'urh sMne ni~ saple bescufa[n] 
in fYres frei'm frofre ne 
penan pihte o[e]pendan pel bi~ i'rem 
)7e mot refter dea~reoe drihten secean· 

180 7 to freder frei'mum freO& pilnian· (188) 
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-111-

Spa ~a mrelceare maoa healfdenes 
sinoala sea~ ne mihte snotor hrel~ 
pean onpendan pres ~ oepin to spy~ 
lap 7 lonosum pe on & leode becom 

185 nydpracu niPorim nihtbealpa mrest (193) 

~ fram ham oefrreon hi6elaces peon 
ood mid oeatum orendles dreda 
se pres moncynnes mreoenes strenoest on prem dreoe pysses 

lifes 
repele 7 eacen het him y~lidan 

190 oodne oeoyrpan cp~ he ou&ynino (199) 

ofer spanrade secean polde 
mrerne peoden pa him pres manna pearf 
~ne si~fret him snotere ceorlas 
lythpon looon- [peah h]e him [l]eof [prere] 

195 h[pet]ton [h]io[e pafne hre]l sceapedon hrefde (205) 

se ooda oeata le[od]a 
[ce]mpan oecorone para pe he cenoste 
fi d -h na n an ffil te -xv-
sum sundpudu sohte seq pisade 

200 laoucrreftio mon landoem}'rcu (209) 

fYrst for~ oepat £lota pres on y~um-
bat under beoroe beornas oearpe 
on stefn stioon streamas pundon 
sund pi~ sande secoas 

205 breron on bearm nacan beorhte frretpe (21.4) 

ou~searo oeatolic ouman ut scufon 
peras on pilsi~ pudu bundenne- oepat pa ofer 

preoholm pinde 
oefysed £lota famiheals fuole oelicost 
~ ~ ymb antid opres dooores 

21.0 pundenstefna oepaden hrefde (220) 

~ & Mende land oesapon 
brimclifu blican beor3as steape_ 
side srenressas pa pres sund liden 
eoletes ret ende panon up hra& 

21.5 pedera leode on pano stioon- (225) 

srepudu sreldon syrcan rnysedon-
ou~oepredo oode pancedon 
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104 Reconstructing the Rhythm of Becnvulf 

pres pe him yplade ea& purdon· 
[pal of pealle oesea[h] peard scildinoa 

no se [pe holrn]clifu healdan scolde (230) 

beran ofer bokan beorhte randas 
fYrdsearu fuslicu hine fYrpyt bra?<: 
modoehYodum hpret pa men preron· 
Gepat him pa to paro& picoe ri[dan] 

n5 peon hr~oares prymmum cpehte (235) 
mreoe[n]pudu mundum mepelpordum frreon· 
hpret syndon oe searohrebbendra byroum per[e]de pe pus 

brontne ceol 
ofer laoustrrete lredan 
cpomon hider ofer holmas 

230 Ie pres endesreta reopearde heold (241) 

pe on land dena la~ra nrenio 
mid scipheroe sc~pan ne meahte 
no her cu~licor cuman 
onounnon· lindhrebbende ne oe leafnes pord 

235 ou~fremmendra oearpe ne pisson (246) 

maoa oemedu nrefre ic maran oeseah 
eorla ofer eorpan 
ponne is eoper sum seco on searpum nis ~ seldouma 
prepnum oepeor&d nrefre him his plite leooe 

240 renlic ansyn (251) 

nu ic eoper sceal frumcyn pitan rer oe fyr [heon]an 
leassceaperas on land [dena 
fu]rpur feran nu oe feorbuend 
mereli&nde ~ mine oehyra~ 

245 anfealdne oe[p]oht ofost is selest (256) 

to oecy~anne [h ]panan eopre cyme syndon· 
·1111· 

[H]im se yldesta 7sparode 
perodes pisa pordhord onleac 
pe synt oumcynnes oeata leode 

250 7 hioelaces heo~oeneatas· 

pres min freder foleum oecyped 
repele ordfruma ecopeop haten· 
oebad pintra porn rer he on peo hpurfe· 
oamol of oeardum hine oearpe oeman 
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255 pitena pelhpy1c pide 3eond eorpan· (266) 

pe purh holdne moe hlaford J>inne sunu healfdenes secean 
cpomon 

leodoebyroean pes pu us larena 3od· 
habba~ pe to prem mreran micel rerende 
denioa frean· ne sceal prer dyme sum 

260 pesan pres ic pene pu prest (272) 

ott hit is spa pe soplice [se]qan hYrdon 
f> mid scyldinoum sc[ea&na] ic nat hpy1c. 
deo30l dredhata deorcu[m] nihtum 
ea~ purh e3san uncu~ne ni[~] 

265 hyn~u 7 hraryl ic pres hr~3ar mre3 (277) 

pur[h] rumne sefan rred 3elreran· 
hu he fro[d. 7] 30d feond oferspy~p 
3yf him edpend[an] refre scolde. 
bealupa bisiou bot eft 

270 cuman 7 pa cearpylmas colr~ pur&p (2~b) 

~ a syp&n earf~pra3e 

preanyd pola~ penden prer puna~ 
on heahstede husa selest· 
peard mapelode prer on piqe sret 

275 ombeht unforht reohprepres (287) 

sceal scearp scyldpi3a 3escad 
pitan porda 7 porca se pe pel penc~ 
ic f> 3ehYre pret pis is hold 
peorod frean scyldinoa 3epitap fo~ beran prepen 7 

3epredu ic eop plslOe 
280 spy1ce ic ma3upeonas mine (293) 

hate pi~ feonda 3ehpone flotan eoperne 
niptyrpydne nacan on sande 
arum healdan o~t eft bYr~ 
ofer la3ustrea[mas l]eofne mannan 

285 pudu punden[hals to] pedermearce (298) 
30dfremmendra [sp]ylcum ottepe bi~ 
f> pone hilderres [ha]l 3edio~· 
3epiton him pa feran flota [st]ille bad 
seomode on sole sidfrepmed [sci]p 

290 on ancre frest eoforlic scionon (303) 
[0 ]fer hleorberan 3ehroden 30lde 
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106 . Reconstructing the Rhythm of Beowulf 

fah [7] fYrheard ferhpearde heold 
;;uJ>mod ;;rummon ;;uman onetton 
si;;on ret somne 

295 oJ>" hy reltimbred· ;;eatolic 7 ;;oldfah onoyton mihton· (308) 
" pres foremrerost foldbuendum 
receda under roderum on J>rem se rica bad· 
lixte se leoma ofer landa fela· 
him J>a hildedeor of modi;;ra torht ;;etrehte J>ret hie him to 

mihton 
300 ;;e;;num ;;anoan ;;ul5beoma sum (314) 

pic;; ;;epende pord refter cprel5. 
mrel is me to feran freder 
alpalda mid arstafum eopic ;;ehealde· 
sil5a ;;esunde ic to sre 

305 pille pi~ [pra~] perod pearde healdan· (31.9) 
(xli· ) 

pres sio spatspa~u spona 7 ;;eata 
prelrres peora pide ;;esyne 
hu ~a fole mid hi freh~ 

topehton' ;;epat him ~a 
A5 se ;;oda mid his ;;redelin;;ii (2949) 

frod fela;;eomor fresten secean 
eorl on;;enJ>io ufor oncirde 
hrefde hi;;elaces [hild]e ;;efrunen 
plonces pi;;crreft pi~res [ne] trupode 

A1.0 " he sremannii onsacan mihte (2954) 
[h]ea&li~ndii hord forstandan 
beam 7 bryde ' beah 
eft »onan· eald under eor~peaU. J>a pres reht boden 
speona leodii se;;n hi;;elace. 

A1.5 freo&pono »one ford ofereodon (2959) 
syMan hr~lin;;as to ha;;an J>run;;on 
J>rer pea~ on[;;]en~iop ec;;ii speordii 
blondenfexa on bid precen 
" se »eodcynino &fian sceolde 

A20 eafores anne dom hyne yrrin;;a (2964) 
pulf ponr(e]d(in;;] prepne ;;errehte "hi for spenoe spat redr[ii] spron;; 
fo~ under fexe nres he forht spa ~h 
;;omela ~cilfino ac foroeald hr[ a~] 
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A2S pYrsan prixle prelhlem pone (2969) 
syMan ~[od]cynino pyder oncirde. 
Ne meahte se snella sunu ponredes 
ealdu ceorle hondslyht yofan ac he hi on heafde helm rer 

oescer 
l' he blode fah buoan sceolde 

A30 feoll on foldan nres he freoe pa yt (2975) 

ac he hyne oepyrpte peah ~ hi pund 
hrine let se hearda hioelaces peon 
brade mece pa his bro&>r lre[o] 
eald speord eotonisc entiscne helm 

A3S brec[an] ofer bordpeal ~a oebeah cynino (2980) 
fokes hyrd[e] pres in feorh dropen. 
& preron monioe pe h .. mreo pri&n 
ricone arrerdon ~a hi oerymed pear~ 
l' hie preis tope pealdan moston 

A40 pende[n] reafode rince (298S) 
~me nam on on;;en~io irenbyman 
heard sPYrd hilted 7 his helm somod hares hYrste hioelace 

brer 
h .... frretpu fen;; 7 hi freore oehet 
leana .... leodu 7 oelresta spa 

A4s oeald pone ou~rres oeat[a dry]hten (299~) 
hr~les eafora pa he to ha bec6m . .fore 7 pulfe mid 
oferma~mum sealde [h]iora oehp~ru hund pusenda 

landes 7 locenra beaoa ne &rfte hi & lean ~pitan 
mon on middan;;earde sy~ hie & mre~a oeslooon. 
7 & iofore foroeaf an;;an doh tor 

Aso hampeor~un;;e hyldo to pedde (2998) 
l' ys sio freh& 7 se feondscipe 
prelni~ pera 
~res ~ ic hafo pe us secea~ to speona leoda 
syMan hie oefricoea~ frean 

ASS useme ealdor[l]easne pone ~ rer (3003) 
oeheold pi~ hettendu hord [7 r]ice refter hrele& hrYre hpate 

scildin;;as 
folcred fremede. ~ furlSur oen 
eorlscipe efnde me is ofost betost 
l' pe peodcynino prer sceapian 

A60 7 pone oebrin;;an pe us beaoas oeaf (3009) 
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on adfrere ne seel anes hpret 
meltan mid j>a modioan ac j>rer is [m]a~ma hord 
;;old unrime ;;rime ;;ecea .... 
7 nu ret si&stan sylfes feore 

A65 bea;;as ...... te j>a seeall brond 
fretan reled »eccean nalles eorl pe;;an 
ma~u to ;;emyndum ne mre;;~ scyne 
habban on healse hrinopeo~un;;e 

ac seeal ;;eomormod ;;olde bereaf[ od] 
A70 oft nalles rene elland tredan 

nu se herepisa hleahtor ale;;de 
;;amen 7 oleodream fo~n sceall ;;ar 
pesan monic; mor;;enceald mundu bepunden 
hrefen on handa nalles hearpan spe;; 

A75 pi;;end peccean ac se ponna hrefn 
rus ofer fre;;u fela reordian 
earne seqan hu hi ret rete speop 
j>ende[n] he pi~ pulf prel reafode. 
spa se seq hpata secooende pres 

ABo la~ra spella he ne lea;; fell a] 
pYrda ne porda. peorod 
eall aras eodon u[n]bli& under earna nres 
pollenteare pundu[.] sceapian 
fundon & on sande sapulleasne 

AS5 hlimbed healdan »one j>e hi hrinoas ;;eaf 
rerran mrelu j>a pres endedre;; 
;;odu ;;e;;on;;en " se ;;u&ynino 
pedra j>eoden pundordea~[ e) 
spealt rer hi j>rer ;;ese;;an syllicran 

A90 piht pYrm on pon;;e pi&rrrehtes j>rer 
la~n .. liqean pres se le;;draca 
;;rimlic ;;r:Y.... [;;]Iedu bespreled 
se pres fiftioes foqemear[ces] .. n;; 
on le;;ere Iyftpynne 

A95 heold nihtes hpilu 
ny&r eft ;;epat dennes niosian pres & dea& frest 
hrefde eo~scrafa ende ;;enyttod 
him bi;; stodan bunan 7 orcas 
discas Ia;;on 7 dyre spYrd 

A100 omi;;e J>urpetone spa hie pi~ eo~ f~m 
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Jrosend pintra p~r 

eardodon. pan p~s )) yrie eacencr~ftio iumonna 
oold oaldre bepunden 
)) &In hrinosele hrinan ne moste 

A1.0 5 oumena ~nio nefne ood 
sylfa sioora so&ynino sealde 
pa ~ he polde he is manna [oe ]hyld hord 
openian efne spa hpylcii 
manna spa hi oemet t5uhte :- xlii · 
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Chapter 5 

The Second Major Hypothesis 

As a consequence of accepting Kemble's lineation, as scholars 
have done for 150 years, one must accept the basis of that lineation. 
Kemble based his extraction of verses on alliteration. As his handling 
of verse line 257 demonstrates, he insisted that every verse, no matter 
how long, must contain an alliterating syllable. 

In treating alliteration as ornament, prosodists since Kemble's day 
have missed the crucial fact that Kemble built each of the verses of the 
consensus around a constituent headed by an alliterating syllable. 
Thus the first alliterating syllable of every halfline marks the begin
ning of a constituent of the halfline. 

The constituent marked by the first alliterating syllable is not al
ways the first constituent of the halfline. But it is always the point 
from which the other constituent(s) must be determined. P-Lineation 
demonstrates that Kemble worked from the first and last alliterating 
syllables in each "series, which, for convenience, I shall call base 1 and 
base 2. This means that, in order to construct about two-fifths of his 
verses, Kemble had to assemble segments smaller than the verse. 
When the editor or the computer program locates the first alliterating 
syllable of a new series, he, she, or it must then go back into the pre
ceding text to locate a clause boundary or a proclitic to that syllable. 
Whenever a clause boundary occurs in this area, or there is a procIitic 
to the first alliterating syllable, the clause boundary or the procIitic 
heads a segment that must be added to the segment beginning with 
the alliterating syllable. If neither clause boundary nor procIitic oc
curs, the first alliterating syllable heads the first segment of the verse 
line. My second major hypothesis, then, is this: it is possible to con
struct a prosody based on the constituents on which verse lineation 
and half-lining depend. 
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It will be easier to follow the argument from an analysis of a brief 
sample of the manuscript text of the poem. I quote lines 5 to 9 on folio 
132V (129V ): 

[fe]lahror feran on frean prere hi hyne 
["]a retbreron to brimes faro& sprese 3esi"as 
[Sp]a he selfa bred J1enden pordum peold 
[p]ine scyldin6a leof landfruma lanoe 
ahte "rer ret hyi5e stod h£inoedstefna isio (132V05-9) 

The linea tor, human or computer, begins by lining up successive base 
IS at the left margin. Since from the excerpt one cannot determine 
whether [fe] is the first F-alliteration, I start with the first alliteration 
that clearly begins and ends within the passage. I continue with each 
alliteration in the passage, placing the successive base IS at the left 
margin: 

BASE 1 

breron to brimes faro&! 
sprese 3esi"as [Sp]a he selfa bred J1enden 
pordum peold [p ]ine scyldin6a 
leof landfruma lanoe ahte "rer ret 
hyi5e stod hrin6edstefna isio 

With the moving of each base 1 to the left margin, I have completed 
the first sorting of the text. 

Now the linea tor has to move back from each base 1 to determine 
whether a clause boundary occurs after the end of the word that con
tains the last alliterating syllable of the previous alliteration. There is a 
clause boundary at hi that occurs after the completion of the F-alliter
ation. The clause boundary after the completion of the B-alliteration 
coincides with base 1 S; There is a clause boundary at penden after the 
completion of the S-alliteration that does not coincide with base 1 W. 
The clause boundary after the completion of the W-alliteration coin
cides with base 1 L, but the clause boundary at pf1!r does not coincide 
with base 1 H. I move each clause boundary that does not coincide 
with a base 1 to the left of the first alliterating syllable in the clause: 

hi hyne ["]a retbreron to brimes faro&! 
J1enden pordum peold [p]ine scyldin6a 
"rer ret hyi5e stod h£inoedstefna isio 

Next, I look for a proclitic to each base 1. But since a clause bound
ary takes precedence over a proclitic, and since a clause boundary 
occurs either before or simultaneously with each base 1, I find no pro-
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clitic in the exemplar passage that belongs at the left margin. At this 
point, then, I have located the beginning of each verse line in the pas
sage: 

hi hyne [J>]a retbreron to brimes farot5e 
sprese 3esiJ>as [Sp]a he selfa bred 
}>enden pordum peold [p]ine scyldinoa 
leof landfruma lanoe ahte 
J>rer ret hy&! stod hrinoedstefna isio 

Next, I locate each successive base 2 and move it and the segment it 
heads to the left margin: 

BASEz 

brimes farot5e 
selfa beEd 
[p]ine scyldin3a 
lanoe ahte 
hrinoedstefna isio 

I then follow the same process I followed for each base 1; that is, I 
move back from each base 2 to locate a clause boundary that occurs 
between the next-to-last and last alliterating syllables. If I find a clause 
boundary in this position, I displace base 2 with the clause boundary. 
I quote here the single instance in which a clause boundary occurs in 
this position: 

[Sp]a he selfa bred 

Finally, I look for a proclitic to each base 2. I find only one in the 
exemplar passage, to, a preposition that governs farolJe. But farolJe is 
preceded by another noun, this one in the genitive case, that modifies 
it and happens to contain base 2. The two nouns form a tightly knit 
unit governed by the preposed preposition to. I move the proclitic to 
to the left margin, thereby completing the process of eliciting the half
lines in the five verse lines: 

to brimes farot5e 
[Sp]a he selfa bred 
[p]ine scyldinoa 
ianoe ahte 
hrinoedstefna isio 

I have elicited five verse lines consisting of ten halflines. In the 
process pf doing so I have isolated fifteen segments: 
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(1) hi hyne [i']a a?t 
(2) ba!ron 
(3) to 
(4) brimes faro& 
(5) spa?se ~esii'as 
(6) [Sp]a he 
(7) selfa ba?d 
(8) i'enden 
(9) pordum peold 

(10) [p]ine scyl~a 
(11) leof landfruma 
(12) la~e ahte 
(13) i'a?r a?t 
(14) hy& stod 
(15) ~edstefna is~ 

Some of these segments are halflines: numbers 5, 10-12, and 15, the 
last with a tail that disappears as soon as it becomes clear that isiJ 
represents base 1 of the next alliterating series. Ten of these segments 
are smaller than the halfline: numbers 1-4, 6-9, and 13-14. Each of 
these smaller segments has played its role in determining the halfline 
of which it is a part. None of these segments has been determined 
arbitrarily: each either begins with an alliterating syllable from which 
I have calculated the beginning of the halfline or is a clausal or procli
tic segment determined in relation to the alliterating syllable. 

The smaller segments demonstrate that Kemble's text is not what 
it appears to be----a series of indivisible verses. Instead, Kemble's text 
consists both of verses he extracted intact and of verses he extracted 
in parts and then assembled or synthesized. Kemble joined the ap
propriate parts into whole verses and thus created the impression 
that each verse is a simple whole. In one sense that is true; in perhaps 
a more important sense it is not. Many of Kemble's verses are syn
thetic. 

Some recent prosodists appear to suggest that every verse of Beo
wulf is a seamless whole. Thomas Cable, in particular, argues that we 
can only scan each halfline according to its "contours of ictuS."1 But 
Cable's "holistic" assumption, though it might seem to take account 
of such halflines as sp;ese Jesipas, is falsified by the fact that the halfline 
that is paired with it, [Sp]a he selfa ba!d, has been elicited in two seg
ments. 

1 . Thomas Cable, The Meter and Melody of Beowulf (Urbana: University of Dlinois 
Press, 1974), 88. 
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Other prosodists may be termed "dividers." Eduard Sievers is per
haps the best known of this group. He assumes that every halfline 
consists of at least two segments. Lineation shows that many half
lines-about 40 percent-do indeed consist of two segments. There 
is, thus, in Kemble's work some justification for Sievers's assumption. 
When, however, we compare Sievers's segmentation of the halflines 
in the exemplar passage with the segmentation the linea tor depends 
on, the two prosodists, Sievers and the lineator, part company. Sie
vers divides these ten halflines in the following way:2 

l.'1 J... x ~ x II. x 
hi hyne I>a ret breron Type A 2881289 

x I xlLxx 
to brlmes far<>tSe Type C 24+'248 

I x XII X 
swrese ge sil>as Type A (271-2)1276 

x x I I x I 
swa he sel fa bred Type B 236/242 

x x I I x I 
J>enden wor dum weold Type B (291)1294 

'XI I \ X 
WIne ScYldfnga Type 0 2521261 

I ~ I \ X 
leo landfruma Type 0 3001307 

I x II x 
tange ahte Type A 2221235 

x x II x I 
I>rer ret hy & stod Type B (291)/294 

I x I I X 
hrlnged stefna Type A 2221235 

2 . See Eduard Sievers, "Zur Rhythmik der germanischen Alliterationsverses," Bei
triige zur Geschichte tIer deutschen Sprache und Literatur 10 (1885): 206-314. The number 
before the slash is the page on which Sievers quotes the verse. If he does not quote the 
particular verse, the page on which he discusses verses of the same pattern appears in 
parentheses. The number after the slash indicates the page on which Sievers summa
rizes in schematic form the various realizations of the Type. My quotations of Sievers's 
patterns in the form of acutes, graves, x, macrons, and bars are based on his schematic 
summaries. 
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Sievers's segmentation of halflines is based on the assumption that 
the halflines consist of two "feet," each of which contains or consists 
of a stressed syllable. Sievers has imposed his notion of the "foot" 
built around a stressed syllable on these halflines in ignorance of the 
fact that some of the halflines already represent the synthesis of two 
prosodically determined segments. 

No one has so far tried to build a prosody on the foundation that 
Kemble laid. That is what I shall try to do in the remaining chapters. 
The place to begin is with certain verses in "Kemble's legacy." That 
legacy at first appears to consist of a series of whole verses, the more 
than 6,300 verses of Beowulf he published in each of his two editions 
of the poem. But my extrapolation of the method by which Kemble 
determined these verses indicates that the appearance is in many 
cases deceptive. About 40 percent of Kemble's verses have been syn
thesized from two parts, the first a nonalliterating segment, the sec
ond an alliterating segment. That is the basis on which I shall try to 
construct a prosody. The second segment of hi hyne [p]a ertberron, 
-berron, is the first segment to emerge from the manuscript text. Kem
ble had to go back from this first alliterating syllable and extract the 
first segment of the verse from the syllables that lie between the end 
of the word that contains the last syllable of the previous alliteration 
and the beginning of the B-alliteration. This is the clue that Kemble's 
work offers the prosodist. This is the clue no prosodist so far has 
used. 

Only about 40 percent of the halflines of the poem, however, have 
had to be synthesized in this way. The fact that some halflines have 
had to be synthesized suggests that the poet may have constructed 
every halfline from smaller parts. But how do we determine the 
smaller parts of the halflines that the linea tor has elicited intact from 
the manuscript text? If it is possible to find a way to answer that ques
tion, it will be possible to complete the work that Kemble began and 
to complete it on the foundation he laid. 

The answer may lie in the fact that the second segment of hi hyne 
[p]a ertberron, that is, -berron, matches, in the length and the stress pat
tern of its two syllables and in the fact that it alliterates, -sijJas in one 
of the intact halflines of the exemplar passage. Further, -berron 
matches in all these ways lan6e in a later intact halfline in the passage. 
If we place -berron "over" -sijJas, it sets off the segment spiEse 6e-. If we 
place it over lan6e, it sets off the segment ahte. The base 1 segment 
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-berron, from which the linea tor builds the verse beginning with hi, 
thus serves as a pattern or "template" for locating possible points of 
segmentation in unsegmented halflines. 

If the prosodist is to use such inner base segments in this way, the 
first step must be to list all of Kemble's inner base 1 and base 2 seg
ments. I do so in a section appended to this chapter. In the next chap
ter, I shall begin by testing the following hypothesis: there are two 
and only two constituents of every synthetic halfline in Beowulf. Each 
second alliterating constituent of verse lines that begin with a nonal
literating constituent can serve as a pattern or template for determin
ing the constituents of halflines elicited intact. 

KEMBLE'S LEGACY: A MATCHED CORPUS OF VERSE LINES IN 
BEOWULF 

In the following pages I set out a small part of Kemble's legacy. A 
complete account of his legacy would contain every verse in his sec
ond (1835) edition of Beowulf. An accurate account of his legacy would 
show about 60 percent of his verses intact and about 40 percent seg
mented. My account is accurate but incomplete. 

Each intact verse/halfline begins with either "base I" or ''base 2," 

that is, the first (base 1) or last (base 2) alliterating syllable of each 
successive series of alliterations in the poem. Each segmented verse/ 
halfline begins with a nonalliterating syllable. The first segment con
sists of all the syllables up to but not including either base 1 or base 2 . 

The second segment begins with the interior (or "inner") base and 
includes every syllable to the end of the verse/halfline. 

In the following accurate but incomplete account of his legacy, I 
display Kemble's segmented verses in their segmentation. The corpus 
does not contain all of the matched C (conventional) versesIP halflines 
of the two samples. It contains only paired C verses that match whole P 
verse lines. For example, although P halfline 4b, sceape[M] preatum, 
matches C verse 4b, neither P~C4a nor P4b/C4b is included. 

I have divided the corpus of matched C verse pairs/whole P verse 
lines into three subcorpora on the basis of their segmentation. The 
first subcorpus consists of verse lines that have been elicited from the 
manuscript text in only two parts: the first halfline of a verse line and 
the second halfline of the same verse line. 

The second subcorpus consists of verse lines that can only be elic
ited from the manuscript text in three parts: one part is an intact half
line; the other two parts consist of the two segments of a halfline with 
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an inner base, whether 1 or 2. The nonalliterating segment begins 
either at the beginning of the line or at the midpoint of the line-the 
first syllable of the second halfline-marked "M." The base segment 
always begins with the first (or only) alliterating syllable of the half
line. 

The third subcorpus consists of a small number of verse lines in 
the Matched Corpus that can only be elicited from the syllables of the 
manuscript in four parts. Both base 1 and base 2 head inner segments. 
The first nonalliterating segment follows the verse line number; the 
second nonalliterating segment follows the "M." 

Line numbers in the three subcorpora do not equal Kemble's verse 
numbers. Here, and throughout the rest of this volume, "C" stands 
for "conventional" verse line number. Kemble's two editions are hard 
to find, but Klaeber's third edition is likely to be on every scholar's 
and most students' shelves. Most numerations since 1857 are close 
enough to Klaeber's to make it easy to locate a passage on the basis of 
the following C numbers. 

These segments, theil, accurately represent a portion of the legacy 
of the prosodist John Mitchell Kemble. 

Subcorpus I: Matched 1Wo-Segment Lines 

To save space, I list the matched two-segment lines of Subcorpus I 
here. I use the conventional ("C") line numbers familiar to users of 
such editions as Klaeber's or Dobbie's. The reader can refer to the 
chart at the end of the previous chapter, using the line numbers in the 
right margin. 

Subcorpus I: 2, 5, 8, 14, 17, 18, 31, 33, 46, 50, 51, 54, 69, 95, 97, 101, 
104, 105, 110, 119, 120, 121, 123, 127, 129, 130, 131, 142, 147, 148, 152, 
153, 154, 156, 160, 161, 162, 163, 165, 166, 171, 172, 176, 193, 195, 209, 
210, 211, 215, 222, 226, 227, 231, 235, 236, 246, 255, 256, 259, 263, 266, 
275, 276, 295, 302, 305, 306, 314, 315; 2947, 2950, 2951, 2952, 2953, 
2955,2958,2959,2965,2969,2979,2991,2998,3017,3019,3025,3032. 

Subcorpus II: Matched Three-Segment Lines 

C6 e3sode earl 10 ofer 
M syMan hronrade 

zerest pear[O] M hyran scolde 

7 feasceaft funden 11 30mban 35'ldan 
M he J>zes M l' pees 

frofr~ 3eba[d] 30d cynino. 
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12 ~m 43 Nalres hi hine 
eafera pres lressan 

M refter cenned M larum teodan 

13 6eono in 6eardum 47 ~a 6yt hie him a 
M ~ne setton 

60d sende M se6en [6e .]denne 

15 ~hie 48 heah ofer heafod 
rer dIU60n M leton 

M aldor .. ase· holm ber[an] 

16 lanoe hpile 49 6eafon on 6arseq 
M him ~res M him pres 

liffrea 6eomor sefa 

27 [fe ]lahror feran 52 hrelcll under heofen[I1] 
M on M hpa ~rem 

frean prere hlreste onfeno· 

29 sprese 6esi~as 53 DA pres on 
M [Sp]a he bUI6um 

selfa bred M beopulf scyldinoa 

30 ~nden 59 ~m 
pordum peold feoperbeam 

M [p]ine scyldin6a M forlS6erimed 

32 ~rer ret 60 in 
hy& stod porold pocun 

M hrin6edstefna M peoroda rrespa 

34 a 65 pi6es peorlSmynd 
ledon ~a M ~him his 

M leofne ~oden pinema6as 

35 bea6a bryttan 66 6eome hyrdon 
M on M oM~seo 

bearm scipes 6eo6ot! 6epeox 

38 Ne hyrde ic 67 m~odriht micel 
cymlicor M hi on 

M ceol 6e3yrpan mod beam 

39 hildeprepnum 68 ~ 
M 7 healreced 

hea&predum M hatan polde· 

40 billum 7 bymum 75 mani6re [m]re6~ 
M him on M 6eond ~isne 

bearme lre6 middanoeard 

41 madma mreni60 76 folcste[de] frretpan 
M ~ahim M him on 

mid scoldon fyrste 6e1omp 

42 on 77 redre [m]id Yldum· 
£lodes reht M ~ hit pearlS 

M feor 6epitan· eai6earo 
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7B heala?rna mrest 114 laI\6[ e )n'~e 
M scop him M he] him &l!s 

heortnaman lean foroeald . 

79 se pe his 116 [h]ean huses 
pordes oepeald M hu hit 

M pide hcEfde· hrlnodene 

80 He 118 Fand J>a &l!r 
beot ne aleh [i) nne 

M be~as da?lde M a?peliIl6a oedriht 

83 Ia&n lioes 122 reoc 7 repe 
M ne Pa?s hit M 7 0n 

leI\6e J>a oen ra?ste oenam 

85 a?fter 124 hu&hremio 
pa?lni& M to 

M pa?cnan scolde· ham faran 

86 &se 125 mid J>a?re 
elleI\6a?st pa?ltylle 

M earf~lice M pica neosan· 

87 J>r~e oeJ>olode 128 J>a Pa?s a?fter 
M sepein piste 

J>Ystni bad M p6p up ahafen 

94 oe 132 sy~J>an hie J>a?s 
sette sioehreJ>jo Ia&n 

M sunn[an] 7 monan M last sceapedon 

96 70e 133 peroan oastes 
fra?tpade M Pa?s P oe 

M foldan sceata[s] pin to straI\6 

9B cy[n]na oehpylcum 134 Ia~ 7 10I\6sum 
M J>ara & M na?s hit 

cpice hpyrf[aJ>.] leI\6ra [tyrs]t 

99 Spa & 135 ac ym[b] 
drihtouman ane niht 

M dreamum lif[ don] M e[ft oefremede] 

100 eadiolice 140 bed a?fter burum 
M ~&I!t M & hi[m] oe 

an 0I\6an beacnod Pa?S 

102 Pa?S se 141 oe 
orimma oa?[st] Sa?od ~lice 

M orendel haten M spe[oto]lan tacne 

103 ma?re mearcstapa 143 tyr 7 fa?stor 
M sepe M se J>a?m 

moras heold feo[nde] a?tpand· 

108 ece drihten 145 ana pi~ eallum 
M J>a?s pe he M ~P 

abel sloo· idel stod 
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146 husa seles[t) 192 laJ> 7 lonosum 
M pres seo M J>e on & 

hpil micel leode becom 

151 3yddti 3eomore 194 JI fram 
M J>rette ham 3efrre;;n 

;;rendel pan M hi3elaces J>e;;n 

155 pitl 198 reJ>ele 7 eacen 
mannahpone M hethim 

M mre3enes deni3a ytllidan 

157 neJ>rernreni3 199 30dne 3e3}'rpan 
pitena M cpretl he 

M penan J>orfte 3Utkynino 

158 beorhtre bote 200 ofer 
M to spanrade 

banti folmti. M secean polde 

164 spa 201 mrerne J>eoden 
fela £}'rena M J>a him pres 

M feond mancyn[ne)s manna J>earf 

173 hpret 202 tIone 
spitiferMum sitlfret him 

M selest prere M snotere ceorlas 

175 Hpilum hie 3eheton 203 lythpon 1030n· 
M ret M [J>eah h)e him 

hrreI3trafum [l)eof [prere) 

177 Jlhim 206 [ce)mpan 3ecorone 
3astbona M J>ara J>e he 

M 3eoce 3efremede· cenoste 

181 dreda demend 212 on 
M ne piston hie stefn sti()on 

drihten 3od· M streamas pundon 

182 [ne hie 219 at! JI ymb 
h)uru (h)eof(ena h)elm antid 

M herian(ne)cuJ>on M oJ>res d030res 

188 7 to 220 pundenstefna 
freder freJ>mum M 3e 

M freo& pilnian· paden hrefde 

189 Spa & 221 JI& 
mrelceare lillende 

M IDa3a healfdenes M land 3esapon 

190 sinoala seatl 223 side saenressas 
M ne mihte M J>a pres 

snotor hreletl sund liden 

191 pean onpendan 2.24 eoletes ret ende 
M pres Jl3e M J>anon 

pin to spytl up hralle 
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The Second Miljar Hypothesis 121 

225 pedera leode 261 7 
M on hi6elaces 

pallO stioon' M heo~3eneatas · 

228 I>res J>e him 262 pres min 
yl>lade freder 

M ea&!purdon· M folcum 3ec:Y}>ed 

229 [I>a] of 265 3amol of 3eardum 
pealle 3esea[h] M hine 

M peard scilc:iinoa 3earpe 3eman 

230 se[J>e 269 leod;;eb:5'r6ean 
holm]clifu M pes I>u us 

M healdan scolde larena 300' 

232 fYrdsearu fuslicu 270 habbatl pe to I>rem 
M hine mreran 

fyrpyt brrec M micel rerende 

233 mod;;ehY3dum 271 de~a frean· 
M hpret I>a M ne sceall>rer 

men preron· dyrne sum 

234 Ge 274 ~mid 
pat him J>a to paro&! scylc:iinoum 

M piqe ri[ dan] M sc[ea&na] ic nat hpylc 

242 J>e on 277 hyntlu 7 hrafyl 
land dena M ic I>res 

M latlra nre~ hrotl3ar mre3 

243 mid 278 I>ur[h] 
scipher;;e rumne sefan 

M scetll>an ne meahte M rred 3elreran· 

247 JIla6a 3emedu 279 huhe 
M nrefreic fro[d . 7]300 

maran 3eseah M feond oferspY&!1> 

250 prepnum 3epeo~d 280 3yf him 
M nrefre him his edpend[an] 

plite 1eo3e M refre scolde. 

253 leassceaperas 283 otI& 
M on a syJ>&n 

land [dena] M earfotll>ra3e 

254 [fu ]r}>ur feran 284 J>reanyd J>olatl 
M nU3e M J>enden 

feorbuend I>rer punatl 

258 [H]im se 285 on 
yldesta heahstede 

M ]Sparode M husa selest· 

260 pe synt 286 peard maJ>elOOe 
3umcynnes M tlreron 

M 3eata leode piqe sret 
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2<)6 arum healdan 2<}66 1> hi for 
M o~t spenoe 

eftbyr~ M spat ~[ii] sprono 

297 ofer 2<)67 forO under fexe 
laoustrea[ mas M nres he 

M l]eofne mannan forht spa l5eh 

298 pudu punden[hals 2<)68 30mela scilfino 
M to] M ac for 

pedermearce 3eald hr[al5e] 

299 30dfremmendra 2970 syMan 
M [sp]ylcum l5e[ od]cynino 

3ifeJ>e bits M I>yder oncirde. 

300 1> !>one 2971 Ne meahte se 
hilderres snella 

M [ha]13erli3~· M sunu ponredes 

301 3epiton him I>a 2974 1> he 
feran blode fah 

M flota [st]ille bad M bU3an sceolde 

303 on 2975 feoll on foldan 
ancre frest M nres he 

M eoforlic scionon fre3e I>a 3it 

309 1> pres 2978 brade mece 
foremrerost M I>a his 

M foldbuendum brotlor lre[3] 

310 receda under roderum 2<)80 brec[an] ofer bordpeal 
M on I>rem se M &3e 

rica bad· beah cynino 

311 lixte se leoma 2981 folces hyrd[e] pres 
M ofer M in 

landa fela · feorh dropen. 

2946 pres sio 2983 ricone arrerdon 
spatspatsu M & hi 3e 

M spona 7 3eata rymed pearts 

2<)61 I>rer pearts 2984 1> hie 
on[3]entsiop prelstope 

M eqii speordii M pealdan moston 

2<)62 blondenfexa 2995 landes 7 locenra bea3a 
M on M nelSorfte hi& 

bid precen lean otspitan 

2<)63 1>se 29<)6 mon on middanoearde 
J>eodcynino M syMahie& 

M &fian sceolde mrer& 3esl030n. 

2<)64 eafores anne dom 2997 7& 
M hyne iofore fOf3eaf 

yrrinoa M anoan doh tor 
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3006 folcred fremede. 3028 spa se 
M <>Me seqhpata 

fu~ur oen M seqoende pres 

300J eorlscipe efnde 3029 latira spella 
M me is M hene 

ofost betost leao fel[a] 

3008 1>pe 3033 fundontiaon 
tleodcynino sande 

M prer sceapian M sapulleasne 

3011 meltan mid pa modioan 3034 hlimbed healdan 
M ac prer is M pone pe hi 

[m]atima hord hrinoas oeaf 

3013 7 nu ret 3035 rerran mrelu 
sitlestan M pa pres 

M sylfes feore endedreo 

3016 maMu to oemyndum 3036 oodu oeoonoen 
M ne M 1>se 

mreoti scyne ou&ynino 

3018 ac sceal 3040 latin .. liqean 
oeomormod M pres se 

M oolde bereaf[od] leodraca 

3020 nu se 3046 hrefde 
herepisa eortiscrafa 

M hleahtor aleode M ende oenyttod 

3023 hrefen on handa 3047 him 
M naUes bi;; stodan 

hearpan speo M bunan 7 orcas 

30 24 Pioend peccean 3048 discas laoon 
M acse M 7 

ponna hrefn dyre spyrd 

3026 earne seqan 3049 omi;;e purhetone 
M hu hi ret M spa hie piti 

rete speop eo~n fretim 

3027 pende[n] he piti 3053 1>tiam 
pulf hrin;;sele 

M prel reafode M hrinan ne moste 

Subcorpus III: Matched Four-Segment Lines 

C1 HPJETPE M para 
GARDEna· ymbsittendra 

M in 
26 himtia oeardaoum· scyld oepat 

9 0151> him M to oe 
reohpylc screphpile 
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.28 hi hyne [~]a a?t M to oe 
ba?ron fremmanne· 

M to 
178 pi~ brimes faro&! 

~Jn"eaum 
84 pse M spylc pa?S 

secohete ~aphyra. 
M a~um to oe sperian 257 

cy&nne 
106 si~nhim M [h]panan eopre 

scyppend cyme syndon· 
M for 264 oebad scrifen ha?fde pintra porn 

107 in M a?r he on 
caines cynne peo hpurfe· 

M ~ne [o]fer cpealm oepra?c 304 
hleorberan 

109 Neoe M oe 
feah he ~a?re fa?Me hroden oolde 

M ac he hine 
1'he feor forpra?C 2954 
Sa?mannl1 

113 spylce M on 
oi[oantas] sacan mihte 

M ~a [pi]~ 
2960 sy~ oode punnon 

~linoas 
115 [Ge]pat~a M to 

neosian haoan~noon 
M sy~n 2982 & pa?ron nihtbecom 

monioe 
117 a?fter M ~h .. 

[be]or~oe ma?o pri~n 
M oe 2989 h .... 'bun ha?fdon. 

fra?tpI1 feno 
126 & Pa?s on M 7 m 

uhtan fa?Ofe oehet 
M mid l' ys sio a?rda?oe 2999 

fa?h~ 

138 ~[a] Pa?s M 7 se 
ea~tynde feondscipe 

M ~him 
7~neoe elles hpa?r 3009 
brinoan 

144 Spa M ~us 
rixode beaoas oeaf 

M 7 pi~ 
rihte pan 3010 on 

adfa?re 
174 pi~ M ne scel 

fa?rorYrU anes hpa?t 
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Chapter 6 

The Challenge 
Halfline Constituents of Synthetic Halflines 
as the Key to Beowulfian Prosody 

INTRODUcnON 

The lineator-editor or machine-has synthesized 230 of the 580 
halfllnes in the Matched Corpus. 1 That amounts to 39.6 percent, or 
two-fifths of the Corpus. Lineation has constructed each of these half
lines from two segments of the text: an interior (or inner) segment that 
begins with the first allitera~g syllable and a preceding (outer) seg
ment that does not begin with an alliterating syllable but contains syl
lables or words that belong with the word containing the alliterating 
syllable. The synthesized halflines present a challenge to the proso
dist: is it possible to construct a prosody based on these two kinds of 
constituent? 

It is of course possible that two-fifths of the halflines of the Corpus 
represent one kind of halfline and the intact halflines that make up 
the other three-fifths of the Corpus represent another. It is also pos
sible that the synthetic halflines are anomalous. The high percentage 
of these halflines argues against the latter interpretation, however. A 
better interpretation seems to be this: the synthetic halflines are nei
ther totally different from the intact halflines nor anomalous. Instead, 
their clearly defined constituents suggest the exciting possibility that 
every halfline in the Corpus consists of two constituents. 

In this and the chapters that folIo\'{ I shall argue that the key to the 
prosody of Beowulf is to be found in the segmentation of synthetic 
halfllnes. In the present chapter I shall argue that, at the level of the 
halfline, the synthetic halflines usually consist of these two constitu
ents and no others. I shall then try to show that the constituents of 
synthetic halflines offer a means of determining the constituents of 

1. There are 290 verse lines in the Matched Corpus (I: 86; D: 1"]8; m: 26), divided 
into 580 halflines. 
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those halflines elicited intact by the procedures of lineation and half
lining. 

The procedures of lineation have made it clear that every synthetic 
halfline is composed of at least two constituents (IHCs" for halfline 
constituents). But is every synthetic halfline made up of exactly two 
constituents? If the synthetic halflines are to serve as a guide to the 
segmentation of the intact halflines, it is necessary to determine 
whether or not each constituent of these halflines is itself single. By 
single I mean that there is no motivation to split either HC into two 
HCs at the level of the halfline. Both of the constituents synthesized 
to form halfline 53a, for example, VA pres on + burJUm, seem to be 
single in this sense. But the second HC of l07a, in caines cynne, that is, 
caines cynne, is not so clearly single. 

Since it will prove easier to determine the singleness of HCs that 
begin with nonalliterating syllables, I begin with these. 

NONALLITERATING HCS AS SINGLE HCS 

Forty-seven nonalliterating HCs consist of a single monosyllable. 
I list these HCs toward the beginning of the next section, when I dis
cuss them in connection with monosyllabic alliterating HCs. One HC 
now consists of only a single letter, h. The rest of this word and pos
sibly another have been torn away from the lower right-hand corner 
of 19BR. I count this h .... in 2989a here. Since they offer no point of 
division, these forty-eight segments are obviously single HCs. 
Twenty-five nonalliterating HCs consist of a disyllabic word that does 
not contain a stressed syllable, for example, refter (85a, 117a), o(J{Je 

(283a, 300Q.b), and para (9b). It seems likely that these segments, too, 
consist of single HCs. 

Eighty-one nonalliterating HCs consist of two words neither of 
which is stressed, for example, him on (40b, 67b, 76b), nres he (2967b, 
2975b), and pa pres (138a, 223b, 3035b). Thus there is no motivation to 
separate one of these unstressed words from the other. These seg
ments, too, must be treated as single HCs. 

The same argument applies to the thirty-three trisyllabic nonalli
terating HCs that contain no stressed syllable. Dividing the proclitic 
segment to 3011b, for example, would simply make the conjunction 
ac one HC and the phrase prer is another. One can then extend this 
argument to the eight four-syllable proclitic segments that contain no 
stressed syllable. The proclitic segment l09b, for example, ac he hine, 
might be divided between ac and he or between he and hine, but there 
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ac one HC and the phrase prer is another. One can then extend this 
argument to the eight four-syllable proclitic segments that contain no 
stressed syllable. The proclitic segment l09b, for example, ac he hine, 
might be divided between ac and he or between he and hine, but there 
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seems to be little reason to make either choice. The one five-syllable 
proclitic HC that contains no stressed syllable, 28a-hi hyne lP]a ret-
presents three possible points of division but, again, no motivation 
for beginning a new HC at any of the four words. 

These 196 proclitic HCs that contain no stressed syllable make up 
85 percent of the 230 proclitic segments. None seems to motivate 
splitting into smaller segments. All 196 HCs can then be regarded as 
single. 

Each of the remaining thirty-four nonalliterating HCs, on the 
other hand, contains one stressed syllable, a point of possible divi
sion. But five of the six single-word disyllabic HCs begin with the 
stressed syllable, thus providing no interior point of division. Only 
one, ;,ebad (264'1), might be divided between the unstressed and 
stressed syllables. I put this HC aside for a moment. Six of the eight 
two-word disyllabic HCs also begin with the stressed syllable. Only 
ac sceal (3018a) and ne scel (3010b) might be split into two HCs between 
the unstressed conjunction or particle and the stressed verb. I shall 
consider these two HCs also in the following paragraphs. 

Four of the eight trisyllabic nonalliterating HCs that contain a 
stressed syllable begin with that syllable and thus offer no point of 
interior division. Only three of the seven four-syllable nonalliterating 
segments begin with a stressed syllable, and only two of the five five
syllable nonalliterating HCs begin in this way. Thus, of the 230 non
alliterating HCs, only the following offer an interior point of possible 
division into two HCs: 

c;ebad 264'l 
ac seeal 3018a 
ne seel 3010b 
7 nu eet 3013a 
[Ge]pat & 115a 
ne mihte 190b 
ne seeal i'eer 271b 
Ne hyrde ic 38a 
Ne meahte se 2971a 
nei'eernceni6 157a 
ne piston hie 181b 
c;epiton him i'a 301a 
ne tk>rfte hi & 2995b 
i'a 6}'t hie him a- 47a 

Thus, only fourteen nonalliterating HCs seem to offer any interior 
point of division. In all but one instance-157a-splitting at the 
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stressed syllable would have the effect of turning a single unstressed 
syllable before a nonalliterating syllable into an He. 

As we have seen, an unstressed monosyllable, such as in in l<>7a 
(in caines cynne), can indeed function as an He. But in in that halfline 
occurs before the first alliterating syllable, cai- in caines. It seems, then, 
that an unstressed monosyllable can function as an HC only if it 
comes immediately before the first alliterating syllable. 

All of the 230 nonalliterating HCs of the Matched Corpus can be 
regarded as single constituents, partly because there seem to be no 
compelling reasons for splitting even the longest and heaviest of them 
into two HCs. More positive reasons for treating these outer or procli
tic HCs as single proclitics will, I believe, emerge in the next chapter. 

At this point, then, it is possible to state tentatively that all nonal
literating HCs in synthetic halflines can be treated as single constitu
ents of their halflines. I shall henceforth refer to these nonalliterating 
proclitic HCs as HCs of Type E (~silon) and number them 1 through 
5 simply according to the number of syllables. 2 

SIMPLE ALLITERATING HCS AS SINGLE HCS 

I turn from outer nonalliterating HCs to inner alliterating seg
ments. A few inner segments that begin with an alliterating syllable 
seem to admit no further division. Any constituent that consists of a 
single syllable or several syllables of the same word seems to resist 
any further attempt at splitting. At this point only a few types of seg
ment can be characterized as single, that is, offering no point of seg
mentation. 

The most obvious such HC is the stressed and alliterating mono
syllable set off in verse line 3027a: 

l'ende[n) he pit! pulf prel reafode. 

The monosyllable pulf is the first indicator that a verse line alliterating 
on W is fOrming. The very next syllable is the last instance of W-allit
eration in range. Clearly pulf is a constituent of the first halfline of 
verse line 3027. It is also clearly single. 

In 262a, freder seems to be a single HC: 

pres min fieder folcum 3ecyi'ed 2621137VI0 

2. See my "A New Approach to the Rhythm of Beowulf," PMLA 81 (March 1966): 
23-j:}· 
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The two syllables of treder can be split into tre- and -tier. But the splitter 
would have to demonstrate that some purpose is served relative to 
the building of the halfline by such a division. 

It is true that a single unstressed syllable is, as we have seen, oc
casionally isolated as a proclitic HC at the beginning of a halfline. 
There are, as I noted at the beginning of the previous section, forty
seven such occurrences in the Matched Corpus. I list them here in 
alphabetic order: a- (3¥), 7 (39b, 261a, 3048b), ret (175a), tor- (l06b), 
6e- (9¥, 117b, 141a, 22ob, 23¥, 304b), He (Boa), him (3047a), hp;et 
(l73a), in (lb, 600, l07a, 29Blb), mid (126a, 243a), ne (3016b), on (27b, 
35b, 4U, 212a, 225b, 253b, 285a, 303a, 2¢2b, 301oa), on- (2954b), Spa 
(14¥, 16¥), to (28b, 124b, 158b, 29Bb, 2¢Qb), t1amJ (12a, 5~), P (68a), 
purh (27&), pitJ (155a, 17¥, 17&). The difference between the un
stressed second syllable of treder, for example, and unstressed procli
tic syllables such as a-, 6e-, or on-lies precisely in the fact that the latter 
are constituents of their halflines. Each has been added as the first 
constituent to the alliterating syllable that forms the base around 
which the halfline has been constructed and that also marks the be
ginning of the second constituent. That is decidedly not the case with 
the unstressed second syllable of treder. . 

The same reasoning applies to -on (or -ron) in -breron, an HC of 28a: 

hi hyne ["]a retbiUon to brimes faro& 281132V05-6 

It also applies to -tena in pitena and -sian in neosian in 157a and 115a, 
respectively: 

ne .,rer nrenio pitena penan ~rfte 157a/135R19-20 
[Ge]pat & neosian s~ niht becom 115a/l34V04 

These HCs--breron, pitena, and neosian-function as tightly knit units 
in each of the contexts quoted. 

Is it possible to generalize that every synthetic HC that begins 
with an alliterating syllable and contains no other stressed syllable 
forms one and only one constituent of its halfline, that is, is single? 
Since there are no segments of more than four syllables that do not 
also contain a second stressed syllable, the question focuses on five 
segments that consist of three syllables beginning with a long alliter
ating syllable and three segments that consist of four syllables begin
ning with a short syllable: 

bed refter burum & hi[m] T,ebeacnod p;es 
on adfrere ne seel anes hp;et 

1401135Ro5-6 
JOlo1198V17-18 
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aledon }xl leofne tJeoden W132VI0-11 
ricone ara?rdon ~a hi ."erymed peartJ 
moo."ehy."dum hpa?t ~a men pa!ron· 
to ."ecy&nne [h]panan eopre cflme syndon· 

298Y198Rl6-17 
23Y137Ro4-5 
2571t37Vo4-5 
121132R11-12 
2991138Vo2-3 

~m eafera pa!S a?fter cenned 
."odfremmendra [sp]ylcum oifejJe bitJ 

To argue that a new HC begins at the final word-that is, at ~s, h~t, 
pa, pear6, preron, syndon, ~s, bitJ.----one would have to justify creating 
an HC out of these categorically unstressed words. One might try, 
perhaps, by arguing that these words have acquired stress by virtue 
of their final position in their respective HCs, a reasonable notion. But 
it carries the correlate that, in order to maintain stress, each of these 
words must remain where it is-in the final position of its He. It 
would lose its stress if it became part of a different He. 

Every synthetic alliterating HC that contains no additional 
stressed syllable, then, can be characterized as a single constituent of 
its halfline. It will be useful to designate such HCs that contain only 
one stressed syllable-the first (alliterating) syllable-as simple. 

SIMPLE ALLITERATING HCS AS TEMPLATES 

There are 34 simple HCs in the 230 synthetic halflines of the 
Matched Corpus. I list them according to the number of syllables in 
each. I list a word that begins with a short syllable before a word con
taining the same number of syllables that begins with a long syllable: 

Monosyllabic 

pulf 3027a 

Disyllabic, First Syllable Short 

fa?der 

Disyllabic, First Syllable Long 

-ba?ron 
la?ssan 
-setton 
bUf6um 
[i]nne 
uhtan 
piste 
la&n 
ma?ran 
feran 
spen."e 
snella 
fa?htkl 

2& 
43a 
47a 
53a 

11& 
126a 
12& 
132a 
270a 

301a 
2¢6a 
2971a 
2999'1 
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-brinoan 
sande 

3()()(}a 
30 3Ja 

Trisyllabic, First Syllable Short 

pitena 
moni6e 
sperian 

Trisyllabic, First Syllable Long 

-ledon "a 3¥ 
-frretpade 96a 
neosian 115a 
-beacnod pres 140b 
rixode 14¥ 
-fremmanne 174b 
/Jeap hyra Ij78b 
-cy&nne 257a 
-rymed peart! 2983b 
oi[6antas] 113a(?) 

Four Syllables, First Syllable Short 

eafera pres 
cymesyndon 
oife/Je bil5 

Four Syllables, First Syllable Long 

manna hpone 

The Challenge • 131 

One or another of these thirty-four simple HCs of synthetic halflines 
matches at least one marked segment in nearly all of the intact half
lines of the Matched Corpus. For example, monioe (2<)82a) and buroum 
(53a), respectively, match in the number of syllables and length of the 
first syllable moneoft and l1Uf!opum of 5a. The HCs pull (3027a) and ma
nioe match the two segments of jJeodcyninoQ of the intact halfline 2a. 

I think that it has been demonstrated that the thirty-four simple 
HCs can serve as patterns or templates for detecting the segments of 
the intact halflines of the Matched Corpus. But in order to simplify 
the process of matching HC with segment it will be useful to refine 
the catalog of HC types. Before such refining is possible, it will be 
necessary to discuss the resolution of short stressed syllables. 

THE RESOLUTION OF SHORT STRESSED SYLLABLES 

There is a discernible difference between the second HCs of half
lines 262a and 53a: 

HC 
pres min 
DA pres on 

HC 
freder 
bUI6UJn 
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The two syllables of bur6Um, properly spoken, should seem longer 
than the two syllables of freder. At any rate, an Anglo-Saxon speaker 
was very likely aware that bur6Um represents a long stressed syllable 
followed by a short, unstressed syllable, while freder represents a 
short stressed syllable followed by a short unstressed syllable. Anglo
Saxon poets were aware of the difference between burJ- and fre- and 
exploited that difference in their poetry. A comparison of two entire 
verse lines will make this point more clearly. 

There is an exact match between bur6Um in 53a on the one hand 
and Jeatum in 195a and bolam in 231a. The first syllables of these three 
words are long, stressed, and alliterating; the second syllables are 
short and unstressed. I argue that this match makes it possible to 
claim that Jeatum in 195 and bolcan in 231 are HCs of their respective 
halflines. If that is so, then each of these HCs sets off a rather different 
first segment: 

He 
30d mid 
beran ofer 

He 
3eatum 
bokan 

He 
orendles 
beorhte 

He 
da?da 
randas 

195 
231 

The four syllables of beran ofer match the two syllables of Jod mid. More 
precisely, the two syllables of beran seem nicely designed to match the 
single long syllable of Jod. Partly because of the match between the 
rest of the syllables of 195 and 231, it seems likely that a speaker of 
line 231 would attempt to say beran oler in the same time as it takes to 
say Jod mid. Thus the speaker would resolve the short stressed syllable 
be- with the next syllable in the same word. 

Almost every prosodist admits the necessity of resolving two syl
lables. It is only in this way that the distinction between long and 
short stressed syllables can be conveyed. On the other hand, few 
prosodists have asked whether resolution extends to three syllables. 
This issue amounts to whether or not there is a real distinction be
tween neosian on the one hand and pitena on the other. 

Verse line 12 provides an argument for extending resolution to cer
tain clusters of three syllables. Again, I compare this verse line with 
195: 

He 
30d mid 
tla!m 

He 
3eatum 
eafera Pa?S 

He 
orendles 
a?fter 

He 
dcEda 
cenned 

195 
12 
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The second HC of 12<1 consists of four short syllables, the first three in 
the same word. How does one read this HC? The first HC of 231 sug
gests resolving the first two syllables of ealera pres, but not the third: 

HC HC HC 
I x x 

~nofer holcan 2}1a 
_I_x x 

&Em eafera pees 12a 

On the other hand, the grouping of the four syllables of halfline 12a 
into two words suggests the following division of the second HC of 
this halfline: 

HC 
-L.. x 
eafera pres 

Another halfline in the Matched Corpus supports the latter analysis: 

HC . HC 

[sp]ylcum 
I x 

oi£elJe biO 

On the basis of these two examples I propose the following. The res
olution of three syllables takes place whenever the following condi
tions co-exist: (1) the first of the three syllables is stressed; (2) at least 
the first two syllables are short; and (3) all three syllables belong to the 
same word. 

Certain trisyllabic words that begin with a short stressed syllable 
continue with a long syllable. A case in point is moneJii in 5a, in which 
the long syllable, -eJ- (or -neJ-), seems to block trisyllabic resolution. 
But the fact that the first syllable is short seems crucial. If trisyllabic 
resolution is blocked, disyllabic resolution does not appear to be. I 
take the first two syllables of such inflected forms (and indeed the two 
syllables of uninflected forms of such words) to be resolved: 

HC HC 

& preron 
...1... x 

monioe 

The possibility of resolving four syllables is suggested only once in 
the halflines of the Matched Corpus. That possibility occurs in an in
tact halfline, 286a. But the first segment of this halfline, ptard, 
matches the Simplest template, pull (3027a), in every way. Hence it is 
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possible to regard peard as the first HC of 286a and majJelode as the 
second: 

He 
peard 

He 
mapelode 

If eafera in 12a argues for three-syllable resolution, does majJelode here 
argue for four-syllable resolution? Probably not. Apart from the fact 
that even four very short syllables make a tongue twister, there is a 
stronger argument in this halfline against quadruple resolution: if 
even a single short unstressed monosyllabic word were to follow ma
jJelode in this HC, the case for four-syllable resolution would be indi
cated. But no syllable follows in this or any other HC made up of 
majJelode. 

Is majJelode, then, to be divided into three-syllable resolution fol
lowed by a single short syllable in the second part of the HC? 

He 
I x 

mapelo de 

Both eafera in line 12 and JifejJe in line 299 seem to countenance this 
division. A better course, however, seems to be to divide the four 
short syllables equally, more on the analogy of fcrder than faro&: 

He 
I 2L.X 

mape lode 

The resolution of four syllables seems to be neither indicated nor nec
essary. The resolution of three syllables, when all are short and be
long to the same word, will, I think, tum out to be necessary 
whenever the first syllable of the word is stressed. 

One point remains. The Beowulf-poet does not seem to have given 
much concern to the length of unstressed syllables. As I have already 
shown in the section on HCs, he will pile up as many as three long 
syllables in an HC (47a) that contains five syllables. In other words, 
although the poet pays close attention to the length of stressed syl
lables and is careful to resolve a short stressed syllable whenever that 
is possible, he Simply uses just about whatever unstressed syllables 
he needs. As I shall demonstrate, unstressed syllables count, but they 
count the same whatever their length. 
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SIMPLE TEMPLATES 

Resolution makes it possible to sort the seven different categories 
of simple alliterating HCs listed in the section headed "Simple Allit
erating HCs as Templates," above, into two types, each with a num
ber of subtypes. I designate one type a (alpha) and the other 8 (delta). 
The members of the largest group of HCs in the list in that section, 
Disyllabic, First Syllable Long, become subtype a1 (alpha 1). The next 
largest group, Trisyllabic, First Syllable Long, becomes subtype <12. 

The three members of the group called Trisyllabic, First Syllable 
Short lack cohesion. I set aside for the moment the first two members 
of this group and use the third, moniJe in 2982a, as the sole represen
tative of a subtype of a in which the single long stressed syllable is 
replaced by a short syllable resolved with the next syllable. This <l4 
pattern is then completed by the unresolved final unstressed syllable. 

The fact that there are instances of a long syllable followed by one, 
or two, or three unstressed syllables suggests that there may be three 
corresponding a subtypes headed by a resolved disyllable. The second 
subtype in this second series, a5, occurs in the Matched Corpus 
under the first four-syllable rubric Four Syllables, First Syllable Short. I 
set out this subtype, cyme syndon (257b); then, finding no instance of 
a disyllabic resolution followed by three unstressed syllables, leave a 
place and move on to a7. This subtype shows triple resolution fol
lowed by a single unstressed syllable. Subtypes a8 and a9 should 
consist of a triple resolution followed by two and three unstressed 
syllables, respectively. Subtypes a8 and a9 are at this point predicted 
but unrepresented. 

Thirty of the thirty-four simple HCs have been resorted into Type 
a HCs. The four remaining simple HCs can be sorted as Type 8 
(delta). HCs of this type consist of either a single stressed syllable, 
long or short, forming subtype 81; two resolved syllables the first of 
which is stressed (82); or three resolved syllables the first of which is 
stressed (83). In Tables 6.1 and 6.2 I list all twelve possible subtypes of 
these two types with one example of each subtype whenever one oc
curs in the Matched Corpus. 3 

The halfline constituents that are the basis of these templates have 
not, like Sievers's "feet," been determined arbitrarily. Nor are they, 

3. I use Greek nonfinal a to indicate a syUable. 
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Table 6.1. a Subtypes 

al 
, x 

buqum 

a2 

, x x 
freetpade 

a3 
, x x x 

53a 

manna hpone 155a 

CI.f 
_, x 

monioe 29823 

as 
, X x 

cyme syndon 257b 

a6 
....Lxxx 
aaaaa 

a7 
-L.. x 
eafera pees 123 

as 
, x x 
~aa 

ag 
--1- XXX 
aaaaaa 

Table 6.2. 8 Subtypes 

81 , 
pull 

82 , 
fider 

83 
--1-

pitena 
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like Pope's "measures," simply the result of intuition. They are the 
halfline constituents that the lineator has assembled in order to con
struct 40 percent of the halflines of the Corpus. If a particular tem
plate matches a particular segment of a halfline elicited from the text 
intact, it seems likely that the template is measuring a genuine con
stituent of that halfline. 

SIMPLE CONSTITUENTS OF INTACT HALFLINES 

In this section I begin to explore the hypothesis that every halfline 
is made up of at least two constituents, even halflines that the pro
cesses of lineation and half-lining have left intact. I begin by using the 
templates based on simple alliterating HCs, those I have called a and 
8. The matching of template to segment must begin with an already 
identified boundary, that is, with the beginning or end of the halfline. 
If the template is, so to speak, placed over the first part of an intact 
halfline, it must reach exactly as far as some identifiable and signifi
cant feature of the intact halfline. The most easily identifiable feature 
is an alliterating syllable; the next most easily identifiable feature is a 
stressed syllable. The a1 template buroum does not match the first seg
ment of 6a, eJSOde eorl, for example. On the other hand, the a2 tem
plate frcetpade reaches just up to eorl, the second alliterating syllable in 
6a. The pattern of one long stressed syllable followed by two un
stressed syllables exactly matches the first segment of the intact half
line. At the same time it sets off a segment that exactly matches the 
first 8 template listed above, the single long stressed and alliterating 
segment pull. 

A systematic use of simple HC templates begins with the shortest 
and Simplest type, that is, the monosyllable of subtype 81. There are 
thirteen expressions of a single long monosyllable like the HC pull 
(3027a) in halflines that contain a second alliterating syllable. That syl
lable serves as a readily identifiable boundary: 

8J. CHtJlfliM 

eosode eorl 6a(II) 
leof (landfruma) 31a 

(murnende) mod 50Cl 
leo[f] (leodcynino) 54'l 
[h]ean huses 116a (II) 

(·xii· pintra) tid 147a 
[de]orc ([ deaJlscua]) 160a 
pio (peorJmnoa) 176a 
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(sinoa1a) sea~ 
fyrst 
trod 
eorl 
pulf 

(fod! ;;epat) 
(fela;;eomor) 
(onoen»io) 
(ponr[ e )d[inoD 

1903 (II) 
210a 
2950a 
2951a 
2965a 

Only two of these brief and simple HCs, 6a and 116a, create a half
line with another simple He. The poet seems to have a definite pref
erence for combining a monosyllabic HC with a segment that contains 
more than one stressed syllable-which I shall call an "augmented" 
segment. The monosyllabic HC template serves to isolate such aug
mented segments as landfruma, murnende, and so on, which I discuss 
in a later section of this chapter. 

A short form of 81, that is, a short stressed monosyllable, adds 
only one halfline to this group: 

81 C 

(ponSCEli) per 

The 81 template makes it possible to locate two identifiable seg
ments-and thus probably two HCs---in 14 of the 350 intact halflines 
of the Matched Corpus. 

There are eleven expressions of a disyllable like feeder, subtype 82, 
in halflines that contain a second alliterating syllable: 

82 C 

(ma;;odriht) micel 67a (II) 
([medore]m) micel 69a 
(ponsceaft) pera 120a . micel (mor;;enspe;;) 1293 
(heal~;;nes) hete 1423 
(sinoale) srece 1543 

hpyder (helrunan) 163a 
atol (anoenoea) 165a 

(»reanyd) »ola~ 2B43 (II) 
pudu (punden[hals D 2<)8a (II) 

(prelrres) peora 2947a 

HCs of this group show an even stronger preference for combining 
with augmented segments. 

There are thirteen expressions consisting of a short stressed syl
lable followed by two unstressed syllables in halflines containing a 
second alliterating syllable. These segments match the HC pitena in 
157a, the subtype specimen of 83: 
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83 C 

hrelets under heofen[u) 52<1(11) 
In'aoe 6e t>olode 87a 

£yrene fr[e]man lOla 
t>olode (lSry&pylS) 131a 

seomade 7 syrede 161a 
[ce]mpan 6e corone 206a 

perodes pisa 25~ 
repele (ordfruma) 263a 
pitena (pelhpylc) 266a 

receda under roderum 310a (II) 
eafores (anne dom) 2964<\ (II) 

(folcred) fremede 3006a (II) 
(omi6e l)Urh) etone 304~ (II) 

Expressions of this sort tend to combine with either augmented 
segments (131a, 263a, 266a, 2<)6¥, 3006a, 304<)a) or polysyllabic 
simple segments: 52a, 16la, 3loa are extreme examples, but 87a and 
206a might well be included here. Only two, lOla and 25<)a, combine 
with expressions of the subtype al. The three 8 templates together 
make it possible to locate two HCs in thirty-eight intact halflines that 
contain another alliterating syllable. 

There are 106 expressions of the first a subtype--a long stressed 
syllable followed by an unstressed syllable-in halflines that contain 
a second alliterating syllable. I list here only representative examples: 

(mone6u) 
peox under 
folce to 

(beopulf pres) 
sprese 6e 
renne ofer 
sec6an t[o] 
leomum 7 
fyrene 
fen 7 
metod for "y 

(!Jriti6) 
fyrene 7 
(feorhbealo) 
(misti6e) 

a:I 

ffi<E61)Um 
polcnum 
frofre 
puldres 
breme 
si"as 
ylSe 
so&! 
leafum 
fr[e]man 
fresten 
mane 
6rim 7 
["]e6na 
frehlSe 
feorran 
moras 
[h]eardra 
60d mid 
deaool 

(pealdend) 

C 

5a 
Sa 
14<\ 
17a 
lSa 
2~ (II) 
46a 
51a 
97a 
lOla 
104<\ 
110a 

(6Irerli6) 121a 
123a 
153a 
156a 
162<1 

hyn& 166a 
6eatum 195a 
(dredhata) 275a 
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(oft naIles) 

piq~e 
monon 
rene 

pende 
(midda~earde) 

It seems, indeed, that expressions of this configuration can combine 
with almost any kind of He. The frequency of this subtype indicates 
that it is the most important kind of HC in the Corpus. 

A somewhat rare variant of this subtype, consisting of a two-word 
phrase the first word of which is stressed and short, should be dis
cussed here. The halfline of 143a, !fir 7 ffI!stor, poses an interesting 
question: how did the poet take account of juncture? The solution 
may lie in the following formulation: a stressed monosyllable, even if 
short, cannot be resolved with a syllable in a following word and thus 
functions like a long syllable in this situation. Conversely, a long 
stressed syllable cannot be resolved with a following syllable even if 
that syllable is in the same word. Halfline 143a brings the total of half
lines divided by a1 templates into two HCs to 107. 

The subtype a2, consisting of a long stressed syllable followed by 
two unstressed syllables, is expressed thirty times in halflines that 
contain two alliterating syllables. I quote only representative ex
amples: 

cu C 

e~sode eorl (81) 6a (IT) 
peox under polcnum (at) Sa 
folee to frofre (at) t4'1 
billum 7 bymum (at) 40a (IT) 
~eafon on (~arseq) 4~(IT) 
tn'~e ~e Jx>lode (83) 87a (IT) 

~yddu.(at) ~eomore t5ta (IT) 
~odne~e ~yrpan (at) t<)9Cl (IT) 
lixte se leoma (at) 311a (IT) 
~eald Jx>ne (~ul5rres) 299ta 
landes 7 (locenra be~a) 2995a (IT) 
habban on healse (at) 30t7a 

Some comment is probably in order about the three varieties of 
this single subtype. There is first of all the variety that consists of a 
single word, like eJsode (6a). Second, there is the variety that consists 
of two words divided between the first and second syllables, like peox 
under (Sa). Third, there is the variety in which the two words are di
vided between the second and third syllables, like folee to (1¥). It 
would be possible, of course, to devise a prosody in which each of 
the~ varieties was classed as a separate subtype, but that does not 
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(oft naIles) 

piq~e 
monon 
rene 

pende 
(midda~earde) 
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seem necessary. The main point is this: because of its stress and 
length, the syllable eJ- in eJsode is set off in relation to the two follow
ing syllables in the same way as peox is set off in relation to under. 

Four halflines express the a3 pattern-one long stressed syllable 
followed by three unstressed syllables. Three of the halflines contain
ing a3 HCs have previously been counted, since they combine with 
a1 HCs. 

aJ He 
renne ofer ylSe 46a 
Hpilum hie ~e heton 175a 
meltan mid ~a modioan 30lla 
maMii to~e myndum 3016a 

Six halflines express the «4 pattern-two resolved syllables fol
lowed by a single unstressed syllable. 

He CI.f He 
mone~ii mCl!~~m 5a 

madma mre~o' 41a 
manWe [m]re~~ 75a 
leomum 7 leafum 97a 
~amol of ~eardum 265a 
hrefen on handa 302Ja 

In every case, the «4 HC is combined with an a1 He. 
There are five expressions of the subtype a5 consisting of a short 

stressed syllable resolved with one following syllable, which word is, 
in turn, followed by two unstressed syllables. These segments match 
the HC cyme sifndon of 257b. 

a5 HC C 

I X x 
hrelelS under heofen[ii] 52a (II) 

I x x 
metodfor~ mane lloa 

I x x 
spefan refter [sy]mble ll9'l 

..L.. x x 
beran ofer hokan 23la 

I x x 
brec[ an] ofer (bordpeal) 29B<>a (ll) 

No instances of the predicted subtype a6 occur in halflines of the 
Matched Corpus that contain a second alliterating syllable. Six in-
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stances of subtype 0.7, however, occur. In this subtype triple resolu
tion is followed by a single unstressed syllable: 

a7 HC C 

fyrene 7 freMe 153a 
seomode 7 syrede 161a 
rel'ele 7 eacen 1'J8a 
eoletes ret ende 22¥ 
seomode on sole 302a 

ricone a rrerdon 2983a 

One predicted subtype, 0.8, actually turns up among halflines of 
the Matched Corpus that contain a second alliterating syllable. 

as HC C 

roderum 310a 

No instance of this subtype occurs in the synthetic halflines of the 
Corpus. 

With the help of nine different simple templates from synthetic 
halflines, and three predicted templates, a total of 206 Simple (a or 8) 
HCs have been located in the 138 halflines that contain a second allit
erating syllable. The simple HCs have thrown into relief 70 segments 
that contain more than one stressed syllable. I shall discuss such 
"augmented segments" in the next section. 

/I AUGMENTED SEGMENTS" 

The constituents of many halflines that contain two alliterating 
syllables are distinctively marked by those very syllables. But in many 
halflines the constituents so marked do not appear to be comparable. 
For exampie, three syllables, two of which are long and stressed, are 
paired with an initial 82 HC in 129a: micel morJenspeJ. Four syllables 
grouped into two resolved clusters are paired with the two syllables 
of an 0.1 HC in 236a: m~Je[n]pudu mundum. Such augmented seg
ments raise the question whether they represent single or double con
stituents of their halflines. Before taking up that question, however, 
it will be useful to identify the patterns formed by augmented seg
ments marked by alliterating syllables. 

These patterns fall into three types, which I have named a' (alpha 
prime), 13 (beta), and 'Y (gamma). In each type the two or more 
stressed syllables are grouped differently: in the first type, a' , there 
are either no unstressed syllables or the unstressed syllable or syl-
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lables are part of a word that begins with a stressed syllable; in the J3 
type, the unstressed syllable or syllables fall between the two stressed 
syllables (or groups of resolved stressed syllables); in the 'Y type, the 
unstressed syllable or syllables follow the two stressed syllables (or 
groups of resolved stressed syllables): 

I I 
a' 1 erer 

I x I 
~l ererer 

I I X 

"{I ererer 
I _l-

a' 2 ererer 
I x x I 

~2 erererer 
I I X X 

"{2 erererer 

Nine subtypes of a' are possible; twenty-four subtypes of both J3 and 
'Yare possible. 

Four subtypes of a' tum up as augmented segments in intact half
lines of the Matched Corpus that contain two alliterating syllables: 

a'l c 
I I 

feasceaft 7a ... 
I I 

peo~mynd 65a, etc.: 27 examples of this subtype 

a'2 

I I 
landfruma 31a, etc. : 11 examples 

a'4 

I I 
[fe]lahror 27a, etc. : 3 examples 

a's 

I I 
mreoe[n]pudu 236a: 1 example 

Only one of the twenty-four possible J3 subtypes turns up as an aug
mented segment in intact halflines of the Matched Corpus that con
tain two alliterating syllables: 
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{j1 C 

I x 
m016enspe3 129'1 

I x I 
fortJ 3epat 210a 
I x I 
anne dom 2¢¥, etc. : 5 examples of this subtype 

Three of the 'Y subtypes turn up: 

')'1 

I I x 
beopulf pres 

I I x 
mumende 

I I x 
heal&~es 
I I x 
xii pintra 

I I x 
misti3e 

')'2 

I I X x 
omi3e i'urh-

'Y7 

I I X 

~eomor 
I I X 

hi3elaces 

C 

18a 

162a, etc.: 14 examples 

3049'1: 1 example 

2952a: 2 examples 

Most of 'Ute £ HCs of the synthetic halflines combine with aug
mented segments. The augmented segments in these halflines can 
be compared with the augmented segments just listed. In 9'1, for 
example, the £ HC ~ 1> him has been added to the a't augmented 
segment fei$hpfllc. There are two more a't segments combined with £ 

HCs in synthetic halflines. In ta, the £ HC HPIET PE has been added 
to the a '2 segment GARDEntl. There are forty more a '2 segments 
in synthetic halflines. The overlap continues with two examples of 
a'5 segments. Then, two a'6 segments, a subtype predicted 
but not exemplified in intact halflines, turn up in synthetic half
lines: 
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a'6 C 

....L. .-L... 
brimes fClI'O&! 28b 
_, .-L... 
fela fyrena 16¥-

With these examples, five of the predicted nine a' subtypes have put 
in their appearance. 

Something even more interesting happens with 13 subtypes. To the 
single subtype exemplified in intact halflines four subtypes can be 
added from synthetic halflines. There are fifty-five 131 segments and 
fifteen 132 segments in synthetic halflines. I quote a few examples of 
the latter: 

{32 C 

, X X , 

frofre oeba[d] 7b , xx , 
beot ne aleh Boa 
'x X 

, 
larena ood . 269b, etc. 

There are three instances of the subtype 134: 

{34 C 
, x , 

oeomor sefa 49b 
, x , 

rumne sefan 278a 
, x , 

landa fela 311b 

One instance of 137 turns up: 

{37 C , x, 
oeoootl oepeox 66b 

Even one instance of subtype 1313 appears: 

{313 C 
-L- x , 
iofore foroeaf 2997a 

No "Y subtype not already attested in intact halflines turns up in 
synthetic halflines. Among synthetic halflines there are thirty-six ex-
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arnples of 'Vt and seventeen examples of'V7. One possible instance of 
subtype 'V2 turns up: 

yz? C 
I I I x 
ymbsittendra 9b 

Sievers found 9b anomalous as it stands in the manuscript and, in 
Klaeber's word, "cancel[ed]" the para that must be added to it to con
struct the synthetic halfline.4 In one sense, Sievers seems to be justi
fied: there are simply too many long stressed syllables in a row in this 
segment. In another sense, ~ievers's "cancellation" hides an interest
ing problem for the prosodist. It is problems posed by such halfline 
"constituents" that I tum to next. 

ARE "AUGMENTED" SEGMENTS SINGLE HCS? 

The fact that every augmented segment contains at least two 
stressed syllables raises the possibility that some-perhaps all-of 
these segments are not single. I begin with augmented segments in 
synthetic halflines that contain two alliterating syllables, quoting the 
entire halfline: 

£ 

f'enden 

oebad 

h .... 

se f'e his 

pitJ 

[H]im se 

I x I 
pordum peold 
I x I 

pintra pom 
I x I 

frretpii feno 

I X x I 
pordes oepeald 

yl 

I I x 
f'eod)n"eaum 
I I x 
yldesta 

c 

17& (7) 

258a (7) 

4. Fr. I<laeber, ed., Beowulf and the Fight at Finnsburg, 3d ed. (Boston: D. C. Heath, 
1950), p. 1, textual note 9b. 
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'Y7 

in 
I I x 

pOrold pocun 60a 
I I x 

fider frel'mum 188a 

Each of these halflines can be divided into three segments. Each 
second constituent, that is to say, can be subdivided into two seg
ments at an identifiable point, the second alliterating syllable: 

I X I 
pordum (al) peold (131) 

I x I 
pintra (al) porn (131) 

I x I 
frretpii (al) feIl6 (81) 

I X X I 
pordes oe (a2) peald (81) 

I I X 

l'eod (81) I'reaum (al) 
I I x 

:rId (81) esta (al) 
I I X 

porold (82) pocun (al) 
I I x 

fider (82) frel'mum (al) 

What is perhaps even more telling, each segment corresponds to one 
of the simple HCs that have been used as templates. Seven match al 
HCs; one matches the (l2 HC; six match 81 HCs; and two match 82 

HCs. The three "constituents" of the first group of halflines, then, 
might be said to be £ + al + 81; the three constituents of the single 
member of the second group, £ + (l2 + 81; the three of the third group, 
£+81 +al; and the three of the fourth group, £+82+al. 

It is possible to analyze a' segments in a similar way. The first sub
type, represented by iI!JhpjJlc (9Cl), can be characterized as a pair of 81S; 
the second as 81 + 82; and so on, up to a' 9, which can be characterized 
as 83 + 83. It is possible to argue, then, that every augmented segment 
represents two constituents of its halfline. 

That interpretation will, I think, tum out to be unnecessary so 
long as the augmented segments consist of a combination of a + 8 
(8 + a) subtypes. Segments that consist of two a subtypes, on the 
other hand, do not seem to be single; they divide at the first syllable 
of the second a. 
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Statistical analysis indicates that an HC-headed segment that can 
be analyzed as two as consists of two HCs. A clearly marked a HC 
occurs repeatedly in the 100 halflines analyzed in this section-152 
times out of 200 possible, in fact. Fifty-two of the 100 halflines consist 
of exactly two a HCs. By contrast, only 9 halflines consist of one a HC 
and one 8 He. 

Halflines that consist of exactly two a HCs are the rule. Halflines 
that consist of only one a HC and one 8 HC are not only uncommon, 
they are the exceptions. Several have been suspected to be mistakes, 
for example 6a and 116a. Prosodists have felt uneasy with such 
"short" or "light" halflines. No one has felt uneasy with such pairs as 
Jomban Jilldan (l1a). 

It seems, then, that a clearly marked HC-headed segment that can 
be analyzed as consisting of exactly one a + one 8 segment or vice 
versa functions as a single He. An HC-headed segment that consists 
of two a segments functions as a double HC, that is, it consists of 
two HCs. 

INNER STRESSED (NONALLITERATING) SYLLABLES AS 
MARKERS OF HeS 

At this point it is possible to determine whether there are two or 
three HCs in 368 of the 580 halflines of the Matched Corpus, the 230 
synthetic halflines plus the 138 intact halflines that contain two allit
erating syllables. The use of templates made from simple HCs in syn
thetic halflines has isolated a second HC in intact halflines. The 
beginning of the other HC-which is sometimes simple, sometimes 
augmented and Single, sometimes augmented and double-is always 
marked by an alliterating syllable. But 212 intact halflines in the 
Matched Corpus contain only one alliterating syllable. The single al
literating syllable always heads the halfline. If these halflines are 
made up of more than one constituent, the second constituent is not 
marked by an alliterating syllable. 

The time-honored practice is to assume that every metrically sig
nificant segment must contain a stressed syllable, and that every in
ner segment will therefore contain-in some cases begin with-a 
stressed syllable. Sievers-and just about every other scholar-has 
approached the problem in this way. It is not the only way. On the 
contrary, it seems wiser to compare segments with already elicited 
HCs and to look for parallels with what has already been established. 
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So far only two kinds of HC have emerged, alliterating and nonal
literating. It is the peculiarity of the latter that they are always outer 
HCs, the nonalliterating HCs that begin the halfline. The processes 
that elicit each outer nonalliterating HC depend upon an alliterating 
HC, however. Alliterating HCs, then, can be either inner or outer. 
The last sections have made a case for locating HCs in halflines that 
both begin with and contain another alliterating syllable. It seems 
possible to carry this line of reasoning a step further. 

Every inner HC that has been elicited by lineation and half-lining 
(that is, the 8ynthetic halflines), or has been located with the aid of 
the templates, begins with an alliterating syllable. But every alliterat
ing syllable is first and most basically a stressed syllable. Any parallel 
between halflines that contain two alliterating syllables and halflines 
that contain only one alliterating syllable has to be based on stress and 
stress alone. That is to say, the second segment in intact halflines that 
contain only one alliterating syllable can only be marked by a stressed 
syllable. 

Most of the 212 halflines that begin with the only alliterating syl
lable in the halfline contain only one other stressed syllable. It is easy 
to match the segment set off by this inner stressed syllable with the 
simple templates discussed earlier in this chapter. The second HC of 
2b, -frunon, for example, exactly equals the simple template al. The 
second HC of 6ob, ra!spa, is also an al. This matching of this template 
serves to set off the 83 template with which this halfline begins, peo
roda. The combination of 83 + a1 is, as I have shown above, unusual. 
Still, halflines that contain only one inner stressed syllable can be eas
ily dissected into their HCs at that syllable. 

It is not so easy to dissect halflines that contain two or more 
stressed syllables after the initial alliterating syllable. Many of these 
halflines consist of a compound plus a simplex, for example 8b: 

I I x I 
peo~myndum I>ah 

The compound exactly matches the "VI template; the simplex, the 81 
template. This division is so obvious that any other seems arbitrary. 
When the compound follows the simplex, as it does in 30b, for ex
ample, the division into two HCs seems equally obvious: 

I I I x 
[p]fne scyldinoa 
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In this case the simplex matches the 82 template, the compound 
the "'fl. 

The situation is a little more complex in halflines that consist of a 
compound and a simplex with a prefix, as is the case of 5b: 

I I xx I 
m&>dosetla ofteah 

Again, the templates provide help. The compound plus the prefix 
equals the predicted subtype "'f8, while -teah exactly equals the famil
iar 81. The stressed stem of the simplex, then, marks the beginning of 
the second HC of this halfline. 

These examples point to what might be called "the short com
pound rule": a compound shorter than a halfline will be split between 
two HCs only if the compound itself equals two as. This formulation 
applies to compounds in halflines that contain two alliterating syl
lables as well as halflines that do not. It keeps together in a single HC 
the four syllables of meodosetla but divides the four syllables of middan
Jearde (29¢a) between two HCs: 

I x I x I x 
mon on middall6earde 

Since in this halfline all three stressed syllables are long, and since 
each is followed by an unstressed syllable, the HC consists of three al 

HCs. The short compound rule does not apply in such rare cases. 
A few halflines consist of two compounds. These rare halflines 

usually mark the second compound with an alliterating syllable, as in 
193a: 

I I I I 
nydpraru nil'6rim 

The short compound rule clearly applies to both compounds, al
though the HCs are also marked by the alliterating syllables. 

Halflines that contain short compounds are easy to match with 
templates derived from synthetic halflines. But halflines that consist 
of three stressed Simplexes pose a problem. I quote 18b: 

I I x I 
blred pide sprall6 

The problem here is that bIred + pide exactly matches the "'fl template, 
while pide + spranJ exactly matches the 131 template. How does one 
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choose between these two alternatives? A simple solution, and one 
that I shall generally apply, divides the three simplexes at the second 
stressed syllable: that is, I arbitrarily take the second stressed syllable 
as heading the second He. One could just as easily take the third 
stressed syllable as marking the beginning of the second He. In such 
cases one can also be guided by the subtle differences in sense the two 
alternatives suggest. 

STRESS RECONSIDERED 

The argument that two-and even, at times, three--stressed syl
lables belong in the same He is likely to have consequences for the 
degree of stress given to each stressed syllable in the He. If three 
stressed syllables--to take the extreme case-wind up in the same 
He, only a four-stress scale can signal the differences among these 
syllables. In 232b, for example, the alliterating syllable tyr- clearly 
heads the second He: 

x x I I I 
hine fyrpyt brrec 

In the first section of Chapter 3, I argued for a simple binary division 
into stressed and unstressed syllables. That binary division has 
served well for eliciting verse lines and then halfIines. But one can 
question whether it is possible for a speaker to give equal, or even 
roughly equal, stress to all three stressed syllables in a single He. 

We have at last reached the point at which we can make discrimi
nations among degrees of stress. It is only when the prosodist has 
determined that the syllables tyr, pYt, and bra!C belong together in a 
single He that one can really begin to apply a subtler analysis of 
stress. Any attempt to do so earlier is both unnecessary and inele
gant. The compound tyrpYt, if it alone occupied the He, would equal 
an a' 1 . So would P!lt bra!c or even tyr bra!c. But no template quite fits 
the three syllables together. It is clear that tyr-, because of its position 
in the He, bears the heaviest stress. Because it is the second element 
of the compound, -P!lt is probably lighter than the simplex bra!c, 
which in tum is somewhat lighter than tyr-. Even -pYt, however, is 
heavier than either syllable of hine in the adjacent He. 

The three syllables of tyrP!lt bra!c provide a somewhat heavier ver
sion of a familiar template, PI: 
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HC HC(~!) C 

I x I 
him i'a scyid (Sepat 26a 

I I I 
hine fyrpyt brrec 232b 

Degrees of heavy stress can, then, be treated as functions of the 
position of the stressed syllable in its He. Halfline 232b presents an 
extreme case of the situation in which the performer moves from the 
heaviest heavy stress through less heavy stresses in order to signal 
the beginning, continuation, and ending of a single augmented He. 

CONCLUSION 

Alliteration-headed HCs of the synthetic halflines can be used to 
locate analogous constituents in halflines that have been elicited in
tact. The first part of the hypothesis that I proposed at the beginning 
of this chapter, that it is possible to construct a prosody based on the 
synthetic halflines, has been partly verified. At this point it is possible 
to identify analogous HCs of every halfline in the Matched Corpus. 
The secondary hypothesis, on the other hand, that every halfline con
sists of only two HCs, has been falsified by a few cases in which a 
halfline consists of three HCs. Most halflines, however, consist of 
only two constituents. 

The first step in constructing a prosody based on the procedures 
of lineating and half-lining is complete. Using the constituents of syn
thetic halflines, we have assembled a set of templates that match 
marked segments of the halflines elicited intact by the procedures of 
lineation. In this way we have determined acceptable constituents of 
all the halflines in the Matched Corpus. Two different kinds of con
stituent, as and 8s, match Sievers's "feet." But three--~s, ,,(s, and 
most Es-dO not. Instead, they match Pope's division of most so
called "B" or "C" type verses. Far from being unacceptable, these un
balanced segments have been shown to contribute to the basis for the 
prosody of all the verses in the Matched Corpus. The next step is to 
compare the verse lines and halflines at the boundaries indicated by 
all of these procedures. That is the work of the next chapter. 
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Chapter 7 

Comparing Prosodic Constituents 

INTRODUCTION 

The prosody of Beowulf appears to be complete with the develop
ment in Chapter 6 of a method for determining the constituents-the 
HCs---of every halfline of the poem. That appearance will turn out to 
be illusory. A thoughtful probing of John Pope's analysis of verses of 
"Types Band C" offers a glimpse of a level of constituent below the 
He. In analyzing such verses as 42a, on flodes ceht, Pope departed 
from Eduard Sievers's analysis in two ways. 1 First, he correctly began 
the second HC (which he called a "measure") with the first syllable of 
flodes; second, he added a rest before the single syllable of the first HC, 
on. In hypothesizing a rest to complete this short "measure," Pope 
took a bold step in the direction of constituent analysis of measures, 
that is, of HCs. But he went no further, leaving for others the task of 
determining whether every HC might be composed of discernible 
constituents. That is the task of the present chapter. 

So far we have been able to divide the manuscript text into verse 
lines and then to divide the verse line into its two constituent half
lines. Almost every halfline is made up of exactly two constituents, 
the HCs. The higher levels of the prosody thus display a strong ten
dency to binary division. I hypothesize that this binary splitting con
tinues on downward. In this chapter I shall test the hypothesis that 
every HC consists of two parts. 

To begin testing this hypothesis I take a very simple verse line, 
C195. This verse line is made up of eight syllables arranged in four 

1. John Collins Pope, The Rhythm of Beowulf . . . (New Haven: Yale University Press, 
1942), 274-75· 
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HCs. Each HC begins with a long stressed syllable and ends with an 
unstressed syllable: 

F 

I I X II x 
ood mid oeatum 

M 

I I x I I X 
ore ndles dcida 

If each of these HCs is made up of two parts, the first part will be 
heavy (in each HC that part is a long stressed syllable) and the second 
part will be light: 

F 

I I x II x 
ood : mid oea : tum 

M 

I I x I I X 
orend : les di: da 

The preposition mid is unstressed and short. The case endings -um, 
-es, and -a (here morphophonemically divided so as to begin with the 
final stem consonant) are also unstressed and short. 

Is the second part of every HC light? I try splitting the first three 
HCs of an unusually heavy verse line, C193, into their parts: 

F M 

I I I I I I 
nyd : praru nfl': orlm 

I I I x 
nfht : bealpa . .. 

Unlike mid in C195, -pracu in C193 is stressed. But its two syllables are 
short and thus resolved. On the other hand, -orim is not only stressed 
but also long. And the first syllable of -bealpa is long, stressed, and 
crowded between niht--also long and stressed-and the short un
stressed syllable -a. The second parts of the first three HCs of C193 
become progressively heavier. Can they be said, nevertheless, to be 
somehow comparable to the unstressed short syllables that complete 
the first three HCs of C195, mid, -tum, and -les? 

First of all, each of the heavy second parts of the HCs of C193 is 
the second element of a compound. In Chapter 3, I argued that the 
second element of a compound does not participate in dominant allit
eration. Second, in the penultimate section of the last chapter, "Stress 
Reconsidered," I argued that "Degrees of heavy stress can . . . be 
treated as functions of the position of the stressed syllable in its HC."2 
Each of the second elements occurs in the same HC as the first ele
ment of the compound. If we apply the logic of "Stress Reconsidered" 
to the second parts of each of the first three HCs of C193, the three 

2: See the section in Chapter 6 titled "Stress Reconsidered." 
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second elements, while retaining some stress, become more lightly 
stressed than the alliterating syllable of the first part of the He. In 
other words, -bealpa is heavier than -les, which occupies the same po
sition in its halfline two lines below, but lighter than niht-, with which 
it shares the He. We can go a step farther. In its HC -bealpa serves the 
same function that -les serves in its HC: it completes the HC with a 
stress that is perceived to be somewhat lighter than the stress of the 
syllable that marks the beginning of the He. 

Finding a basis of comparison between -bealpa in C193 and -les in 
C195 suggests a way of dealing with the monosyllabic final HC of 
C193, mrest. The superlative is stressed and long. It shares its HC with 
no other syllable. The poet might have held on to it long enough to 
suggest the time it takes to speak the whole HC, as Pope suggests. 3 

Or he might have taken no more time to speak mrest than he took to 
say the long stressed syllable niht- in the preceding He. In that case, 
we would have to show an empty part at the end of the HC: 

F M 

I I I I I I 
nyd : praru nil' : 3rlm I

LL x I ..L (x) 
niht : bealpa mrest : 

This solution to the problem of mrest summons into existence an 
eight-part grid. Yet as soon as one thinks of such a grid the specter of 
such verse lines as C28 comes to mind: 

Base 1 Base 2 

F M 

lhi hyne ["]a ret I biron II -L-L. 
to brimes faroOe 

The second and fourth HCs cause only small problems. The long 
stressed syllable that marks base 1 is followed by an unstressed syl
lable exactly like Jeatum in C195. Each of the two words of the last HC 
fits neatly into one of the two parts of the He. The problem is to. 
Unlike mrest in C193, to is unstressed. 

But C195 has indicated a place for to: 

I x L : x I x I x 
C195 30d : mid 3ea : tum orend les di da 

I : x x I . -L. 
C28 bi : ron to bdIDes faroOe 

3· Pope, The Rhythm of Beowulf, 367· 
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second elements, while retaining some stress, become more lightly 
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The unstressed syllable to belongs in the same column or "stack" as 
-les in C195. 

Finding a place for to in the stack created by -les opens up exciting 
possibilities. The empty part in the stack under JTend- neatly indicates 
that a rest equivalent to a stressed syllable precedes to. The empty 
part in the stack after m;est in C193 neatly indicates that a rest equiva
lent to an unstressed syllable follows mrest. In each case the empty 
part makes it possible to maintain the integrity of the systematically 
lineated verse line, its two halflines, and the two HCs that make up 
each of these halflines. 

In 1942, John Pope posited that some verses begin with a rest and 
some end with one. But apparently he saw no way to demonstrate 
that rests must exist. The grid provides that demonstration. 

In order to begin building the grid, I have had to posit one more 
level below the three levels indicated in the following diagram: 

F ------------------------------\nEFtSEI L~------------------------------ F' 
----------- First Halfline ------------M ----------Second Halfline ----------

---- First He ----I---Second He ---1---- First He ----I---Second He ---

The fourth level of constituents from the top consists of what I shall 
call the Fine Paris (often "Parts" for short) of the HCs. Earlier in the 
chapter I hypothesized that every HC consists of two Fine Parts. Now 
it is apparent that the first Fine Part marks a heavy stress, the second 
a lighter stress. It is time to test that hypothesis by attempting to fit 
into this grid everyone of the 290 whole verse lines of the Matched 
Corpus. 

The grid is not a Procrustean bed. But it will help to understand 
how each verse line fits into it-indeed, creates it-if we approach the 
grid with some rules for distributing syllables into Fine Parts. It will 
be useful to test these rules first in shorter examples of the grid and 
also to remind ourselves how empty Parts in the grid come about. 
These matters I deal with in the next two sections. 

RULES OF DISTRIBUTION 

The first set of rules I propose applies to all HCs that begin with a 
stressed syllable. These are HCs of every type except E. I remind the 
reader that the first syllable of HCs of types a, 8, a', 13, and 'Y always 

. indicates the beginning of the first Part of the He. 
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Rule 1a: If the first syllable is long, or the syllable is a monosyllabic 
word, and there is no other stressed syllable in the HC, the first syl
lable will occupy the first Part by itself. 

Rule 1b: If it is short, the first syllable of the HC will share the first 
Part with one or two following syllables in accordance with the pro
cedures of resolution discussed in Chapter 6. 

The second set of rules concerns augmented HCs. 

Rule 2a: If there are two stressed syllables in the HC, the second 
stressed syllable will nonnally head the second Part. 

Rule 2b: The second stressed syllable will share the first Part with 
the first stressed syllable if the first syllable is short and both syllables 
belong to the same word, or if there are three stressed syllables in the 
HC and the first two belong to the same word or compound. 

The location of the unstressed syllables depends upon the 
stressed syllables. Rule la, for example, assigns all accompanying un
stressed syllables to the second Part. Rule 2a puts any unstressed syl
lables that fall between the two stressed syllables in the first Part. 

Using these rules, we can distribute the syllables of each HC into 
two Parts. For example, Rule 1a neatly distributes the two syllables of 
each HC of both halflines of verse line 195 in this way: 

He He He He 
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 

000 mid oeat urn orend les cia! da 

The same rule distributes the nine syllables of 211 into packets almost 
as neat. The first of the ten syllables of 231 requires Rule 1b: 

He He He He 
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 

211 bat under beor oe beor nas oear pe 

231 beran ofer bol can beorh te ran das 

Rule 1a also applies to the first-and only-syllable of the first HC 
of verse line 2, where it creates an empty Part. The first part of Rule 
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2b assigns both stressed syllables of the second HC to the first Part of 
thatHC: 

He He He He 
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 

~od cynino a JnYm 3e fru non 

There must be a set of rules of distribution that apply especially to 
EHCs. 

Rule 3a: The first syllable of an E HC that contains no more than 
three syllables and no stressed syllable will occupy the second Part of 
the He. 

Rule 3b: Four, five, or six syllables of longer E HCs that contain no 
stressed syllable will be distributed between Parts in accordance with 
word junctures and in such a way that neither Part will contain more 
than three syllables. 

Rule 3C: If an E HC contains a stressed syllable that is followed by 
no more than two unstressed syllables, the stressed syllable will head 
the second Part of the He. 

Rule 3a distributes the nine syllables of verse line 10 as follows: 

HC He He He 
1 2 1 - 2 1 2 1 2 

ofer hron rade hy ran seol de 

Rule 3C distributes the four syllables of the first HC of verse line 38 so 
that the stressed syllable, hyr-, heads the second Part. Rule 2a distrib
utes the three syllables of the second HC so that the second stressed 
syllable heads the second Part of that HC: 

He He He He 
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 

Ne hyrde ic cym lieor eeol 3e oyr pan 
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The operation of Rule 3a in 10, like the operation of Rule la in 2, has 
left one Part empty in the first He. The operation of Rule 3c has filled 
the first Part of the first HC of 38 with an unstressed syllable. I deal 
with the former problem first. 

EMPTY PARTS 

The emptying of one Part of a particular HC occurs whenever an 
HC consists of a single monosyllable. I illustrate with verse line 3027: 

HC HC HC He 

1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 

i'ende[n) he pits pulf prel rea fode 

The HC pulf is isolated by the fact that it is the first alliterating syllable 
of the line and is immediately followed by the last alliterating syllable, 
prel. Rule la empties the second of the two Parts. The second Part of 
the second HC of verse line 50 is also empty: 

He He He He 

1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 

mum ende mod men ne cun non 

An alliterating syllable marks the beginning-heads the first Part~f 
an HC unless, as sometimes happens, two alliterating syllables fall 
together into a single He. 4 Clearly, pulf and mod mark the beginning 
of their respective HCs. Just as clearly, prel and men mark the begin
ning of the next HC-and the second halfline. 

Both pulf and mod are long syllables. The option of stretching them 
is certainly open to the performer of these lines. But is the same op
tion open to the performer of the short isolated syllable prel in line 
3027? This monosyllable, too, occupies an entire He. But stretching, 

4. Two alliterating syllables occur in the same HC only if the following conditions 
are met: (1) the halfIine does not begin with an alliterating syllable, and (2) both of the 
segments that begin with the alliterating syllables do not consist of the archetypal 
stress pattern, a +a. In verse line C1O'7, in caines cflnne, the first but not the second 
condition is met. 
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if applied to any monosyllable isolated in an He, would break down 
the distinction between long and short stressed syllables. 

There are more examples of either a single monosyllable or two 
short syllables belonging to the same word occupying the entire sec
ond He of a line: 

No. FHC HC MHC HC 

Part 1 Part 2 Part 1 Part 2 Part 1 Part 2 Part 1 Part 2 

69 [medo re]m micel men 3e pyrce an 

105 pon sreli per pear dode hpi Ie 

120 pon sceaft pera [p]iht un hrelo 

142 heal l!e~es hete heold [hy]ne syts l'an 

147 ·xii· pintra tid tom 3e tx>lode 

Nor is emptiness confined to the second Part of the second He of 
a line. The first He of a line may, as we have already seen, consist of 
a monosyllable or resolved di- or trisyllable isolated by its own alliter
ation as outer base 1 and by the alliteration that marks the beginning 
of the next He. In these instances, represented by the first set of three 
examples below, the second Part of the first He will be empty. The 
third He of a line may consist of similar configurations isolated by the 
alliteration of outer base 2 and a following stressed syllable, as in the 
second ~et of three examples. Finally, the last stressed syllable of a 
verse line may be isolated by the fact that it is the Single stressed syl
lable or the resolved disyllable of a simplex that follows a short com
pound, as in the final set of examples. In all these cases the second 
Part will be empty. 

FHC HC MHC HC 

Part 1 Part 2 Part 1 Part 2 Part 1 Part 2 Part 1 Part 2 

leof land fruma Ian 3e ah te 

leo[f] leod cfnin3 Ion 3e tn'a 3e 

129 ~ micel mOf3en spe3 mre re }Jeo den 
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No. FHC HC MHC HC 

Part 1 Part 2 Part 1 Part 2 Part 1 Part 2 Part 1 Part 2 

51 seq an t[oJ so & sele rae denne 

95 leo manto leoh te land b[u enJdum 

127 orend les our! craeft oumum un dyrne 

5 mone 00 mreo )rom meodo setla of teah 

8 peox under pole num peotO myndum I'ah 
17 puld res peal dend porold are for oeaf 

As these sets of examples show, an empty Part is not exceptional. 
The idea of an empty Part is most useful, however, in dealing with 
outer nonalliterating HCs. A single unstressed monosyllable some
times introduces a verse line: 

lIrem eafera pres refter cenned CI2iP12 

All that is evident in the manuscript of the first HC of line 12 is the 
long monosyllable &em. Rule 3a places it unequivocally in the second 
Part. What happens, however, when we try to move it into the first 
Part? 

HC 

1 2 

"lIrem 

So far, I have insisted that the first Part of an HC be reserved for a 
stressed syllable, which &em is not. If we move 6rem to the second 
Part, however, the verse line will begin with an empty Part: 

HC 

1 2 

lIrem 
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This situation exactly reverses that of pulf in verse line 3027 or, for the 
sake of easier comparison, of leof in 31. I stack the latter line and line 
12 under the control line 195: 

No. FHC HC MHC HC 

1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 

195 ;;od mid ;;ea tum 6l'end les da! da 

31 leof land fruma lan ;;e ah te 

12 ~m eafera Pa!S a!f ter cen ned 

In line 31, leof stacks with Jod, land with Jea, thus leaving empty the 
second Part of the first He. In line 12, eafera stacks with Jea and with 
land; &!m stacks with mid in 195, thus leaving empty the first Part of 
the first He. 

A number of matched halflines begin with more than one nonalli
terating syllable, as we have already seen. Both halflines of line 26, 
for example, begin with two unstressed syllables. Both of these half
lines stack with 119, in which the second Part of both the first and 
third HCs similarly contains two syllables: 

No. FHC HC MHC HC 

Part 1 Part 2 Part 1 Part 2 Part 1 Part 2 Part 1 Part 2 

119 spefan il!fter [sy]m ble sor ;;ene cu &n 

26 him lSa scyld ;;e pat to ;;e sca!P hpile 

The first halfline of line 53 begins with three nonalliterating syllables. 
The second HC of this line stacks with the second HC of 46, while the 
second Parts of the first HCs in each line match: 

No. FHC HC MHC HC 

Part 1 Part 2 Part 1 Part 2 Part 1 Part 2 Part 1 Part 2 

46 a!n ne ofer y ~ urn bor pe[s]en de 

53 DA Pa!S on bur ;;um beo pulf scyl clinoa 
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Although line C128 begins with four unstressed syllables and line 
C28 begins with five unstressed syllables, it appears that only a very 
few Parts of any line in the Matched Corpus contain more than three 
syllables. I discuss these rare occurrences later in this chapter, early 
in the section titled "Stacking: In General." At this point I repeat my 
earlier statement that the four, five, or six syllables of E HCs may well 
have been divided between the two Parts, even though such a divi
sion appears to stack nonalliterating with alliterating syllables. I illus
trate, using verse line 119 as a control: 

No. FHC HC MHC HC 

Part 1 Part 2 Part 1 Part 2 Part 1 Part 2 Part 1 Part 2 

119 spefan iEfter [sy]m ble sor 3ene cu ticn 

128 i'a piES iEfter pis te p6p upa hafen 

28 hihyne [i']a iEt biE ron to brimes faro&! 

BUILDING THE GRID 

The rules of distribution can be used to distribute in orderly and 
explicable ways just about every syllable of the Matched Corpus into 
the grid or "great net" of Table 7.1 The rules, operating within the 
conceptual scheme of the grid, thus make it possible to compare 
everyone of the remarkably varied verse lines, halflines, and HCs of 
the Matched Corpus. 5 

5. For reasons related to the computer lineation program, Table 7.1, the grid or 
"net," unlike the examples in the preceding section of this chapter, divides polysyllabic 
words between the stem and a formative, where there is one, and between a stem or 
formative and a case-, verb-ending, or "marker." In other words, the division is not 
morphophonemic. For example, in line 5, rnoneJll is divided into rnone.J- and -Il, not 
rnone- and -JIl; in line 17, pealdend is divided at the formative -end: peald- and -end, rather 
than morphophonemically into peal- and-dend. 
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C28 begins with five unstressed syllables, it appears that only a very 
few Parts of any line in the Matched Corpus contain more than three 
syllables. I discuss these rare occurrences later in this chapter, early 
in the section titled "Stacking: In General." At this point I repeat my 
earlier statement that the four, five, or six syllables of E HCs may well 
have been divided between the two Parts, even though such a divi
sion appears to stack nonalliterating with alliterating syllables. I illus
trate, using verse line 119 as a control: 

No. FHC HC MHC HC 

Part 1 Part 2 Part 1 Part 2 Part 1 Part 2 Part 1 Part 2 

119 spefan iEfter [sy]m ble sor 3ene cu ticn 

128 i'a piES iEfter pis te p6p upa hafen 

28 hihyne [i']a iEt biE ron to brimes faro&! 

BUILDING THE GRID 

The rules of distribution can be used to distribute in orderly and 
explicable ways just about every syllable of the Matched Corpus into 
the grid or "great net" of Table 7.1 The rules, operating within the 
conceptual scheme of the grid, thus make it possible to compare 
everyone of the remarkably varied verse lines, halflines, and HCs of 
the Matched Corpus. 5 

5. For reasons related to the computer lineation program, Table 7.1, the grid or 
"net," unlike the examples in the preceding section of this chapter, divides polysyllabic 
words between the stem and a formative, where there is one, and between a stem or 
formative and a case-, verb-ending, or "marker." In other words, the division is not 
morphophonemic. For example, in line 5, rnoneJll is divided into rnone.J- and -Il, not 
rnone- and -JIl; in line 17, pealdend is divided at the formative -end: peald- and -end, rather 
than morphophonemically into peal- and-dend. 



Table 7.1. A Part Analysis of the Lines of the Matched Corpus 
. . 

-HC- -HC- -HC- -HC-

Line SC 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 

1 ill HPlETPE GAR DEna· in 3ear daourn· 

2 I I'eod c}rnin3 a JnYm 3e frun on 

5 I mone3 11 1l\l23J> urn meodo setiJz or teah 

6 II e3s ode eorl syMan eer estpear[6') 

7 II fea sceaft fund en he J>ees frofre Je bald] 

8 I peox under polen urn peorl! mifndum J>ah ... 
i: 9 ill otsl'him ee3 hpyle J>ara ymb sittendra 

10 II ofer hron rade hyr an scold e 

11 II 30mb an 35'ld an I' pees 30d c}rnin3. 

12 II acem eafera pees eef ter cenn ed 

13 II 3eono in 3eard um J>one 30d sende 

14 I fole e to frofr e fyren tiearfeon 3eat 

15 II I'hie eer druoon aid or .. as e. 

16 II lano e hpiJ e him J>ces lif £rea 

17 I puldr es peald end porold are for 3eaf· 

Table 7.1. A Part Analysis of the Lines of the Matched Corpus . . 
-HC- -HC- -HC- -HC-

Line SC 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 

1 ill HPt'ETPE GAR DEna· in 6ear cia6urn' 

2 I ~ c}rnin6 a JnYm 6e frun on 

5 I mone6 ii ma!6J1 urn meodo setliz or teah 

6 II eos ode eorl syMan a?r estpear(6') 

7 II fea sceaft fund en he J1a?s frofre Je bald] 

8 I peox under polen urn peodS myndum IJah 

9 ill otJ"him a?6 hpylc J1ara ymb sittendra 

10 II ofer hron rade hyr an scold e 

11 II oomb an 65'ld an 1> Pa?S 60d c}rnin6' 

12 II &Em eafera pa?S a?f ter cenn ed 

I} II 6eoll6 in oeard urn J10ne 60d sende 

14 I folc e to frofr e Eyren &arfeon 6eat 

15 II 1> hie a?r d~on aid or .. as e. 

16 II lall6 e hpil e him~s lif £rea 

17 I puldr es peald end porold are for oeaf· 



-HC- -HC- -HC- -HC-

Line SC 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 

18 I beo pulf pa!s brern e blred pide sprano 

26 ill him&! scyld Je pat to 3e screp hpile 

27 II [fe]la hror fer an on frean pa!Te 

2B ill hihyne [)J]a ret brer on to brimes farotle 

29 II spres e3e si)J as [Sp]a he selfa bred 

JO II )Jenden pordum peold [p]ine scyld inoa 
.... 
8j 31 I leof land frurna lano e aht e 

32 II )Jrer ret hytJe stod hrino ed stefn a 

33 I is io7 lit £Us re)Je1 inoes frer· 

34 II a ledon )Ja leof ne )Jeod en 

35 II bea3 a brytt an on bearm scipes 

38 II Ne hyrde ic cym liCOT ceol 3e 3Yt"P an 

39 II hild e prepn urn 7 heaOo pa!dum 

40 II bill urn 7 bym urn him on bearme Ire3 

41 II rnadrn a rnrenio 0 )Ja him mid scoldon 

42 II on {lodes reht feor 3e pit an· 

continued next page 

-HC- -HC- -HC- -HC-

Line SC 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 

18 I beo pull pres brern e blred pide sprano 

26 ill himOa scfIld Je pat to 3e screp hpile 

27 II [fe]la hror fer an on frean p;ere 

2B ill hihyne [JI)a ret brer on to brimes faroOe 

29 II spres e3e siJl as [Sp]a he selfa bred 

JO II Jlenden pordum peold [p]ine scyld inJQ 

31 I leof land frurna lano e aht e 

32 II Jlrer ret hytJe stod hrino ed stem a 

33 I is io7 ut fus reJleI inJes frer· 

34 II a ledon JIa leof ne JIeod en 

35 II bea3 a brytt an on bearm scipes 

38 II Ne hyrde ic cym licOT ceol 3e 3yrp an 

39 II hild e prepn urn 7 hea& predum 

40 II bill urn 7 byrn urn him on bearme lre3 

41 II rnadrn a rnrenio 0 Jla him mid scoldon 

42 II on flodes reht feor 3e pit an· 

continued next page 



-HC- -HC- -HC- -HC-

Line SC 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 

43 n Nalres hi hine lress an lac urn teod an 

46 I ren ne ofer • ylS e urn bor pe[s]end e 

47 n l'a o'Yt hie him a sett on seoen roe. ]d enne 

48 n heah ofer hea fod leton holm ber[an] 

49 n oeaf on on oar seq him pres Jeomor sefa 

50 I mum ende mod men ne cunn on· 

51 I seq an t[o] solS e sele rred enne 
.... g:: 52 n hrelel5 under heofen[ii] hpa l'rem hl;;este on feno· 

53 III DA pres on buro urn beo pulf scyld inoa 

54 I leo[f] leod cynino lono e l'rao e 

59 n l5rem leoper beam forlS oe rim ed 

60 n in porold fJOCun peoroda rresp a 

65 n pio es peorlS mynd 1> him his pine rrzaoas 
66 n oeom e hyrd on oM1>seo JeoJotJJe peox 

67 n maoo driht micel mon mod be am 

68 n 1> heal reced hat an poid e· 

-HC- -HC- -HC- -HC-

Line SC 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 

43 n NaJres hi hine lress an lac urn teod an 

46 I a!n ne ofer • yt! e urn bor pe[s]end e 

47 n }>a oYl hie him a sett on seoen roe. ]d enne 

48 n heah ofer hea fod ieton holm ber[an] 

49 n oeaf on on oar seq him Pa!s Jeomor sefa 

50 I mum ende mod men ne cunn on· 

51 I seq an t[o] sot! e sele ra!d enne 

52 n ha!let5 under heofen[I1] hpa }>a!m hlll!ste on feno· 

53 ill DA Pa!s on buq urn beo pulf scyld inoa 

54 I leo[f] leod cynino lono e }>rao e 

59 n t5a!m leoper beam fort! oe rim ed 

60 n in porold pocun peoroda ra!sp a 

65 n pio es peort! mynd l' him his pine maoas 

66 n oeom e hyrd on oM1'seo JeoJotJJe peox 

67 n maoo driht micel hi on mod be am 

68 n l' heal reced hat an pold e· 
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manio 
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heal 

laO 

~ao 
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-HC-

2 1 

re)m micel 

re [m)re3~ 

ste[de) frretp 

re [m)id rId 

cerna mrest 

se ~ his portlesi}e 

He beot nea 

an li3 
1'se seq 

refter prel 

tlase ellen 

e3e ~lode 

3e sett 

an to leoht 

73e frretp 

-HC- -HC-

2 1 2 1 2 

men 3e pyrce an 

e 3eond )risne middan 3eard 

an him on fflrste i}e lomp 

urn' l' hit peartJ eal 3earo 

scop him heort naman 

peald pid e brefd e' 

leh bea3 as daeld e 

es ne pres hit lenJe pa 3en 

hete a~um sperian 

nilk preen an scold e· 

3rest ear fot! lie e 

se~in pystril bad 

e sioe hrepio sunn [an) 7 

mon an 

e land btu en)dum 

ade fold an sceat a[s) 
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-HC- -HC- -HC- -HC-

Line SC 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 

69 I [medo <E]m micel men 3e pYrce an 

75 II manio re [m]<E3~ e 3eond J>isne middan 3eard 

'J6 II folc ste[de] fr<Etp an him on fYrste Je lomp 

77 II <Ed re [m]id yld urn' }) hit peartJ eal 3earo 

7B II heal a!17IIl m<Est scop him heort naman 

79 II se i'e his portiesJe peald pid e hCEfd e· 

80 II He beot nea leh bea3 as daeld e 

83 II laO an lio es ne peES hit lenJe pa 3en 

84 ill })se seq hete a~urn sperian 

85 II <Efter peEl nil1e P<Ecn an scold e· 

86 II tlase ellen 3<Est ear fot! lie e 

87 II tn"ao e3e Jx>lode sei'ein Pflstra bad 

94 II 3e sett e sioe hrepiJ sunn [an] 7 

mon an 

95 I leom an to leoht e land b[u en]dum 

96 II 73e fr<Etp ade fold an sceat a[s] 

continued next page 



-HC- -HC- -HC- -HC-

Line SC 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 

rn I leomurn 7 leaf urn lif etIC Je sceop 

'}8 II cy[n]n aoe 
" 

hpylc urn ~t5e cpice hpffrftap. ] 

99 II Spa & driht ouman dream urn lif[d on] 

100 II ead io lie e oMret tfnon ;;an 

101 I fyrene £r[e]m an feond on hell e 

102 II pees se orimma o;E[st] oren del hat en 

103 II mzr e mearc stapa sel'e moras heold 

.... 
~ 104 I fen 7 faest en £if el cyn nes 

eard 

105 I pon szli per peard ode hpil e i 

106 m sijJ&n him scypp end for scrifen hzfde 

ICY] m in cain es cynn e Jx>ne 

cpealm oe praec 

108 II ec e driht en ~s l'ehe abel sloo· 

109 m Neoe feah he~re faeM e ae he hine 

feorfor praec 

-HC- -HC- -HC- -HC-

Line SC 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 

rn I leomurn 7 leaf urn lif etIC Je sceop 

'}8 II cy[n]n aoe 
" 

hpylc urn ~t5e cpice hpffrftap. ] 

99 II Spa & driht ouman dream urn lif[d on] 

100 II ead io lie e oMret tfnon ;;an 

101 I fyrene £r[e]m an feond on hell e 

102 II pees se orimma o;E[st] oren del hat en 

103 II mzr e mearc stapa sel'e moras heold 

104 I fen 7 faest en £if el cyn nes 

eard 

105 I pon szli per peard ode hpil e 

106 m sijJ&n him scypp end for scrifen hzfde 

ICY] m in cain es cynn e Jx>ne 

cpealm oe praec 

108 II ec e driht en ~s l'ehe abel sloo· 

109 m Neoe feah he~re faeM e ae he hine 

feorfor praec 



-HC- -HC- -HC- -HC-

Line SC 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 

110 I metod for I>y man e mann cynne fram 

113 m spYlce oi [Jantas] I>a [pi]t! 60de punnon 

114 IT 1ano [e 1>r36 e he] him tires lean for 6eald. 

115 m [Ge] pattla neos ian syJ&n niht be com 

116 IT [h]ean hus es hu hit hrin6 dene 

117 m a?fter [be]or J>e6e 6e bun haifdon. 
~ 

$ 118 IT Fand I>a tlrer [i]nn e a?J>e1 inJa (Je driht 

119 I spefan a?fter [sy]mb Ie SOJ6 ene cut! on 

120 I pan sceaft pera [p]iht un h<elo 

121 I ¢m 7 6fa?d i6 6earo sona pa?s 

122 IT reoc 7 reI> e 7 0n rtESte (Je nam 

123 I )ni ti6 [I>]e6fl a I>anon eft (Je pat 

124 IT hut! e hrem i6 to ham faran 

125 IT mid I>a?re pa?1 !fIIle pic a neos an· 

126 m tIa pa?S on uht an mid a?r da?6e 

127 I 6fend les 6Ut! craeft 6umum un dyrne 

continued next page 

-HC- -HC- -HC- -HC-

Line SC 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 

110 I metod for "y man e mann cynne fram 

113 m spYlce oi [Jantas] pa [pi]t! 30de punnon 

114 IT Iano [e i'r30 e he] him tires lean for 3eald. 

115 m [Ge] pattla neos ian syptlan nihtbe com 

116 IT [h]ean hus es hu hit hrino dene 

117 m CEfter [be]or pe3e 3e bun haifdon. 
.... 
$ 118 IT Fand pa tlrer [i]nn e CEpel inJa de driht 

119 I spefan CEfter [sy]mb Ie soro ene cut! on 

120 I pan sceaft pera [p]iht un hzlo 

121 I orim 7 orCEd io 3earo $Ona peEs 

122 IT reoc 7 rep e 7 0n rceste de nam 

123 I Pri tio [p]eon a panon eft de pat 

124 IT hut! e hrem io to ham faran 

125 IT mid pCEre peEl fYlle pic a neos an· 

126 m tIa peES on uht an mid CEr dCE3e 

127 I orend les 3ut! craeft 3umum un dyrne 

continued next page 



-HC- -HC- -HC- -HC-

Line SC 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 

128 II .,a pres refter pist e p6p upa hafen 

129 I micel mOToen speo mrer e fJeo den 

130 I refJel ino rer ood un blitJe SCEt 

131 I fJolode lIryli spyll fJeon SOToe dreah 

132 II sy~an hie .,res lall an last sceap ed.on 

133 II pero an oast es pres]) oe pin to strano 

134 II lall 7 lono sum nres hit lerwa [fyrs]t 
~ 

C:J 135 II ac ym[b] ane niht e[ft oe fremede] 

138 III "[a] pres eall ftJnde fJehim elles hprer 

140 II bed refter bur urn ria hi[m] oe beacnod pres 

141 II oe SCEod soli lice spe[oto]lan 

tac ne 

142 I heal tJeones hete heold [hy]ne syll fJan 

143 II fyr 7 frest or se.,rem feo[nde] eet pando 

144 III Spa rix ode 7 pill rihte pan 

145 II an a pill eall urn olI]) idel stod 

-HC- -HC- -HC- -HC-

Line SC 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 

128 IT J>a pees eefter pist e p6p upa hafen 

129 I micel mOToen speo meer e }>eo den 

130 I ee}>el ino eer ood un bUlk Sa!t 

131 I J>olode tsryts spyts }>eon SOToe dreah 

132 IT sytsJ>an hie J>ees lats an last sceap edon 

133 IT pero an oast es pees J! oe pin to strano 

134 IT lats 7 lono sum nees hit lenora [fyrs]t 

135 IT ac ym[b] ane niht e[ft oe fremede] 

138 1lI J>[a] pees eats fYnde }>ehim elies hpeer 

140 IT bed eefter bur urn & hi[m] oe beacnod pees 

141 IT oe Sa!od sots lice spe[oto]lan 

tac ne 

142 I heal lkones hete heold [hy]ne syts }>an 

143 IT fYr 7 feest or seJ>eem feo[nde] ift pando 

144 1lI Spa rix ode 7 pits rihte pan 

145 IT an a pits eall urn otsJ! idel stod 



-HC- -HC- -HC- -HC-

Line SC 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 

146 II hus a sel es[t] pres seo hpil micel 

147 I ·xii· pintra tid torn 3e Jx>lode 

148 I pine scyld entia pean a3e hpelc ne 

151 I 65'dd U 3eo more }>rette 6"endel pan 

152 I hpil e pi~ hrol> 3ar hete nit1as pre3 

153 I fyrene 7 freM e fela miss era 
.... 
:::! 154 I sin oale srece sibb ene pold e 

155 II pi~ manna hpone mre3enes denio a 

156 I feorh bealo feorr an fea J>in6 ian 

157 II ne I>rer nrenio pitena pen an Jx>rft e 

158 II beorht re bot e to banu folma . 

160 I [de]orc [deal> scua dU]3ul>[e 7] 3eo30 }>e 

161 I seomade 7 syrede [sin] nihte heold 

162 I mist ioe mor as men ne [cu]nn on 

163 I hpyder hel runan hpyrft um [sc]ril> a~ 

164 II spa fela fyrena feond man cfln[ne]~ 
-- -

continued next page 

-HC- -HC- -HC- -HC-

Line SC 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 

146 II hus a sel es[t] pres seo hpil micel 

147 I ·xii· pintra tid tom 3e )x>lode 

148 I pine scyld enda pean a3e hpelc ne 

151 I 6}"rdd U 3eo more J>rette orende1 pan 

152 I hpil e pitJ hroJ> 3ar hete nitkls pre3 

153 I fyrene 7 freM e fela miss era 

154 I sin cale srece sibb e ne pold e 

155 II pitJ manna hpone mre3enes deni6 a 

156 I feorh bealo feorr an fea J>in6 ian 

157 II ne J>rer nreni6 pitena pen an )x>rft e 

158 II beorht re bot e to banu folmu . 

160 I [de]orc [deaJ> seua dU]3uJ>[e 7] 3eo30 }>e 

161 I seomade 7 syrede [sin] nihte heold 

162 I mist ice mor as men ne [eu]nn on 

163 I hpyder hel runan hpyrft um [sc]riJ> atJ 

164 II spa fela fyrena feond man cyn[ne]s 

continued next page 



-HC- -HC- -HC- -HC-

Line SC 1 2 1 . 2 1 2 1 2 

165 I atol 0 an 6enoea oft 3e fremede· 

166 I [h]eard ra hynll a heorot eard ode 

171 I mod es bredJ a monio Oft6e sret 

172 I ric eto run e ra?d eaht edon 

173 II hpret spill . {erhtJum sel est prer e 

174 m pill frer orYn1 to 3e fremm anne· 

175 II Hpil um hie3e het on ret hrrero trafum ... 
j:j 176 I pic peorl> uT/6a [p]ord urn bred on 

177 II ~him 3rest bona 3eoc e3e fremede· 

178 m pill J>eod frreaum spylc pres }>eap hyra. 

181 II dred a dem end ne piston hie drihten 3od· 

182 II [ne hie h]u ru (h)eof[ena h]elm herian [ne] 

cull on 

188 II 7 to freder ftefrmum freo& piln ian· 

189 II Spa ria mrel ceare maca healf denes 

190 II sin 6aiJl seall ne mihte snotor hrelell 

-HC- -HC- -HC- -HC-

Line SC 1 2 1 . 2 1 2 1 2 

165 I atol 0 an 6enoea oft 3e fremede· 

166 I [h]eard ra hynll a heorot eard ode 

171 I mod es bredJ a monio Oft6e sret 

172 I ric eto run e ra?d eaht edon 

173 II hpret spill {erhtJum sel est prer e 

174 m pill frer orYn1 to 3e fremm anne· 

175 II Hpil um hie3e het on ret hrrero trafum 

176 I pic peorl> uT/6a [p]ord urn bred on 

177 II ~him 3rest bona 3eoc e3e fremede· 

178 m pill J>eod frreaum spylc pres }>eap hyra. 

181 II dred a dem end ne piston hie drihten 3od· 

182 II [ne hie h]u ru (h)eof[ena h]elm herian [ne] 

cull on 

188 II 7 to freder ftefrmum freo& piln ian· 

189 II Spa ria mrel ceare maca healf denes 

190 II sin 6aiJl seall ne mihte snotor hrelell 



-HC- -HC- -HC- -HC-

Line SC 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 

191 n pean on pend an peES" oe pin to spYtJ 

192 n la" 7 lono sum I'e on lJa leode be com 

193 I nyd pracu nil' orim niht bealpa maest 

194 n " fram ham iJe fraeon moe laces l'eon 

195 I ood mid oeat um orend les deed a 

198 n ael'ele 7 eac en hethim yts lidan -tj 199 n ood neoe oYrP an cpaetJ he oulJ cynino 

200 n ofer span rade sece an paid e 

201 n maer ne I'eo den "a him paes manna l'earf 

202 n lJone silJ tift him snotere ceorl as 

203 n Iyt hpan 100 on- [l'eah h]e him [I]eof [p.we] 

206 n [ce]m panoe corone )1ara I'e he cen oste 

209 I Iaou craiftiJ mon land oe myr cu 

210 I fyrst for3 iJe pAt flota peEs on ylJ um-

211 I bAt under beoro e beom as oearp e 

212 n on stem stioon stream as pund on I --~ ---- ~ -

continued next page 

-HC- -HC- -HC- -HC-

Line SC 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 

191 n pean on pend an pres" 3e pin to s~ 

192 n lalJ 7 lono sum IJe on& leode be com 

193 I nyd pracu nilJ orim niht beJllpa meest 

194 n " fram hamJe freeon hioe lilces lJeon 

195 I 30d mid 3eat um orend les deed a 

198 n eeJlele 7 eac en hethim ytJ lidan 

199 n 30d ne3e oYrP an ~he 3utJ cynino 

200 n ofer span rade sece an paid e 

201 n mcer ne IJeo den lJa him pees manna lJearf 

202 n tJone sitJ fil!t him snotere ceorl as 

203 n Iyt hpan 103 on- [Jleah hIe him [I]eof [pcrre] 

206 n [ce]m pan 3e corone )ntra IJe he cen oste 

209 I laou CTaiftiJ mon land 3e myr cu 

210 I fyrst fortJ Je pAt flota pres on ytJ um-

211 I bAt under beoro e beom as 3earp e 

212 n on stem stioon stream as pund on 

continued next page 



-HC- -HC- -HC- -HC-

Line SC 1 :- 1 2 1 2 1 2 

215 I 3Ut! searo 3eato lie 3uman ut scufon 

219 II otI1' ymb an tid 01' res do 30res 

220 II pund en stefn a 3e paden h;efde 

221 II 1'& lit! ende land 3e sap on 

222 I brim clifu blie an beOf3 as steap e_ 

223 II sid e SCI! nzssas pa PCl!S sund liden 

224 II eoletes Cl!t end e panon up hralle 
.... 
~ 225 II pedera leod e on pa~ sti3on-

226 I SCI! pudu SCl!ld on syre an hrysedon-

227 I 3Ut! 3e pCl!d 0 30de pane edon 

228 II PCl!S pe him Yp lade eat! e purd" on-

229 II [pa] of pealle oe sea[h] peard scild inoa 

230 II se[pe holm] elifu heald an scold e 

231 I beran ofer hoI can beorht e rand as 

232 II fYrd searu fus lieu hine tyrpflt brCl!e 

233 II mod 3e hY3d urn hpCl!t pa men pCl!ron-

-HC- -HC- -HC- -HC-

Line SC 1 :- 1 2 1 2 1 2 

215 I out! searo oeato lie ouman ut scufon 

219 II otIl' ymb an tid 01' res do oores 

220 II pund en stefn a oe paden h;efde 

221 II 1'& lit! ende land oe sap on 

222 I brim elifu blie an beoro as steap e_ 

223 II sid e sre na!ssas I'a pres sund liden 

224 II eoletes ret end e I'anon up hralle 

225 II pedera leod e on pano stioon-

226 I Sa? pudu Sa?ld on syre an hrysedon-

227 I out! oe pred 0 oode I'ane edon 

228 II I'res I'e him yl' lade eat! e purd" on-

229 II [I'a] of peaUe Je sea[h] peard scild inJa 

230 II se[1'e holm] elifu heald an scold e 

231 I beran ofer hoI can beorht e rand as 

232 II fYrd searu fus lieu hine fYrpflt brree 

233 II mod oe hYod um hpret I'a men preron-



-HC- -HC- -HC- -HC-

Line SC 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 

234 II Ge pat him pa to paro& piq e ri[d an] 

235 I peon hrol5 Jares prymm urn cpeht e 

236 I mre3e[n] pudu mund urn mepel pordum frreon' 

242 II peon land dena lats ra nren i6 

243 II mid scip herJe scetsp anne meaht e 

246 I 3uts fremm endra 3earp ene piss on 
.... 
tit 247 II rna 3a 3e med u nrefre ic maranJe seah 

250 II prepn um3e peorts ad nrefre him his plite leoJe 

253 II leas sceap eras on land [dena] 

254 II [fu]r pur fer an nU3e feor buend 

255 I mere !its ende min e3e hyr a~ 

256 I an fealdne Je [p]oht ofost is sel est 

257 m to 3e cyts anne [h]panan eopre cyme syndon· 

258 II [H]im se rid esta 7 sparode 

259 I perodes pis a pord hord on leac 

260 II pe synt 3um cynnes 3eat a leod e 
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-HC- -HC- -HC- -HC-

Line SC 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 

234 IT Ge pat him pa to paro& piq e ri[d an] 

235 I peon hr~ Jares prymm urn cpeht e 

236 I mreoe[n] pudu mund urn mepel pordum frreon° 

242 IT peon land dena lat! ra nren io 

243 IT mid scip herJe scetlp anne meaht e 

246 I out! fremm endra oearp ene piss on 

247 IT rna oaoe med u nrefre ic maranJe seah 

250 IT prepn umoe peortl ad nrefre him his plite leoJe 

253 IT leas sceap eras on land [dena] 

254 IT [fu]r pur fer an nuoe feor buend 

255 I mere litI ende min eoe hyr at! 

256 I an fealdne Je [p]oht ofost is sel est 

257 m to oe cyt! anne [h]panan eopre cyme syndon o 

258 IT [H]im se yld esta 7 sparode 

259 I perodes pis a pord herd on leac 

260 IT pe synt oum cynnes oeat a leod e 

continued next page 



-HC- -HC- -HC- -HC-

Line SC 1 ~ 1 2 1 2 1 2 

261 II 7 moe laces heo~ oe neat as· 

262 II pres min freder fole umoe <tt> ed 

263 I ret>ele ord fruma eq t>eoP hat en· 

264 III oe bad pintra porn rer he on peo hpurfe· 

265 II oamol of oeard urn hine Jearpe Je man 

266 I pitena pel hpyle pid eoeond eort> an· 

269 II leod oe brroe an pes t>u us larena ood· 
.... 
~ 270 II habbal5 pe to t>rem mrer an micel rer ende 

271 II denio a frean· ne sceal t>rer dyme sum 

274 II ~mid scyld inoum sc[eal5ona] ic nat hpyle 

275 I deo 001 dred hata deorc u[m] niht um 

276 I eap ell t>urh eos an un cu&e ni[l5] 

277 II hynl5 U7 hra fyl ic t>res hrDnJar mreo 

278 II t>ur[h] rumne sefan rred oe !rer an' 

279 II huhe fro[d · 7] ood feond ofer spyl5 et> 

280 II oyfhim ed pend[an] ref re scold e. 
-- - -

-HC- -HC- -HC- -HC-

Line SC 1 2" 1 2 1 2 1 2 

261 II 7 hioe laces heor~ 6e neat as· 

262 II pres min freder fole um 6e cy" ed 

263 I rei'ele ord fruma eq i'eoP hat en' 

264 ill 6e bad pintra porn rer he on pe6 hpurfe· 

265 II 6amol of 6eard urn hine Jearpe Je man 

266 I pitena pel hpyle pid e 6eond eor" an· 

26<) II leod 6e bYt"oe an pes "U us /arena 6od· 

270 II habbati pe to "rem mrer an micel rer ende 

271 II deni6 a frean· ne sceal "rer dyme sum 

274 II ~mid scyld irqum sc[ eationa] ic nat hpyle 

275 I deo 601 deEd hata deorc u[m] niht um 

276 I eap eti "urh e6s an un cu&e ni[ti] 

277 II hynti u7 hra fyl ic "res hr~Jar mre6 

278 II "ur[h] rumne sefan rred 6e !rer an· 

279 II huhe fro[d . 7] 60d feond ofer spyti e" 

280 II 6yfhim ed pend[an] ref re scold e . 



-He- -He- -He- -He-

Line SC 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 

283 IT oMe a sy/J&n ear f~ )n'Cl6 e 

284 IT tn"ea nyd Jx>la~ ~nden J>er puna~ 

285 IT on heah stede hus a sel est· 

286 IT peard ma~1 ode ~zron piqe szt 

295 I nip tyr pydne naean on sand e 

296 IT ar urn heald an o~t eft b~ 

.... 
~ 297 IT ofer lCl6u strea[mas I]eof ne mann an 

298 IT pudu punden [hals to] peder metlrce 

299 IT 30d fremm endra [sp]ylcum 3ife& bi~ 

JOO IT 11 Jx>ne hilde rzs [hA]1 3e di3 ell· 

JOI IT 3e piton him ~ fer an f10ta [st]ille bid 

J02 I seomode on sol e sid f;rjmled [sci]p 

303 IT on ancre fzst eofor lic scionon 

304 ill [o]fer hleor beran 3e hroden Jolde 

J05 I fah [7] tyr heard ferh pearde heold 

J06 I 3u~ mod 3fUmm on ouman on etton 
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-HC- -HC- -HC- -HC-

Line SC 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 

283 II <>Me a syptJan ear fotJ In"ao e 

284 II In'ea nyd Jx>lat! ~nden jJlEr punat! 

285 II on heah stede hus a sel est· 

286 II peard ma~l ode »aeron piqe saet 

295 I nip tyr pydne naean on sand e 

296 II ar um heald an o»tlaet eft byretl 

297 II ofer laou strea[mas l]eof ne mann an 

298 II pudu punden [hats to] peder metlrce 

299 II 30d fremm enJlra [sp]ylcum oife& bit! 

JOO II J! Jx>ne hilde raes [hA]1 3e dio ell· 

)01 II 3e piton him»a fer an flota [st]ille bid 

)02 I seomode on sol e sid f;rJ1med [sci]p 

303 II on ancre faest eofor lic scionon 

304 ill [o]fer hleor beran 3e hroden Jolde 

)05 I fah [7] fyr heard ferh peilrde heold 

J06 I 3u» mod orumm on 3uman on etton 

continued next page 



-HC- -HC- -HC- -HC-

Line SC 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 

3<>9 II ~PiES fore miETost fold bu endum 

310 II receda under roderum on !>iErn se rica bad· 

311 II lixt ese leorn a ofer Landa fela· 

314 I oe6Jl urn oano an oulS beorna sum 

315 I piq oe pend e pord aifter cp~. 

2946 II PiES sio spat spalSu spon a7 oeat a 

2947 I piEl riES peora pid eoe syn e 
..... 
~ 2950 I frod fela Jeomor fiEst en sece an 

2951 I eorl onJen J>io ufor on cird e 

2952 I hiEfd e hioe laces [hild] e oe frun en 

2953 I plone es pio criEft pilSr es [ne] trupode 

2954 III ~he SeE mJlnnu on sacan mihte 

2955 I [h]ealSo M endu hord for stand an 

2958 I speon a leod 11 seon hioe lace. 

2959 I freolSo pono !>one ford ofer eod on 

2960 III syMan hrelll inJas to haoan prunJon 

-HC- -HC- -HC- -HC-

Line SC 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 

309 II ppres fore ma!Tost fold bu endum 

310 II receda under roderurn on ~rern se rica bad· 

311 II lixt ese leorn a ofer Ianda fela· 

314 I oeon urn oano an oui5 beorna sum 

315 I piq oe pend e pord ;rfter cprei5. 

2946 II pres sio spat spai5u spon a7 oeat a 

2947 I prel rres peora pid eoe syn e 

2950 I frod fela Jeomor frest en sece an 

2951 I eorl onJen ~io ufor on cird e 

2952 I hrefd e Woe laces [hild] e oe frun en 

2953 I plone es pio crreft pii5r es [ne] trupode 

2954 ill phe Sa! manna on sacan mihte 

2955 I [h]eai50 lii5 enda hord for stand an 

2958 I speon a leod U seon Woe lace. 

2959 I freoi5o pono ~ne ford ofer eod on 

2960 ill syMan hrei51 inJas to haoan frrunJon 



-HC- -HC- -HC- -HC-

Line SC 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 

2961 II ~rer peart! onfb)en t!iop ec3 11 speord 11 

2962 II blond en fex a on bid precen 

2963 II ))se ~od c}rnin6 &fian sceold e 

2964 II eafores anne dam hyne yrr inoa 

2965 I pulf pon r[ e )d[ in6') prep ne 3e rreht e 

2966 II )) hifor spe~ e spat cl?dr[u) spro~ 

.... 
~ 2967 II fort! under fex e nres he forht spa t!eh 

2<}68 II 30mela scilf ~ ac for 3eald hr[at!e) 

2969 I pyrs an prixl e prel hlem ~ne 

2970 II syMan t!e[od] c}rnin6 ~yder on cir de. 

2971 II Ne meahte se snell a sunu pon redes 

2974 II ))he blode fah bU6 an sceold e 

2975 II feoll on fold an nres he fcl?6'e pa 6it 

2978 II brad e mec e ~his brolJor lre[3) 

2979 I eald speord eoten isc ent iscne helm 

2980 II brec[an) ofer bord peal &3e beah c}rnin6 
--- -

continued next page 

-HC- -HC- -HC- -HC-

Line SC 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 

2961 II ~rer pear~ onfb]en ~iop ec6 11 speord 11 

2962 II blond en fex a on bid precen 

2963 II pse ~od c}rnin6 tJafian sceold e 

2964 II eafores anne dam hyne yrr inJa 

2965 I pulf pon r[e]d[ino] prep ne 6e rreht e 

2'}66 II phifor spe~ e spat c?dr[u] spro~ 

2967 II fo~ under fex e nres he forht spa ~h 

2<)68 II 60mela scilf ~ ac for 6eald hr[a~] 

2969 I pyrs an prixl e prel hlem ~ne 

2970 II syMan ~[od] c}rnin6 ~yder on cir de. 

2971 II Ne meahte se snell a sunu pon redes 

2974 II phe blode fah bU6 an sceold e 

2975 II feoll on fold an nres he fc?Je pa 6it 

2978 II brad e mec e ~his bro&r lre[6] 

2979 I eald speord eoten isc ent iscne helm 

2980 II brec[an] ofer bord peal tJa 6e beah c}rnin6 

continued next page 



-HC- . -HC- -HC- -HC-

Line SC 1 2' 1 2 1 2 1 2 

2<)81 II folc es hyrd [e] pres in feorh dropen. 

2<)82 m & preron monio e I'e h .. mreo pri&n 

2<)83 II ricone a rrerd on &hioe rf!med peart5 

2<)84 m }) hie prel stope peald an most on 

2989 m h .... frtrtpa feno 7 hi ftrJTe"e het 

2991 I oeald tx>ne oU~ rres oeat [a dry]ht en 

2995 II land es7 lacen ra beao a ne &rfte hi& 
.... 
~ lean ~ pit an 

2996 II mon on midd an oeard e syMa hie & 

mre~ aoe sloo on. 

2997 II 7& iofore for oeaf ano an doh tor 

29<)8 I ham peo~ "noe hyld o to pedd e 

2999 m }) ys sio freM 0 7 se feond scipe 

JOO6 II folc red fremede. <>Me furtJur oen 

JOO7 II eorl scipe efnd e me is ofost betost 

3008 II })pe ~ c}rnino ~rer sceap ian 
-

-HC- -HC- -HC- -HC-

Line SC 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 

2981 n fole es hyrd [e) pres in feorh dropen. 

2982 ill & preron monio e JIe h .. mreo pri&n 

2983 n ricone a rrerd on &hioe rymed peat"(J 

2984 ill l' hie prel stope peald an most on 

2989 ill h .... fr~tpU feno 7 hi fte61"e iJe het 

2991 I oeald )x>ne ouO rC!eS oeat [a dry]ht en 

2995 n land es7 locen ra beao a ne &rfte hi& 

lean 00 pit an 

2996 n mon on midd an oeard e syMa hie & 

mrerO aoe sloo on. 

2997 n 7& wfore for oeaf ano an doh tor 

29'}8 I ham peortJ unJe hyld o to pedd e 

2999 ill l' ys sio freM 0 7 se feond scipe 

3006 n fole red fremede. oMe fur{Jur oen 

JOO7 n eorl scipe efnd e me is ofost betost 

3008 n 1'pe l5eod cynino I>rer sceap ian 
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3009 

3010 

)011 
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)016 
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melt 
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maM 

habb 
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Pi6 
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l'ende[n] 

lat! 

-HC- -HC-

2 1 

Jx>ne oe brino 

on ad 

an mid i'i mod 

nu a!t sit! 

U to oe mynd 

anon heals 

sceal 6eomor 

nalles a!n 

nuse here 

on hand 

end pecce 

ofer fa! 

e seq 

he pit! pulf 

spa se seq 

ra spell 

-HC- -HC-

2 1 2 1 2 

an I'e us betlJas oeaf 

fa!re ne seel anes hpeEt 

iJan ac .,a!r is [m]a&na hord 

estan sylf es feor e 

um ne ma!ot! scyne 

e hrino peart! "noe 

mod oold ebe reaf [od] 

e el land tredan 

¢sa hleah tor a leod e 

a nalles hearpan speo 

an ac se ponna hrefn 

oU fela reord ian 

an hu hi a!t ;ete speop 

peEl reaf ode. 

hpata secoo ende peEs· 

a hene leao fel[a] 
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IT 

IT 

1 

7 

melt 

7 

maM 

habb 

ac 

oft 

hrefen 

pio 

his 

earn 

tJende[n) 

lat! 

-HC- -HC-

2 1 

~ne3e brino 

on ad 

anmid~ mod 

nu ret sit! 

ii to 3e mynd 

anon heals 

sceal JeomDr 

nalles ren 

nuse here 

on hand 

end pecce 

ofer fre 

e seq 

he pit! pulf 

spa se seq 

ra spell 

-HC- -HC-

2 1 2 1 2 

an tJe us beaJas 3eaf 

frere ne seel anes hpeet 

iJan ac J>rer is [m]a&na hord 

estan sylf es feor e 

um ne mre3t! scyne 
e hrino peort! unJe 

mod 30ld ebe reaf [od) 

e el land tredan 

pisa hleah tor a le3d e 

a naIles hearpan spe3 

an ac se ponna hrefn 

3ii fela reord ian 

an hu hi ret ;ete speop 

peel reaf ode. 

hpata seqo ende pees· 

a hene leao fel[a) 
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00 
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-HC- -HC- -HC- -HC-
• 

Line SC 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 

3032 I poll en tear e pund u. sceap ian 

3033 II fundon Oaon sand e sa pul leas ne 

3034 II hlim bed heald an tx>ne tJehi hrinoas 3eaf 

3035 II rerr an mrel 11 pa pres ende dre3 

3036 II 300 11 3e 30no ean l'se 3UO cynino 

3040 II laO n . . liq ean pres se le3 draca 

3046 II hrefde eorO scrafa end e3e nytt 00 

3047 II him bio stodan bunan 7 ore as 

3048 II disc as lao on 7 dyre spYrd 

3049 II om iJe frurh etone spa hie piO eorlJan freOm 

3053 II l'Oam hrino sele hrin anne most e 
-

-Line 5, third He: set/a of is the first of many instances of a crowded Part, that is, a long stressed syllable followed by at least one uJ\stressed syllable 
crowded into a single Part. The contents of every crowded Part are set off by the use of italics. 
-Line 228, fourth He: The fact that purdtm fills this He guarantees it unusual (Rhetorical) stress. 
-Line )028, third and fourth Hes: Since the stressed second syllable of seqoende is not the second element of a compound but the marker of the 
present participle, that syllable should probably not be separated from the stem. pats is thus left to fill the fourth He of the line and thereby acquires 
unusual (Rhetorical) stress. 

-HC- -HC- -HC- -HC-
• 

Line SC 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 

3032 I poll en tear e pund u . sceap ian 

3033 II fundon lJa on sand e sa pul leas ne 

3034 II hlim bed heald an l'<me ~hi hrinJas 3eaf 

3035 II aerr an mael U l'a paes ende dae3 

3036 II 300 U3e 30 03 ean ))se 3UO cynino 

3040 II laO n .. liCO ean paes se le3 draca 

3046 II haefde eorO scrafa end e3e nytt 00 

3047 II him hio stodan hunan 7 ore as 

3048 II disc as lao on 7 dyre spyrd 

3049 II om iJe purh etone spa hie piO eortfan f~m 

3053 II ))lJam hrino sele hrin an ne most e 

·Une 5, third HC: setla of is the first of many instances of a crowded Part, that is, a long stressed syllable followed by at least one W\stressed syllable 
crowded into a single Part. The contents of every crowded Part are set off by the use of italics. 
·Une 2.28, fourth HC: The fact that purdon fills this HC guarantees it unusual (Rhetorical) stress. 
·Une 3028, third and fourth HCs: Since the stressed second syllable of 5eq6ende is not the second element of a compound but the marker of the 
present participle, that syllable should probably not be separated from the stem. pies is thus left to fill the fourth HC of the line and thereby acquires 
unusual (Rhetorical) stress. 



Comparing Prosodic Constituents • 183 

STACKING: IN GENERAL 

It may at first appear that there are many empty Parts-which, for 
the sake of brevity, I shall call "holes" -in the great "net" created in 
Table 7.1. The impression is misleading. There are indeed 337 holes 
in 333 different halflines in the net. But the net consists of a total of 
2,340 Parts, holes included. In other words, 2,003 filled Parts enclose 
the 337 empty Parts. Surrounding and containing the 14.4 percent 
empty Parts are the Parts containing one syllable or more----85.6 per
cent of the fabric of the net. The net is more tightly woven than it may 
at first seem to be. 

It is true that one has to look hard to find completely filled verse 
lines. There are actually only eleven in the Matched Corpus: verse 
lines 46, 119, 162, 195, 211, 222, 231, 275, 2952, 2991, and 3032. 

The percentage increases tenfold if we count by halflines. Of the 
580 halflines of the Matched Corpus, 221 are both properly filled and 
contain no holes. Twenty-six halflines are not counted here, even 
though each Part in each of these halflines contains at least one syl
lable. The reason is that the outermost Part in these halflines is "im
properly" filled with a nonalliterating syllable either because the HC 
consists of four or more unstressed syllables or because it contains a 
stressed nonalliterating syllable. Even if we put aside these twenty
six halflines, 38 percent of the net consists of halflines each Part of 
which is properly filled. 

The weave of the net is most simply indicated by a pattern that 
occurs only once as an entire verse line in the 290 verse lines that form 
the net, at verse line 195: 

FHC HC MHC HC 

1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 

30d mid 3ea tum ;vend les dil! da 

If the halfline pattern doubles only once to build a whole verse line, 
the basic halfline a + a (a1 + a1)-which I have called the doubled "ar
chetype" -nevertheless occurs 96 times. Thus, 16.5 percent of the 
halflines exactly express this archetypal pattern. 

The 221 completely filled halflines express variations on the arche
type exemplified in verse line 195. So, indeed, does every halfline in 
the Corpus, whether or not the halfline contains a hole. The function 
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STACKING: IN GENERAL 

It may at first appear that there are many empty Parts-which, for 
the sake of brevity, I shall call "holes" -in the great "net" created in 
Table 7.1. The impression is misleading. There are indeed 337 holes 
in 333 different halflines in the net. But the net consists of a total of 
2,340 Parts, holes included. In other words, 2,003 filled Parts enclose 
the 337 empty Parts. Surrounding and containing the 14.4 percent 
empty Parts are the Parts containing one syllable or more----85.6 per
cent of the fabric of the net. The net is more tightly woven than it may 
at first seem to be. 

It is true that one has to look hard to find completely filled verse 
lines. There are actually only eleven in the Matched Corpus: verse 
lines 46, 119, 162, 195, 211, 222, 231, 275, 2952, 2991, and 3032. 

The percentage increases tenfold if we count by halflines. Of the 
580 halflines of the Matched Corpus, 221 are both properly filled and 
contain no holes. Twenty-six halflines are not counted here, even 
though each Part in each of these halflines contains at least one syl
lable. The reason is that the outermost Part in these halflines is "im
properly" filled with a nonalliterating syllable either because the HC 
consists of four or more unstressed syllables or because it contains a 
stressed nonalliterating syllable. Even if we put aside these twenty
six halflines, 38 percent of the net consists of halflines each Part of 
which is properly filled. 

The weave of the net is most simply indicated by a pattern that 
occurs only once as an entire verse line in the 290 verse lines that form 
the net, at verse line 195: 

FHC HC MHC HC 

1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 

30d mid 3ea tum ;vend les dil! da 

If the halfline pattern doubles only once to build a whole verse line, 
the basic halfline a + a (a1 + a1)-which I have called the doubled "ar
chetype" -nevertheless occurs 96 times. Thus, 16.5 percent of the 
halflines exactly express this archetypal pattern. 

The 221 completely filled halflines express variations on the arche
type exemplified in verse line 195. So, indeed, does every halfline in 
the Corpus, whether or not the halfline contains a hole. The function 



184 . Re.:onstructing the Rhythm of Beowulf 

of these holes is, in fact, to make it possible to express the archetype 
in some form even when a syllable would be inappropriate. Before I 
pursue this matter farther, however, I shall look more closely at some 
of the verse lines, halflines, HCs, and Parts of the grid. 

Detailed Commentary on Some Results of Stacking 

The second Part of the fourth HC of line 28 sets the limits to reso
lution: three short syllables, all of which belong to the same word and 
the first of which is stressed, can be accommodated in a single Part, 
faroiJe. The second Part of the third HC of line 17 sets the limits to 
what I shall call crowding: three syllables the first of which is stressed 
and long will on occasion be crowded into a single Part, are for. The 
first Part of the last HC of line 66, JeoJ~ Je, seems to indicate that, 
very rarely, a hybrid of these two accommodations can occur to create 
a resolved-crowded Part. 

Although two resolved Parts can occur in the same HC, as in the 
last HC of line 28, brimes faroiJe, and both a crowded and a resolved 
Part can occur in the same HC, as in the third HC of line 5, meodosetla 
of, two crowded Parts cannot occur in one HC In line 107, caines and 
cynne, as I argued in Chapter 6, are not successive crowded Parts but 
successive HCs of the halfline. 

The second Part of the first HC of line 3049, iJe purh, seems to 
establish limits for syllables that occupy the second Part of an HC that 
begins with an alliterating syllable: three syllables, two of which may 
belong. 

The longest series of stressed and unresolved syllables other than 
the three of the fourth HC of line 9 <fImbsittendra) occurs in the fourth 
HC of line 232: !Yrpflt br;ec. All three of these syllables are short, 
whereas all three stressed syllables in the last HC of line 9 are long. 
More important, the last long stressed syllable of 9b is followed by an 
unstressed syllable. The second Part of the fourth HC of line 9 as it 
stands in the manuscript seems unusual according to Part analysis as 
well as HC analysis. 

The NRule of Three" 

The clearest generalization that emerges from this analysis might 
be called the "rule of three." Either Part of an HC accommodates more 
than three syllables only very rarely. Only 5 Parts of the 2,)40 into 
which I have analyzed these 290 verse lines seem to violate the rule of 
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three. These are: the second Part of the first He of lines 47 and 301, 

the first Part of the second He of lines 234 and 2m, and the second 
Part of the fourth He of line 2995, a six-He line. These 5 Parts make 
up 0.2 percent of the total number of Parts. 

These four-syllable Parts call for further comment. Part analysis of 
line 234 suggests that the segment pat him jJa to parolJe might not be a 
single He. Since the alliterating syllable pat clearly marks the begin
ning of the second He, parolJe would then mark the beginning of the 
third He. The three unstressed syllables between these two alliterat
ing syllables belong not in the same Part with pat but in the now emp
tied second Part of the second He. The first two of the last four 
syllables of this line, piqe, mark the midpoint of a five-He line: 

FHC HC HC MHC HC 

Part 1 Part 2 Part 1 Part 2 Part 1 Part 2 Part 1 Part 2 Part 1 Part 2 

Ge pat him 1m to paro& piq e ri [dan] 

The four-syllable second Part of the first He of both lines 47 (top) 
and 301 (bottom) might be dealt with similarly: 

FHC HC HC MHC HC 

Part 1 Part 2 Part 1 Part 2 Part 1 Part 2 Part 1 Part 2 Part 1 Part 2 

i'a oyt hie him a set ton se3en [3e.]d enne 

3e piton him i'a fe ran flota [st]ille bad 

But the problem in these two lines is different from that in line 234 
because, unlike pat, neither oiIt nor piton alliterates in its line. 

The four-syllable first Part of the second He of line 2m is partic
ularly interesting. It is tempting to move oeat into the first Part of the 
third He of the line. The context of line 2m provides some argument 
for this solution since the line follows two six-He lines, or rather four 
three-He halflines. On the other hand, it is intriguing to speculate on 
the possibility that the virtuoso composer of the poem violated the 
limits within which he usually worked in order to produce on this 
occasion a tongue-twisting hybrid, a resolved-crowded four-syllable 
Part: iotore for. 

The four-syllable second Part of the fourth He of line 2995-a 
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verse line consisting of two three-HC halflines---is harder to deal 
with. Both the first and fourth syllables are long, and the first syllable, 
&rf, is stressed. I leave this four-syllable Part to stand as a particularly 
intractable exception to the rule of three. The three examples just dis
cussed are probably also exceptions. 

VERSE LINES AND HALFLINES AS PROSODIC UNITS 

Most of the halflines of the Matched Corpus readily divide into 
two HCs each of which consists always of two Parts. But not all half
lines stack into only two HCs. A few, like in caines cynne, seem to con
tain one more HC and thus one more pair of Parts. What happens, 
then, to the notion that halflines are prosodic units and therefore in 
some sense comparable to each other? The answer requires a brief 
review of the steps taken to arrive at this point. 

The halfline is one of the two segments of the verse line, which is 
itself a passage of the poem that can be isolated from its immediate 
context on the basis of alliteration. The first halfline of a pair is built 
around the first alliterating syllable; the second halfline of a pair is 
built around the last alliterating syllable. The determination of alliter
ation and therefore of the verse line has been made without regard to 
any other prosodic or "metrical" considerations. 

The attempt to identify verse lines purely on the basis of allitera
tion has yielded 2<}O verse lines in the sample passages that exactly 
matc~ 2<}O sets of paired verses in Kemble's text. Stacking has then 
shown that 97 percent of the verse lines consist of four HCs. If we 
count by halflines, stacking has shown that 56<), or 9B percent, consist 
of two HCs. The two-HC halfline thus establishes the norm. 

The norms can then be expressed hierarchically: every verse line 
consists of two halflines. Almost all halflines consist of two HCs. 
Every Ht consists of two Parts. Nearly every halfline in the Matched 
Corpus is indeed exactly comparable to every other halfline, even 
though halflines have not been elicited on the basis of a predeter
mined metrical feature such as a "foot." The HC has emerged in the 
present study from the "top-down" procedures of progressive iden
tification of constituents. Like verse lines and halflines, HCs can be 
characterized as semi-independent prosodic units. 

The two-HC halflines establish a norm against which the rare 
three-HC halflines in Beowulf can be heard as variations. Both the two
HC halfline and the three-HC halfline are prosodic units, but the lat
ter always equals the normal halfline plus exactly one additional He. 
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The so-called "hypermetric lines," like lines C2995 and 2()96, simply 
consist of two three-HC halflines. They are best considered, then, not 
as exotic hybrids or unfathomable constructions but as multi-HC half
lines. 

Replotting Halflines: lWo HCs or Three? 
Restacking-which might also be called replotting-verse lines 

47, 234, and 301 in order to redistribute syllables so as to avoid plac
ing more than three syllables in a single Fine Part has brought the first 
halfIines of these verse lines into conflict with what may be a higher 
principle. Briefly stated, that principle runs something like this: since 
the normal halfIine consists of two HCs, any variation from this norm 
in either direction should be regarded as exceptional. Single-HC half
lines at one extreme and three-HC halflines at the other should be 
carefully scrutinized and, if possible, redistributed. 

I have plotted-or replotted-as three-HC halflines a total of thir
teen halflines in the two sample passages studied in this book. The 
verse numbers of these thirteen halfIines are as follows: C94a, 104b, 
107a, 1093, 141a, 1823, 2995a, 2995b, 2()96a, 2()96b, and the replotted 
47a, 234a, and 301a.6 

Only three of the thirteen halflines begin with an alliterating syl
lable. One halfline of this small group, fifelcynnes eard (104b), may be 
affected by the reduction of the second syllable to near 0, as in Old 
Norse fifl. The two other halfIines that begin with an alliterating syl
lable, 2995a and 2()96a, cannot be reduced or condensed. They are 
genuine variations. 

Are the remaining ten halflines also genuine variations? If one 
looks closely at the replotted halfIines-47a, 234a, and 301a-one ob
serves that an entire HC has been generated by a single unstressed 
and nonalliterating syllable, specifically the syllables pa, and Ge/oe. 
These syllables, and certain others, might have been relegated to an
acrusis-brief passages that do not "count" metrically-if the com
puter had not shown that the composition of the poem can be 
considered to have been a continuous process. It is certainly possible 

6. John Miles Foley neatly solves the problem raised by some of these halBines, as 
well as the problem of anacrusis, with his 71 (eta) measure, sketched in his "Formula 
and Theme in Old English Poetry," in Oral Literature and the Formula, ed. Benjamin A. 
Stolz and Richard S. Shannon, m (Ann Arbor: Center for Coordination of Ancient and 
Modem Studies, the University of Michigan, 1976), 207-32. The "1-measure (or "1-HC) 
offers an alternative and posSibly better solution than the one presented here. 
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that the poet was guilty of bad economy in constructing an empty 
Fine Part followed by a nearly empty one. On the other hand, it is 
also possible that he violated the rule of three syllables per Fine Part 
in order to compose these halflines within the confines of a normal 
two-HC halfline. 

Verse line 234'1 is crucial to this question. It is one thing to suggest 
the possibility that pa in 47a or ;,e in 301a may have been performed as 
the first Part of the first HC of its line. The stressed syllable that begins 
the second Part according to this reading does not participate in the 
dominant alliteration of these lines. The stressed syllable pat in 23¥, 
on the other hand, does alliterate. 

So, too, do sett in 94'1, leah in 1Q9a, SCl!;,d in 141a, and hu in 182a, 
although only one of these halflines (1Q9a) also contains three syl
lables after the first alliterating syllable. In these five halflines alliter
ation and the principle of the two-HC norm appear to be in conflict. 

Which is the higher principle? By attending to alliteration, I have 
been able to develop a systematic lineation. But systematic lineation 
establishes as the norm a halfline consisting of two HCs. Only 13 of 
580 halflines have been plotted as three HCs. Four of the thirteen can 
be reduced to two-HC halfliries by ignoring the rule (or custom) estab
lished by more than 2,000 Fine Parts that no Part should contain more 
than three syllables. Two of these same halflines along with three 
more can be reduced to two-HC halflines by distributing the first allit
erating syllable into the second Fine Part of the halfline. One halfline 
may contain a syllable reduced to near 0 in speaking. One more, in 
caines cynne (107a), resists redistribution but belongs with the group 
that begins with a nonalliterating syllable. 

In all, nine of the thirteen halflines can be treated as variations that 
might have occurred because of the demands of performance. Only 
the four three-HC halflines grouped together in lines C2995 and 2996 
seem to have been deliberate exceptions to the two-HC rule. 

In the next chapter I deal in detail with conflicts between prin
ciples operating at various levels. It will, I think, become clear that the 
two-HC principle only rarely conflicts with that other high-order 
principle, namely, that alliterating syllables within range of each other 
belong to the same line. When these two principles conflict, the 
first-the two-HC principle-seems to me to outweigh the second, 
even though it is alliteration that builds the verse line. Mediating be
tween these two principles are the twin principles of economy and 
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balance. Operating at a still lower level is the custom that permits 
only three syllables per Fine Part. The final chapter will introduce the 
device that holds all of these forces in balance. 

CONCLUSION 

The attempt to stack the syllables of the text of Beowulf seems to 
have fulfilled Mrs. Beeton's household saying, "A place for every
thing, and everything in its place." All but a very few Fine Parts of the 
Matched Corpus fall easily into place in relation to Fine Parts in other 
verse lines to form the great net or grid. As each syllable establishes 
its appropriate position in relation to other verse lines, its positioning 
also works to empty certain Parts and thus create the holes in the net. 
The net or grid thus makes it possible to compare every verse line 
with every other verse line of the poem. But it is only the fact that 
every HC can be divided into exactly two Fine Parts that has made 
possible the building of the grid. The significance of this two-part di
vision of every HC will become clear in Chapter 9. In the meantime 
Chapter 8 demonstrates that the grid makes it possible to reexamine 
P verse lines that do not match C lines and to attempt to fit these verse 
lines into the scheme of Fine Parts. 
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Chapter 8 

Kemble's Additional Principles of 
Lineation 
Replotting Mismatches 

KEMBLE'S TWO-He NORM 

John Mitchell Kemble constructed in accordance with his general 
method-here rigorously reconstructed as P-Lineation-nearly four
fifths of the verses in the two sample passages studied in the present 
work. We shall probably never know the extent to which he con
sciously formulated the basic principle that guides his-and P-line
ation, namely, that each verse must be built forward or back from the 
first syllable that alliterates with at least one syllable in the follOwing 
or preceding verse. Kemble's prefaces suggest that he saw himself as 
a careful empiricist putting into good order what his predecessors--
Thorkelin, Sharon Turner, and Conybeare, in particular-had all too 
often miscopied, misunderstood, or mislineated. 

The 78.4 percent match between the halflines of P-Lineation and 
Kemble's verses shows that the image of Kemble as no more than a 
careful empiricist is inadequate. The mismatched portion of the 
sample might, on the other hand, suggest that he constructed at least 
some of his verses according to no discernible principles. 

That hypQJhesi~r rather, its contrary---<an be tested. It is clear 
that Kemble seems to have ignored alliteration when it occurs incon
veniently. He completed verse 44, as Thorkelin had before him, with 
a word that alliterates with his verses 45 and 46. P-Lineation appro
priately places that word, 6epuni6en, at the beginning of a long W line, 
P22. Why, then, did Kemble construct his verse 44 as he did? It is not 
because he was simply following Thorkelin, since it is possible to 
show in even more detail than I have done that Kemble never simply 
followed Thorkelin~r Conybeare either. On the contrary, Kemble 
knew what would happen if he placed the first word containing the 
W-alliteration in the first of the two verses linked by W. A monosylla-
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bie halfline, eft, would be followed by the eight-syllable halfline of P
Lineation: JepuniJen [pilJ]esipzs . It is possible to argue, then, that Kem
ble was not so much ignoring the early W-alliteration in these verses 
as distributing words according to a sense of balance---and economy. 

Kemble probably did not think in terms of economy, at least as I 
am using the term here. Yet many of the verses he accepted or con
structed display an economical avoidance of unnecessary constitu
ents, particularly empty Fine Parts. When one stacks halfline P21b, 
eft, for example, the monosyllable in its context not only generates an 
entire HC which is followed by an empty second Part, it also becomes 
an entire halfline: 

MHC 

Part 1 Part 2 

I P21b eft 

At the head of the next halfline, JepuniJen generates two HCs: Je 
forms the second Part of the first He, puniJ the resolved first Part of 
the second, and en the second Part of the second HC: 

FHC HC 

Part 1 Part 2 Part 1 Part 2 

I Pna ;;e puni;; en 

By accepting Thorkelin's verse, eft JepuniJen, Kemble accepted an eco
nomical distribution of the syllables: Je forms the second Part of the 
HC that begins with eft. His verses 44 and 45 eliminate two empty 
Fine Parts and collapse two HCs into one: 

FIMHC HC 

Part 1 Part 2 Part 1 Part 2 

1<44 eft ge wunig en 

1<45 will] ge sil> as 

I do not intend to suggest that Kemble plotted each-or even 
any-verse in this way. It is more likely that he went about his work 
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in a simpler way, possibly by first attending to the stress pattern of his 
verse 45 and realizing that it needs not a single additional syllable. 
Verse 45-only one segment of Pna-sounds the stress pattern (1/0 
1/0)1 that underlies every verse in Kemble's text. Kemble cannot have 
been totally unaware of the importance of what I have called the 
double archetypal stress pattern, a + a . 

Kemble's ear for that pattern may have led him to arrange the syl
lables of the text so that all but the very few "hypermetric" verses are 
made up of just two HCs. Thorkelin, on the other hand, failed again 
and again to understand the operation of this norm. His "verse" 85, 
for example, consists of a single nonalliterating HC: Nal;es he hine.2 

With no help from Conybeare, who does not include this passage in 
his Illustrations, Kemble completed his verse 85 with the second HC: 

FHC HC 

Part 1 Part 2 Part 1 Part 2 

I K85 Nalres hihine lress an 

Again and again Kemble improved on Thorkelin's "verses" by con
structing a verse that can be shown to consist of two HCs rather than 
one or three. On a few occasions he improved on Conybeare as well. 

It appears that the two-HC norm was an extremely important con
sideration in Kemble's lineation. That norm seems to have guided his 
lineation' even where the verses he accepted or constructed-appar
ently at the expense of alliteration-show either no gain or even a loss 
of economy. In order to prove the hypothesis that Kemble always re
constructed the verses of the poem according to principles-to prove, 
that is, the strong form of the first major hypothesis-it will be neces
sary to anatyze several more of the mismatches between Kemble's 
verses and P-Lineation halflines. 

PLOITING MISMATCHES ONTO THE GRID 

At the end of Chapter 4 I set aside approximately 18 percent of the 
two sample passages for later consideration. The verse lines of this 

1. Here, as elsewhere, "1" indicates that the syllable is stressed, "0" that it is un
stressed, and "/" indicates that the syllable is long. 

2 . G. J. Thorkelin, De Danorum rebus gestis secul. III & IV. poema danicum anglosaxoniaJ 
(Copenhagen, 1815), 6. 
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group of passages from the sample do not match the verse pairs in 
Kemble. In many cases one halfline, usually the second of the verse 
line, matches one of Kemble's verses. In a few instances both halflines 
are mismatched. 

It is important to bear in mind that every verse line produced by 
the computer from the indications of the syllables of the manuscript 
text is, in an important sense, well formed. A verse line contains at 
least two alliterating syllables from the last of which the beginning of 
the second halfline is determined. This means that all the alliterating 
syllables except the last always appear in the first halfline. When 
there are only two--and usually when there are no more than three-
alliterating syllables making up an alliteration, the two halflines are 
likely to match Kemble's verses. But, whenever the alliteration either 
begins "early," as it does with ~epuni~en at 132V01, or continues on 
four or more syllables, mismatches of the first halfline/first verse of 
the pair are bound to occur. 

For Kemble, and for other careful linea tors, what I am calling 
"early alliteration" or "continuing alliteration" presents no problem. 
That is probably because Kemble developed a sense that no verse 
should exceed certain limits. Each verse had to contain at least one 
alliterating syllable and might ·contain two. But, since none of Kem
ble's verses contains three alliterating syllables, it is clear that Kemble 
at times constructed two successive pairs of verses around the syl
lables of the same alliteration. 

Kemble's verses 221-24 provide a good. example of continuing allit
eration. I quote them from the 1835 edition: 

l'anon untydras 
ea1le on-wocon, 
Eotenas and Ylfe 
and Orcneas: 

P-Lineation builds, as it should, a single verse around the first four 
alliterating syllables: 

"anon untydras ealle onpocon eotenas 7 ylfe 7 orcneas (PIO) 

Since Kemble's verse 224 exactly matches P103b, no more need be said 
about this match. 

Kemble turned P103'l into three verses. On what basis did he do 
so? There is a rough approximation in the number of syllables Kemble 
assigned to each of his verses 221-23: five, five, and six. It is possible, 
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then, that Kemble simply counted syllables. He did not simply count 
stressed syllables, if he assigned stress to the first syllable of panon, as 
I do, since that verse then contains three stressed syllables while 222 

and 223 each contain only two. 
Kemble's handling of his verse 512, hwanon eowre cyme syndon, sug

gests, however, that he never simply counted syllables.3 It is impos
sible to know whether he assigned full stress to adverbs such as 
hpanan and panon. What is clear from his verses 221-23 is that the first 
verse is constructed from the alliterating segment untydras and the 
nonalliterating segment panon. The first syllable of this verse marks 
the beginning of the clause that contains all the alliterating syllables 
of this alliteration. Verse 222 begins with the second alliterating syl
lable and verse 223 with the third. Verse 222 continues with the non
alliterating stressed syllable -wo- and verse 223 with the alliterating 
syllable yl-. 

Each verse thus contains at least one alliterating syllable and at 
least two stressed syllables. Whenever possible, Kemble elicited 
verses according to both requirements. When it appeared difficult to 
fill both requirements, as may have been the case in verse 521, w~s 

min f~der, Kemble made sure that the verse contained at least the allit
erating syllable.4 As far as possible, then, Kemble seems to have tried 
to maintain the twin requirements that every verse contain at least 
one alliterating syllable and at least one more stressed syllable. But it 
is clear that he found alliteration a more important guide than 
stressed ·syllables. 

It is alliteration that, from the point of view of the human lineator, 
misguides the computer here. In such passages Kemble's principle of 
balance comes into play and produces verses that fit the grid con
structed in the last chapter. The systematic linea tor cannot, however, 
simply abandon the P halflines and fit Kemble's verses into the grid. 
There must be some systematic way of mediating between mis
matched halflines/verses. 

The grid itself suggests the way. The grid, which demonstrates 
Kemble's principle of balance for the halflines/verses of matched verse 
lines/verse pairs, can be turned into a plotting sheet for mismatched 

3. See Chapter 1 for a discussion of verse 512. 
4. It is possible that Kemble's acute accent over min in verse 521 is intended to mark 

a stress. 
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halflines/verses. Thus, I try to plot PI03a, jJanon untydras ealle onpocon 
eotenas 7 ylfe, as a single halfline. I assign jJanon, because it does not 
alliterate, to the second Fine Part of the first He: 

HALFLINE 

HCI HC2 HC} 

Part 1 Part 2 Part 1 Part 2 Part 1 Part 2 

panon 

All three syllables of untydras might be crammed into the first Part of 
the second He, where at least the first, the alliterating syllable un-, 
belongs: 

FHC HC 

Part 1 Part 2 Part 1 Part 2 

panon untydras 

I have tried to cram all of untydras into the first Part of the second He 
in order to fit ealle on- into the second Part in accordance with this 
principle: if the halfline does not begin with an alliterating syllable, 
the second alliterating syllable may be plotted onto the second Part of 
the second He, as in the case of pordum peold (P29a). So I plot ealle as 
the second Part of the same He: 

FHC HC 

Part 1 Part 2 Part 1 Part 2 

panon untydras ealle 

The plot shows that something is wrong. The second He as plot
ted thus far contains three stressed syllables, un-, ty-, and eal-. Noth
ing would appear amiss if two of these stressed syllables were short 
or if the passage consisted of only these three syllables. But all three 
are long, and both the second and third are followed by an unstressed 
syllable. The two Parts together violate the constraint that no pair of 
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Fine Parts in the same HC can equal the archetypal halfline, that is, a 
sequence of two as. The attempt to plot untfldras and ealle in the same 
HC is thwarted. The second word must be moved into the next He. 
The two stressed syllables of untfldras can now be properly distributed 
between the two Parts of the second He. 

It turns out that ealle on- and -pocon, too, must be split between the 
two HCs, since to place them in the same HC would violate the same 
constraint against re-creating the archetypal halfline in a single He. 
So, just as panon untfldras must be plotted as the two HCs of one half
line, ealle onpocon must be plotted as two HCs of the next halfline. 

But is the next halfline a three-HC halfline? 

HALFLINE 

HCl HC2 HC3 

Part 1 Part 2 Part 1 Part 2 Part 1 Part 2 

eal leon po con eotenas 7 yIfe 

Kemble rejected such a distribution, probably because it is possible to 
pair eotenas 7 ylfe with 7 orcneas to end the series of four halflines. I 
reject the distribution into a three-HC halfline on the grounds that the 
three-syllable resolution of eotenas together with the unstressed syl
lable 7 approximates the long stressed syllable followed by an un
stressed syllable, the a-pattern. Thus, eotenas 7 ylfe suggests a pattern 
that has to be spread between two HCs. 

One long-standing piece of unfinished business remains. Neither 
halfline of line P3 matches Kemble's verses 5 and 6. Instead, P3a 
equals ..both these verses together, while P3b equals only the first 
word of Kemble's verse 7. Again plotting sorts out the relationships. 
The first segment, hu tfa, fits the second Part of the first He. Since 
a!pelinJas and elle[n] violate the rule that says that the two Parts of the 
same HC cannot equal the archetypal halfline, elle[n] moves into the 
third HC and -inJas moves into the second Part of the second He. 
Together, elle[n] and fremedon might be accommodated as Part 1 and 
Part 2 of a third He. But, since they are not forced into the same HC 
by what follows, elle[ n] can occupy one HC and fremedon another. 

If elle[n] thus constitutes the third HC and fremedon the fourth, 
then Oft begins the fifth . Since the first halfline of the next verse line 
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contains only three syllables, it is one short of the usual-though not 
guaranteed-minimum number of syllables per halfline. By moving 
Oft to the beginning of verse 7, the early lineators including Kemble 
restored the balance between the third and fourth verse pairs. The 
alliteration of Oft with el- and c£- now creates a subdominant effect. 

Whenever the manuscript is both complete and legible, all of the 
mismatched halflines/verses can be plotted onto the grid in this way. 
Lines P19 and 20, on the other hand, point up the fact that one of two 
syllables alliterating on G seems to have been lost. 

P23 points up another kind of problem that leads to mismatches. I 
have marked a clause boundary before sceal, which thus places that 
boundary after the end of the last word-a compound, in this case--
alliterating on L. The computer finds a clause boundary before the 
first alliterating syllable of the next alliteration, m<eJ-, and after the 
end of the word that contains the last alliterating syllable of the pre
vious alliteration. By moving the word that heads the clause, sceal, to 
the beginning of the next halfline, the computer creates a three-syl
lable halfline, [IJofdc£da. If sceal is restored to P23, where Kemble 
placed it, a more balanced halfline results. 

It is now possible to discuss the one instance in the sample pas
sages in which Kemble's lineation shows a small loss of economy. I 
quote Kemble's verses 71-74: 

m~rne be m~ste; 
~~r w~s madma fela, 
of feor-wegum, 
fr~twa ge-Ireded. 

I plot the P lines and then Kemble's verses. 

FHC HC MHC 

Part 1 Part 2 Part 1 Part 2 Part 1 

P35 m~r nebe ~s te 

P36 fela of feor pe3um fr~t 

K71-72 ~r nebe ~s te 

K73-74 of feor- wegum fr~t 

HC 

Part 2 Part 1 Part 2 

~~rp~s mad rna 

pa 3e Ire ded 

~~rw~s madma fela 

wage- Ire ded 
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Plotting Kemble's verses produces two empty Parts, one achieved at 
the expense of alliteration. The two P lines, on the other hand, allit
erate correctly and leave only one empty Part. Since both lineations 
achieve the two-HC norm for each verse or halfline, Kemble did not 
have to sacrifice alliteration. To the argument in support of Kemble's 
lineation that tela belongs with its dependent noun, matima, I counter 
that tela not only alliterates with the F line but also bears the same 
syntactic relationship to [riEtpa later in that line. 

Such ambiguous passages are rare. More often, close attention to 
alliteration produces a disyllabic, one-HC halfline, even if there is no 
question of a gain or loss of empty Parts; somewhat more often, at
tending only to alliteration produces both a one-HC halfline and a 
loss in the economy of Fine Parts, as is the case with eft at P21b. 

It is important to bear in mind that all variations caused by atten
tion to alliteration and to no other principle of lineation amount to 
less than 15 percent of the total number of halflines studied. A small 
percentage of variations between P- and C-Lineation such as at P295/ 
C3<>7-8 result from imperfections in the manuscript. Another small 
percentage result from the fact that P-Lineation does not take into 
account rhetorical stress. The long P line 238, which equals C248b 
plus 249, illustrates the effect of rhetorical stress. 

However many variations there are between C- and P-Lineation, 
the latter is the basis of the former. Nearly everyone of Kemble's 
verses begins with either an alliterating syllable or a proclitic segment 
to that syllable. The simple principle of P-Lineation, that alliteration 
is the key to lineation and half-lining, explains and justifies Kemble's 
versification. Like P-Lineation, Kemble's lineation is principled. 
Whenever the two lineations diverge, the divergence is caused not so 
much ~y Kemble's ignoring alliteration but by his application of addi
tional principles. 

Kemble probably intuited the most important of the additional 
principles, the two-HC norm, from passages in which alliteration pro
vides an unambiguous guide to lineation. In these verses alliteration 
does not continue beyond a third syllable-sometimes it is completed 
with a second syllable-nor does the new alliteration begin early. The 
674 matches between Kemble's verses and the corresponding P half
lines are of this sort. All but a handful of these verses can be con
strued into exactly two HCs. 

Most of the mismatches between Kemble's verses and the comput-
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er's halflines have been caused by either early or continuing allitera
tion. When Kemble encountered these phenomena, he simply 
divided verses in such a way that every verse contained at least one 
alliterating syllable and no verse contained more than two. Thus, 
whenever his general method seemed in danger of reconstructing un
usually long verses, he applied the principles derived from his intui
tion of the two-HC norm. 

Early alliteration accounts for the mismatching of 68 verseslhalf
lines. Continuing alliteration accounts for the mismatching of 44 
verses/halflines. A third pattern, in which a stressed syllable at the 
end of one of Kemble's verses shares the same initial sound with a 
stressed syllable at the beginning of the next verse, causes a total of 
four mismatches.5 Thus, unusual patterns of alliteration cause the 
mismatching of 116 verses/halflines, or 13.4 percent of the total. 
When the P halflines are replotted and "balanced" in accord with 
Kemble's principles, the match between Kemble's verses and P half
lines increases to 92 percent. A clause boundary that occurs early, that 
is, after the end of the word that contains the last alliterating syllable 
but before the syllable with which Kemble begins the following verse, 
accounts for twenty-tWo mismatches. The replotted halflines of this 
type increase the match to 94.4 percent. Sixteen halflines mismatched 
because Kemble has selected for stress a word that normally is un
stressed, when replotted, increase the match to 96.3 percent. The re
maining mismatches are caused by the state of the manuscript. 

P halflines can, then, be plotted according to Kemble's principle of 
the two-HC norm to match 828 of Kemble's 860 verses in the two 
samples. The thirty-two mismatches that remain are largely caused 
by defects in the manuscript that led Kemble to emend certain verses. 
The ')6.3 percent match between P halflines plus replotted P halflines 
and Kemble's verses verifies the strong form of the first major hypoth
esis: Kemble elicited all of the verses of the consensus by the applica
tion of a method to the indications of the syllables in the manuscript 
text. Kemble's method includes not only eliciting verses on the basis 
of alliteration but also the principled breaking up of long alliterations. 

5. I quote the two examples of this unusual pattern of alliteration: first, nihtum 
(135VOS), since it alliterates with the adverb no that follows immediately, joins with the 
latter to create verse line P159. Second, topehtDn and of!pat (197V10) create verse line 
PAt· 
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Kemble's intuition of the two-He norm, as I have demonstrated, is 
firmly based on the poet's usual practice as shown by the grid in Table 
7.1. The grid indicates something else as well, that the poet was very 
likely guided in composing his verses by a simple but powerful 
rhythm. That rhythm is the subject of the next chapter. 
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Chapter 9 

The Rhythm of Beowulf 

Every syllable in the two-part sample analyzed in this study either 
has been or can be distributed in accordance with specified proce
dures and principles. Some groups of syllables have fallen into place 
early and thus have helped determine the places of others. Some, like 
Oft in verse line 4, have had to be fitted into place after much trial and 
error. The result is the "great net" or grid of Chapter 7, into which, as 
I showed in Chapter 8, the remaining passages of the two samples 

. can also be plotted. There is a strong presumption that the syllables 
of the unsampled remainder of the poem (approximately 87 percent 
of the total number in the poem) can be distributed in the same way. 

The procedures for distributing syllables into an eight-part grid 
work from the "top down." That is, the prosodist begins by eliciting 
verse lines from the representations of the syllables in the manu
script. The verse line is thus an asymmetrical constituent of the text 
as a whole. The two halflines into which every verse line can then be 
divided are the symmetrical constituents of that verse line. 

Many of the halflines are synthetic. The demonstration of the 
strong form of the second major hypothesis of this study, that Kem
ble's method of verse lineation provides the key to the constituents of 
every halfline, begins to emerge during the process of determining 
verse lines and halflines. A tentative verification of that hypothesis 
consists of the fact that one can construct the grid of Chapter 7. 

In that chapter an even more interesting fact emerges. Every half
line constituent-HC~ be divided into two Parts. Indeed, the 
HCs must be divided into two Parts in order to construct the grid. The 
Parts of the HCs have become evident in the process of comparing 
those HCs that have emerged from Kemble's versification. 

It is clear that prosodists have missed something about the way 
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the verses have been extracted from the manuscript text. Even John 
Pope, who might have justified his analysis of "8" and "C" verses on 
the basis of the synthesized halflines of the linea tor, seems unaware 
of the support he would have found for his theory had he examined 
the process of verse lineation. 

Pope has identified the constituents of the halfline, the HCs, as 
measures. In The Rhythm of Beowulf he has attempted to determine 
every measure of the poem and to work out the precise time for 
speaking each syllable according to an analogy with music. Although 
a few of Pope's "measures" cannot be justified according to the pro
cedures of constituent analysis, and although his quasi-musical nota
tion is unnecessarily precise, he has found the proper term for what I 
have been calling HCS.l The HCs are the measures of the halflines. In 
the remaining pages of this study and elsewhere I shall refer to HCs 
as measures. 

The use of the term measure for the two (or, rarely, three) constitu
ents of the Beowulfian halfline indicates important features of these 
constituents. A musical measure is a clearly marked segment. The on
set of 80 percent of the measures of Beowulf is marked by the occur
rence of the most heavily stressed syllable. A musical measure can 
contain a varying number of notes. A measure of Beowulf can consist 
of as few as one or as many as six syllables. 2 

There is another way in which the musical analogy works. It ac
counts for the "missing" heavy initial stresses in the 230 halflines of 
the sample passages that do not begin with a stressed syllable. Pope 
hypothesized that these apparently "headless verses" begin with a 
stress that does not fall on a syllable. It falls, instead, he conjectured, 
on a rest that might have been filled in by an accompaniment played 
on an illstrument. 

The present study supports Pope's conjecture. The first Fine Part 
in such measures is very often "empty." Yet such empty Fine Parts 
"stack" with the 60 percent in this position that begin with an alliter-

1. All of Pope's so-called examples of "Types B, C, and 0 with anacrusis" (my em
phasis) show confusion between mtQSure division, which can only be determined by 
the procedures discussed above in Chapter 6, and Part division, for which see Chap
ter7· 

2. In his Types A, 0, and E, Sievers (usually correctly) isolated mtQSures (which can 
consist of a variable number of syllables) apparently without realizing he had done so. 
Conybeare is more accurate in dividing the "feet" of what Sievers was later to call "Type 
A verses" into trochees and dactyls. (See William D. Conybeare, ed., Illustrations of 
Anglo-Saxon Poetry . .. [London, 1826], ix-xi, in particular.) 
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ating stressed syllable. Pope's brilliant hypothesis has remained un
tested for more than forty-five years because neither Pope nor anyone 
else has pointed out that a careful analysis of the relationships among 
the syllables represented in the manuscript text makes it possible to 
construct a grid in which an empty Fine Part can be precisely located. 
The present study has, then, developed a way of turning Pope's con
jecture into a hypothesis and testing it. 

Despite the careful way in which Pope notated every syllable, he 
did not carry his analYSis far enough. The present study goes beyond 
verifying Pope's measure hypothesis and identifies the constituents 
of the measure. Eighty percent of the measures consist of a more 
heavily stressed syllable followed by a more lightly stressed syllable. 
These measures begin with what is perceived to be the heaviest stress 
in that measure. Stacking in the grid aligns such heavily stressed syl
lables with a Fine Part that is empty of syllables. The first Fine Part of 
the first measure of a halfline, then, always begins either with a 
stressed syllable or with something that seems to "stand in" for that 
stressed syllable. Similarly, an empty second Fine part in either mea
sure of the halfline can be supplied by something that stands in for an 
unstressed syllable. Pope conjectured that that "something" in either 
Part may haye been either a rest, or a note or passage played on an 
accompanying instrument. 

Pope's most interesting conjecture is contained in the title of his 
book, The Rhythm of Beowulf. The present study provides support for 
the theory that the poet was guided by a rhythm as he performed the 
verses of his poem. I summarize in the following section the evidence ( 
for what I shall state now as a hypothesis: a simple two-part rhythm 
controls the distribution of every syllable in the poem. 

SUMMARY OF THE EVIDENCE FOR INTERPRETING THE DATA 
AS INDICATING A RHYTHM 

1. The fact that the syllables of the "third-Ievel-down" constituents 
(measures) can always be divided into just two Fine Parts. 

This fact suggests a two-part rhythm. 

2. The irreversibility of bottom-level constituents (Fine Parts). 
The constituents of two higher levels (2: halflines; 3: measures) can 

at times be reversed. A verse line (top level) can also take the place of 
another verse line. At the lowest level, however, reversibility or re-
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placeability is no longer possible: the first Fine Part appears to be rad
ically different from the second. 

In theory-and sometimes in practice-one verse line can replace 
another. For example, verse line 405, beopulf malielode on him bftrne 
scan, might replace 529, beopulf mapelode beam eqjJeopes. The two half
lines of a verse line might, at times, trade places, for example at 126 
"mid eerdeeJe & pees on uhtan. Perhaps even more frequently, the order 
of the two measures of a halfline might be reversed: 

·oyldan oomban lla 
"funden feasceaft 7a 
"eafera scyldes 19'1 
"feran [feJIahror 27a 
·feohoiftum fromum 21a 
"feer eel'elinoes 33b 
"moroenspeo micel 129'1 

But -dan, the second Part of the second measure of lla, cannot trade 
places with ofI'-, nor can -sceaft, the second Part of the first measure of 
7a, trade places with fea-. The two Fine Parts of these-and all-mea
sures are irreversible, thereby suggesting an alternation of heavy and 
lighter stress. 

3. The "emptiness" of either (but not both) of the two Fine Parts of the 
first measure of a verse and the emptiness of the second Fine Part 
(never the first) of the second measure of the verse. 

Such empty Parts provide the strongest argument for interpreting 
the data in terms of a rhythm that can be communicated by the use of 
what are perceived to be precisely timed pauses. In effect, the empty 
Fine Part transmits the sense of a rhythm even more effectively than 
the performance of "filled" Parts. 

4. The variability in the number of syllables in measures. 
The number of syllables in a single measure ranges from one to 

six. Giving every syllable equal length results in an "irrational" or 
prose rhythm; giving stressed syllables more length to accentuate 
their importance also results in an irrational rhythm. Neither of these 
choices is, however, necessary. On the contrary, the performer can 
learn to perform so that the syllabic and nonsyllabic material, despite 
the varying length and weight of the former, create a sense that the 
time it takes to perform one measure is equal to the time it takes to 
perform any other measure. 
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5. The variability in the number of stressed syllables in measures . 
. A given measure may contain, on the one hand, as many as three 

or, on the other hand, as few as no stressed syllables. This fact is the 
strongest argument against analyzing the syllables of the poem into 
"feet." 

6. The fact that the first Fine Part begins with the most heavily 
stressed syllable in the measure in 80 percent of the measures. 

This fact points to the likelihood that the rhythm begins with a 
(heavy) downbeat and ends with a (light) upbeat. 

There is at least one other piece of evidence for a simple, two-part 
rhythm beginning with a downbeat: it is possible to perform the poem 
effectively according to this rhythm. The performer soon learns to de
liver each measure as one complete rhythmic pulse: downbeat/up
beat. 

The performer learns to detect the rhythm whether a beat falls on 
or rises over syllabic or nonsyllabic material. The rhythm can be sus
tained on or over several syllables at a time. A virtuoso of the poetic 
tradition might even, on occasion, crowd as many as four syllables 
under the upbeat or ' downbeat. But most often the pulse begins on 
one long stressed syllable marking the downbeat, followed by a 
single, often short, syllable-or two such syllables-under the up
beat. In this way the performance of the poem depends upon what I 
called in Chapter 6 the "double archetypal stress pattern," a+a (1/0 
+ 1/0). 

It is necessary to ask whether there is any way of accounting for 
the distribution of syllables other than as indications of a rhythm. I do 
not think there is. The simplest interpretation of the groupings of syl
labic and nonsyllabic material appears to be this: the text was pro
duced as a series of rhythmic pulses, each completed by the second 
Fine Part of the measure. 

The concept of a simple rhythmic pulse provides independent ver
ification of the hypothesis that every measure can be divided into two 
and only two Fine Parts. This concept thus becomes the keystone of 
the system, locking all of the elements into place. To put it differently, 
the rhythm indicates a simple way to control great diversity, diversity 
indicated by the varying numbers of syllables in halflines and the va
riety of combinations in measures of such syllabic features as stress 
and length. 
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The grid thus indicates a way to perform the poem: the performer 
simply translates the measures (HCs in the grid) into units of time 
that can be perceived as identical. The most important goal of a pros
ody has thus been achieved. 

DEFINmONS OF PROSODIC UNITS 

It is now possible to refine the definitions of the verse line and the 
halfline/verse. Tentative definitions of these constituents appear in 
the section titled "The First Major Hypothesis" in Chapter 1. A more 
accurate definition of the verse line runs as follows: a verse line is a 
sequence of measures (usually four, but sometimes five or six) that 
begins either with the first alliterating syllable of an alliteration or 
with the rest before (or musical augmentation of) the proclitic passage 
(beginning with a clause boundary or a proclitic word or syllable) to 
the first alliterating syllable; the verse line ends just before either the 
first syllable of the next alliteration or the rest before (or musical aug
mentation of) the proclitic passage to that syllable. To put it more 
simply: a verse line is a sequence of measures based on an alliteration. 
The beginning of the verse line is determined, but not necessarily 
marked, by the first alliterating syllable of the series. The second half
line of the verse line consists of the measure that begins either with 
the last alliterating syllable of an alliteration or with a rest before (or 

. musical augmentation of) the proclitic passage to the last alliterating 
syllable and continues with the remaining measure(s) of the verse 
line. The first halfline consists of the first measure of the verse line 
and the remaining measures up to the beginning of the second half
line. 

> These definitions bring to an end more than 150 years of uncer
tainty about the larger prosodic structures of the poem. This study 
makes it clear that every constituent of Beowulfian prosody repre
sents a passage heard in a continuum of sound. 

STRESS AND RHYTHM 

The analysis of recoverable features and functions of syllables, 
Chapter 3, begins with stress, the most basic feature of the prosody. 
Every syllable of the poem has been distributed into one of the two 
Fine Parts of its measures largely on the basis of stress. Stress and the 
alliteration of stressed syllables are the most important keys to the 
rhythm of the poem. Yet an apparent paradox emerges if we look at 
the placement of certain syllables in the grid in Chapter 7. I take one 
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example: stress, alliteration, and the fact that it marks a clause bound
ary assign the unstressed syllable Ne of manuscript line 132V13 to the 
first Fine Part of halfline 38a, to a position occupied by a stressed syl
lable. The paradox disappears when we realize that it is not necessary 
to argue that Ne acquires more than its usual light stress simply be
cause it has been distributed into the first Part of a measure. Un
stressed Ne can mark the beginning of its verse line even as it 
maintains its usual light stress. That is because this study has made it 
possible to recover the rhythm of the original performance. Ne does 
not need to be stressed because the rhythm marks the beginning of a 
new verse line. This fact suggests that the modem performer can de
velop a degree of control that permits him or her to play with stress--
to raise or lower somewhat the stress of a particular syllable-so long 
as he or she does so within the constraints of the rhythm. This study 
offers to the modem performer, then, something like the same degree 
of freedom that the Anglo-Saxon scop exercised during the first per
formance of the poem. 
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Appendix A 

Procedures for Systematically Eliciting 
Verse Lines and Halflines from 
Manuscript Lines 

Marking the manuscript text (encoding the syllables of the manuscript 
for computer analysis) 

1. Mark stresses. 
A. Mark for heavy stress the stem syllable of every simplex belonging to 

the following nine categories: 
Nouns 
Adjectives 
Inflected verbs (except finite forms of the copula [pesan, bean, rom) 

and peortJan) 
Adverbs 
Infinitives 
Present participles 
Past participles 
Pronouns (except personal, interrogative, possessive, and demon

strative) 
Numbers; 

Mark for heavy stress the stem syllable of both elements of all com
pounds except compound conjunctions (such as siPJxtn); 

Mark for heavy stress the first or only syllable of all formative affixes 
except those derived from case endings or such wom-down (nonsyl
labic) forms as -J- from -i,J-. 

B. Mark all remaining syllables to indicate weak stress. 
(Note on marking/encoding: The acute accent n or virgule (f) is useful 
for marking stressed syllables on reproductions of the manuscript. For 
computer processing I have marked every stressed syllable 1, every 
unstressed syllable 0.) 

2. Determine dominant alliterations. 
A. Do not mark the stem syllables of second elements of compounds. 
B. Mark all alliterating syllables listed under 1A that are within range. 

RIlnge is measured by the interposition of no more than two syllables 
of the types listed under 1A plus no more than one subdominant syl
lable (defined as the stem syllable of the second element of a com
pound). 
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(Note on marking/encoding: Underlining the initialletter(s) is useful 
for marking alliterating syllables on reproductions of the manuscript. 
For computer processing I have marked every alliterating syllable 2, 

that is, I have changed from 1 to 2 every stressed syllable within range 
of another stressed syllable that has the same initial sound. 

The maximum range of dominant alliteration as defined above can 
be illustrated by the following passage: 

I I I I I 
[m]id yldum o l' hit peadl ealoearo healcer 

I I I I 
na mcest scop him heort naman se I'e his 

heart alliterates with heal since only two potentially dominant syllables, 
ma!st and scop, and only one subdominant, ;un, are interposed be
tween the two stressed syllables that begin with the same sound.) 

3. Determine clause boundaries. 
A. Mark the first syllable of every successive or blended clause. 

(Note on marking/encoding: Triple underlining of the first letter of the 
first word in a clause may be a useful way of marking the beginning of 
a clause on reproductions of the manuscript. For computer processing 
I have marked every syllable that heads a clause 3.) 

4. Mark appropriate proclitics. 
A. Mark the first or only proclitic to the first syllable of a dominant alliter

ation unless the proclitic coincides with or is preceded by a clause 
boundary at an unstressed syllable. A proclitic is an unstressed syllable 
or syllables-whether bound (such as a prefix) or free.-that is or are 
generally to be associated with a following rather than a preceding 
stressed syllable. 

B. Mark the first or only proclitic to the last alliterating syllable of a series. 
(Do not mark proclitics to any intervening alliterating syllable.) 

C. Mark heavy stress on any proclitic shifted from its normal position. 
(Note on marking/encoding: Placing a vertical bar before the first letter 
of the first or only proclitic to the first alliteration of a series may be a 
useful way of marking proclitics on reproductions of the manuscript. 
For computer processing I have marked such syllables with a 4. A 
shifted proclitic (4C) should be marked lor, if it alliterates, 2.) 

5. Lineate and Half-Line. 
A. Determine the first syllable of each verse line and place an "F" before 

that syllable. The "F" will be: 
-either the first alliterating syllable (marked "2" for computer pro
gramming); 
-or the first clause boundary ("3") after the end of the word con
taining the last alliterating syllable of the preceding alliteration; 
-or the first or only proclitic syllable to the first alliterating syllable 
of the series ("4"). 
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B. Mark the midpoint (the beginning of the second halfline) of the verse 
line by placing an "M" before that syllable. The "M" will be: 

-either the last alliterating syllable of a series; 
-or the first clause boundary between the next-to-last and last allit-
erating syllables; 
-or the first or only proclitic syllable to the last alliterating syllable 
of the series. 
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How To Scan the Verses of an Edited 
Text 

Begin with simple verses, for example, the two verses of verse line 
195 in Klaeber's third edition:} 

gOd mid Geatum, Grendles dZda; 

1. Mark every stressed syllable: 

I I I I 
god mid Geatum Grendles dZda 

2. Mark every long stressed syllable unless it is already marked: 

I I L I 
god mid Geatum Grendles dZda 

3. Place a vertical measure bar before the first alliterating syllable 
in each verse (halfline): 

I I I I L I 
gOd mid Geatum Grendles dZda 

4. If the first verse (halfline) begins with an alliterating syllable and 
contains a second alliterating syllable, place a measure bar before that 
syllable. (Otherwise, go to 9, below.) 

I gbd mid I clatum I G~ndles dk-da 

5. If either verse contains only one stressed syllable in addition to 
the alliterating syllable, place a vertical measure bar before that syl
lable: 

1. Fr. Klaeber, ed., Beowulf and the Fight at Finnsburg, 3d ed. (Boston: D. C. Heath, 
1950 ). 
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I I I I I L I I god mid Geatum Grendles ~da 

A simple verse line like 195 is now completely divided into its mea
sures. 

6. 1£ the syllable that heads a measure is long and the measure 
contains no other stressed syllable, place a dotted vertical bar before 
the first syllable after the long stressed syllable: 

I gbd : mid I cia : tum I G~nd : les I d~ : da 

Simple measures, like those in the two verses/halflines of verse line 
195, are now divided into their two Fine Parts. 

These six steps will serve to locate all the Fine Parts of simple verse 
lines, such as 810 and 211: 

mOdes myrl5e manna cynne, 

bat under beorge. Beornas gearwe 

For a verse line like 2}1, additional steps are needed to determine the 
Fine Parts of the first measure. Begin to analyze the verse line by per
forming steps 1-5. 

beran ofer bokan beorhte randas, 

Apply step 6 to the last three stressed syllables: 

I ~ran ofer I ~l : can I ~rh : te I ~n : das 

Now apply step 7 to the first stressed syllable: 
7. 1£ a stressed syllable is short, resolve it with the second syllable 

in the same word whether that syllable is long or short. 1£ the word 
consists of three syllables (not four) and the first two are short, resolve 
all three syllables. 

I 
beranofer 

8. Place a dotted vertical bar after the resolved pair or triplet: 

I 
belan: ofer 
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Verse line 2}1 has now been divided into its Fine Parts. 
9. If the verselhalfline does not begin with an alliterating syllable, 

place a measure bar a bit to the left of the first syllable of the measure 
and then apply steps 2 and }: 

230 

Apply steps 5 and 6 to the verselhalfline that begins with an alliterat
ing syllable. If this is the first verse of the verse line, it may also be 
necessary to apply step 4: 

10. If a measure that begins with a stressed syllable contains a sec
ond stressed syllable, place a dotted vertical bar before the second 
stressed syllable: 

I 
I I 

holm : clifu 

11. Divide the syllables of a measure that contains no alliterating 
syllable as follows: 

(a) If the measure begins with a stressed syllable and contains no 
more than three syllables, place a dotted vertical bar before the 
stressed syllable, as with leton in the following example (to which all 
appropriate steps have been applied): 

I I I I I I I i _I heah : ofer hea: fod, : leton holm: beran 48 

(b) If the measure begins with or contains a stressed syllable and con
tainS-four or more syllables, place the dotted vertical bar in such a way 
as to take account of word- or phrase-boundaries as far as possible 
and so that no more than three syllables will fall in either Part, as in 
the first measure of the following example: 

I - I I I Nalres : hi hine lres :san II~ : cum I t~o : dan, 43 

(c) If the measure contains but does not begin with a stressed syllable 
and the stressed syllable is followed by no more than two syllables, 
place a dotted vertical bar before the stressed syllable, as in the first 
measure of the following example: 
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I ' I' L ne : hyrde ic cym : li cor I ~ol : ge I sf r : wan 

(d) If the measure contains no stressed syllable and no more than 
three syllables, place a dotted vertical bar before the first syllable, as 
in the first measure of the following example: 

I 1 ..1 I' ..11..1 L : Da wres on bur .: gum Beo: wu If Scy I : di nga, 53 

(e) If the measure contains no stressed syllable but contains four or 
more syllables, place a dotted vertical bar before one of the syllables 
in such a way as (1) to avoid as far as possible violating word- and 
phrase-boundaries and (2) to distribute no more than three syllables 
into either Part, as in the first measure of the following example: 

I hi hyne : ~a ret Ib~ : ron I : to I b~es : far~, 
12. Place a stress sign (I for heavy stress, x for light) in parentheses 

in an empty (or over an "improperly filled") Part: 

I (f) : se pe Ih~lm : ~ ... 230 

I (t) I ' 
hi hyne: ~a ret bre: ron . . . 

I ' I " weras : on wil: si~ I ..L (x) I L 
wudu : bun: denne. 216 

13. If a measure contains a third stressed syllable, place a dotted 
bar before the stressed syllable of a Simplex in preference to the sec
ond element of a compound: 

I ' 'I' , tYrd : seam rus : lieu; I (f) I" , 
: hine fyrwyt: brrec 232 

How to Scan 215 

I ' I' L ne : hyrde ic cym : li cor I ~ol : ge I sf r : wan 

(d) If the measure contains no stressed syllable and no more than 
three syllables, place a dotted vertical bar before the first syllable, as 
in the first measure of the following example: 

I 1 ..1 I' ..11..1 L : Da wres on bur .: gum Beo: wu If Scy I : di nga, 53 

(e) If the measure contains no stressed syllable but contains four or 
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in such a way as (1) to avoid as far as possible violating word- and 
phrase-boundaries and (2) to distribute no more than three syllables 
into either Part, as in the first measure of the following example: 

I hi hyne : ~a ret Ib~ : ron I : to I b~es : far~, 
12. Place a stress sign (I for heavy stress, x for light) in parentheses 

in an empty (or over an "improperly filled") Part: 

I (f) : se pe Ih~lm : ~ ... 230 

I (t) I ' 
hi hyne: ~a ret bre: ron . . . 

I ' I " weras : on wil: si~ I ..L (x) I L 
wudu : bun: denne. 216 

13. If a measure contains a third stressed syllable, place a dotted 
bar before the stressed syllable of a Simplex in preference to the sec
ond element of a compound: 

I ' 'I' , tYrd : seam rus : lieu; I (f) I" , 
: hine fyrwyt: brrec 232 



Appendix C 

Encoding the Syllables of the 
Manuscript for Computer 

Each group of symbols set off by a space represents one syllable. 
Each syllable is encoded according to whether or not it begins a 
clause; if it does, the numeral"3" appears before the 0, 1, or 2. A "0" 

indicates that the syllable is unstressed, a "1" indicates that it is 
stressed. If a "1" has the same initial sound as another "1" that is not 
separated from it by more than three "lS" each of which begins with 
a different sound, the two "lS" that thus establish an alliteration 
within verse line range are raised to "2S." The first syllable of a procli
tic passage to the first or last "2" of a series will be marked "4" before 
the "0" indicating the weak stress of the proclitic. 

A capital letter indicates the initial sound of the syllable. "B," for 
. example, indicates that the initial sound of the syllable is b, "e" that 
it is c or k, "0" that it is d, and so on. "v" indicates that the initial 
sound of the syllable is vocalic, that is, a, t£, e, i, 0, U, or y, or one of the 
diphthongs. I use "A" to indicate the sound represented by sp, "1" to 
indicate the sound represented by st, "K" to indicate the sound rep
re$ented by sc, and "u" to indicate the sound represented by p or 6. 

The sign for the initial sound of the syllable is followed by either 
"1" to indicate that the syllable is long or "-" to indicate that the syl
lable is short. If the syllable is not the last in the word, it is simply 
followed by one empty space. If it is the last, it is followed by an "." 
that is in turn followed by an empty space. If the syllable is the last in 
the first element of a compound, it is followed by a " +" and then an 
empty space. The last syllable in the manuscript line is marked by a 
"z" set off both by the space after the last syllable and by a follOwing 
space. 
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